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REDSHIFT WITH CANDELS
Dritan Kodra, PhD
University of Pittsburgh, 2019
One of the biggest open questions regarding the evolution of the galaxy population over time,
is how their properties (such as their morphologies) are affected by their local environment,
e.g. the density of matter in the region where they are found. In the local universe, studies
have shown that elliptical galaxies are found predominantly in the central regions of galaxy
clusters where densities are higher, while disk galaxies reside in regions of lower densities such
as the edges of clusters and the low-density ”field”. We investigate if this pattern continues to
exist at earlier times by using data from the CANDELS collaboration at redshifts up to z ∼ 3.
For this, we make use of photometric redshift probability distributions (photo-z PDFs) for the
galaxies observed by CANDELS. This required the development of new statistical methods
to improve the quality of the PDFs measured by the CANDELS team, described in the thesis.
We have used 3D-HST grism redshifts as well as spectroscopic redshifts where available, to
test and optimize techniques for combining PDFs determined from multiple methods. We
use morphological catalogs provided by the CANDELS team to select galaxies from three
main categories: spheroid, disk, and irregular galaxies. We investigate the relative clustering
of these different morphological types by estimating two-point cross correlation functions
of each type with the full sample of CANDELS galaxies. Our results show that spheroid
galaxies still cluster more strongly than disk galaxies at small separations at higher redshifts,
while at larger separations the difference in their clustering amplitudes is not statistically
significant. At the highest redshifts studied, clustering measurements are too noisy to detect
differences in clustering strength, if any persist.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Our view of the universe has drastically changed over the past one hundred years or so.
For millennia ancient civilizations had developed various mythological theories regarding
the start and evolution of the cosmos as was known to them. For most of the recorded
history humankind believed that our planet was the center of the universe, and all objects
on the night sky revolved around it. Then, with the help of Galileo, Copernicus, and Kepler,
astronomers shifted their theories towards a Heliocentric universe. Although this was a huge
step in the right direction of the true picture, up until the beginning of the twentieth century,
astronomers believed that all celestial objects that were visible at the time were part of our
Galaxy, the Milky Way. Then, it became clear that the ”nebulae” which were known to
them, were too far away to belong to the Milky Way (Hubble (1926), Hubble (1936)), and
extragalactic astronomy was born. Soon after, with the help of technological advancements
other galaxies were observed and cataloged, which led to a better understanding of the
cosmos.
Today we know that our galaxy is only a drop in the vast ocean of galaxies in our
universe, and the visible components of galaxies represent a small fraction of the 5% of the
total mass-energy content of the Universe that consists of ordinary or ”baryonic” matter.
Another 25% of the total mass-energy content is made up of a component known as dark
matter; it interacts with baryonic matter primarily or exclusively via the gravitational force.
Finally, the nature of the remaining 70% is also unknown to us today; it appears to be
responsible for the observed accelerating expansion of the universe, and is generally labelled
as ”dark energy” (Mo et al. (2010)). Given that we cannot observe dark matter and dark
energy directly, any information we have about them is obtained by observing what we can,
the baryonic matter.
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Due to gravitational instabilities, baryonic matter collapses wherever the density is suffi-
ciently high, forming dense structures such as galaxies, which in turn can group together to
make up the largest gravitationally bound structures in the universe, called galaxy clusters.
The mechanisms responsible for the formation of galaxies are yet to be fully understood;
how they evolve with time is less well known. In order to make any progress towards such
discoveries, we first need to identify and classify the objects of interest, which is why we
present a brief introduction of the wide variety of galaxies in the following section.
1.1 CLASSIFYING GALAXIES
Galaxies have been observed to have a wide range of properties such as different ages, sizes,
shapes, and colors even at constant mass; the reasons for this large variety are still not very
clear. One thing that is apparent is that these properties are not entirely independent from
one another. That is, the most massive galaxies tend to be older, redder, larger in size,
and more commonly elliptical in shape. On the other hand, lower-mass galaxies tend to be
younger, bluer, somewhat smaller in size, and disk shaped or irregular/peculiar. It is fairly
certain that these properties of galaxies and how they evolve with time depend not only
on baryonic matter and its distribution in the universe, but also on the properties of dark
matter and dark energy, which is why the study of galaxies is of utmost importance for the
study of the universe itself and therefore, cosmology. It is only natural for their study to
start with some of their most obvious properties, such as their shape and color.
1.1.1 Galaxy Morphology
Since before realizing that the nebulae observed in the night sky were individual galaxies
themselves, astronomers were fascinated with the shapes of these large structures of the
universe. They appeared to have very noticeable differences, but at the same time many
of them appeared to be very similar. Therefore it was clear that they can be divided into
groups of similar appearances, an endeavor that occupied some of the brightest astronomers
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of the twentieth century, such as Wolf, Hubble, de Vaucouleurs, Reynolds, etc. While dif-
ferent scientists used different ways of categorizing galaxies based on morphology, the most
commonly known is the Hubble Sequence (HS; Hubble (1926), Hubble (1936), Holmberg
(1958), de Vaucouleurs (1958), van den Bergh (1960)), which initially separated them into
three major categories: ellipticals (E), spirals (S), and irregulars/peculiars (Irr) [Figure 1.1].
We continue with a brief description of the main morphological types of galaxies; for
more details we refer the reader to Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 of Mo et al. (2010), and Chapter
3 of Schneider (2006).
Elliptical galaxies received their name due to their isophotal curves being ellipses. They
are generally very smooth systems with lack of structures and brightness profiles that decline
continuously with distance from the center, described by the de Vaucouleurs profile. They
appear to have various ellipticities, which is the reason why their labelling E is followed by
the integer n, taking values between 1 and 7. This integer represents the galaxy’s ellipticity
and is given by n = (1 − b/a) · 10, where b/a is the minor-to-major axis ratio of the galaxy.
Spiral galaxies show very clear features known as spiral arms, hence the name of their
category. The spiral arms may spring from a central nucleus in which case they are referred to
as normal spirals and labelled S, or the arms could start from a central region that resembles
a bar, in which case galaxies are called barred spirals and they are labelled SB. Members of
both of these two subgroups are further subdivided into smaller groups based on the state
of their spiral arms, with the three main subgroups being a, b, and c. Sa and SBa galaxies
have closely coiled spiral arms, Sb and SBb ones have more open arms, and Sc and SBc ones
have quite open arms. Later updates to the initial Hubble Sequence by Hubble himself, de
Vaucouleurs, and Sandage, added more subclasses such as Sd, SBd, etc., which was possible
due to greater details in images obtained from better observations.
Another subgroup of the HS is the one containing the so called S0 galaxies, which have
similarities both with ellipticals and spirals. They have a lenticular shape and have sometimes
been speculated to be galaxies in a transitional phase from spiral to elliptical galaxies. In
the HS they appear to the right of E7 galaxies, and mark the spot of the separation between
the ”normal” and ”barred” spirals. The S0 galaxies provide a sense of continuity on the
HS, where the shifts from one subgroup to the next is somewhat smooth with the members
3
Figure 1.1 Hubble Sequence (HS) today, with elliptical galaxies on the left, and spiral galaxies
on the right; S0 galaxies in the middle. Spiral galaxies separate into the regular (upper row)
and barred (lower row) groups. As we go from left (early-types) to right (late-types), galaxies
appear to be bluer in color due to young massive blue stars formed in spiral galaxies.
Credit: NASA, ESA, M. Kornmesser
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having plenty of similarities among them.
Finally, there is the group of irregular galaxies (Irr). They are galaxies with irregular
shapes (hence the name of their class), meaning that they do not show any elliptical or spiral
symmetries of any sort, and therefore constitute a separate group from them. This class often
contains galaxies which are characterized as peculiar, usually consisting of galaxies that are
in a merging state with one or more other galaxies and hence appear abnormal in shape.
An additional set of terminology used to describe galaxy types is a temporal one. Going
from left to right on the Hubble sequence they are labeled as early-type, intermediate-type,
and late type. This language is misleading, since it is not connected with the ages of galaxies.
Instead, this terminology was borrowed from the classification of stars; short-lived, massive,
blue stars placed on the left of the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram are considered early-
type ones, whereas longer-lived, lower mass, red stars that appear on the right of the HR
diagram are referred to as late-type stars. The early, intermediate, and late terms were
based on early theories of the stages of the lives of stars. It is ironic to note that early-type
galaxies (E/S0) are usually made exclusively of old, red, late-type stars, whereas late-type
galaxies (Sc, SBc, Irr) often contain many young, blue, early-type stars. This shows again
the unfortunate nature of this temporal nomenclature for galaxies; we emphasize that this
characterization does not indicate in any way an evolution or a time scale of any kind.
1.1.2 Galaxy Color
Another important visual property of galaxies is their color, which is closely related to their
constituents, i.e., dust, gas, and stellar populations. When a galaxy is primarily made of
old, red stars, it will also appear reddish in color when observed. In contrast, if another
galaxy includes young, blue stars, it will then appear to be more blue when observed than
the previous case.
The color of a galaxy in Astronomy is defined as the difference in magnitudes as measured
in two different spectral bands, e.g. B-V where B is the magnitude as measured in the B-
band and V is the one measured in the V -band. An interesting segregation is noticed when
the colors of galaxies are plotted against their absolute magnitudes, an important visual tool
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that is usually referred to as the color-magnitude diagram for galaxies, and is analogous to
the H-R diagram for stars (de Vaucouleurs (1961)). In this diagram galaxies separate into
two very distinct groups, with one group favoring bluer colors (i.e. lower values of B-V), and
the other consisting of galaxies with redder colors (i.e., higher values of B-V).
Given that the calculation of the absolute magnitude of a galaxy requires the knowledge
of its distance, the color-color plot is in some cases easier to construct in order to see this
bimodality of galaxies. For it we plot the colors of galaxies in two separate bands versus
the colors in two other bands, e.g., U-B vs. B-V . Since colors are constructed from the
differences between magnitudes, which in turn are related logarithmically to the ratio of
fluxes, any dependence on the distance cancels out, and therefore it is not needed. This
of course is only true for nearby galaxies, since for distant galaxies their colors are shifted
to the redder wavelengths, as we will discuss in a later section, in which case we need to
estimate the rest-frame colors of galaxies. In the color-color plot the two separate groups
of galaxies are again distinguishable, with galaxies belonging to the “blue cloud” or the “red
sequence”, depending on their respective colors (Strateva et al. (2001); Blanton et al. (2005);
Schawinski et al. (2014)).
With the recent increase of data, scientists have also shown interest in region of the color-
magnitude diagram that is referred to as the green valley, which is the region of transition
between the blue cloud and red sequence. Recent studies have suggested (Licquia et al.
(2015)) that our own galaxy may be a member of this population.
Additionally, it has been noticed that the colors of galaxies are closely linked to other
properties of them, such as their morphologies (Strateva et al. (2001)). For instance, galaxies
in the red sequence tend to be early-type ones (E/S0), whereas the blue cloud usually consists
of late-type ones (S/SB & Irr).
Besides morphology and color, galaxies can be separated based upon a variety of other
properties, such as their star-formation rates, masses, sizes, etc. As we have already men-
tioned, it is clear that these properties are not completely independent from one another,
and their correlation is of great interest to the scientific community, since it could shed light
towards the mechanisms that drive galaxy formation and evolution. One important aspect
regarding galaxy properties is how they are affected by the environment where different
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galaxies are observed. It appears that different types of galaxies of different characteristics
are found in different regions of the universe; some favor low-density regions (the ’field’)
whereas others favor groups and clusters of galaxies. The trends observed in the local uni-
verse may change significantly as we look at more distant objects, since larger distances
correspond to earlier times when structure and galaxies were less developed. Therefore it is
crucial not only to study the dependence of galaxy properties on environment but also how
it evolves with time.
Before we start our discussion regarding the structure of the universe and its evolution,
we must first define one of the most important quantities in Astronomy that allows us to
describe large distances and past times. This quantity is generally known as the redshift ; we
briefly introduce this concept in the following section.
1.2 REDSHIFT
As the name suggests, the term ’redshift’ refers to a shift of the emitted light of distant objects
to larger (corresponding to redder) wavelengths. This can happen due to the Doppler effect
when objects are moving away from us with peculiar velocities, or due to the expansion of the
universe resulting in the stretching of wavelengths of light. The former can be significant only
for the very nearby objects whereas the latter dominates for larger distances. Mathematically,
redshift is defined as z = (λo − λe)/λe, where λo is the observed wavelength and λe is the
emitted wavelength. In the case of nearby objects, this can be approximated by z ≈ v/c,
where v is the object’s velocity with respect to the observer, and c is the speed of light. In
this work we focus on distant galaxies, for which a more useful definition is the one related
to the scale factor a(t). The scale factor is a function of time and determines the emitted
and observed wavelengths mentioned above according to λo/λe = a(to)/a(te), where a(to) is
the scale factor at the time of observation and a(te) the one at the time of emission of the
photons. This in turn defines redshift as z = [a(to) − a(te)]/a(te), which combined with the
fact that at the present time that we observe the universe the scale factor is defined to be
unity, leads to z = [1 − a(te)]/a(te) (Hogg (1999)).
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One way to estimate the redshift of a galaxy is by analyzing its spectrum, and observ-
ing the shifts in emission and/or absorption lines from their restframe wavelength, which in
general yields very accurate results (Newman et al. (2013); Weiner et al. (2005)). Unfortu-
nately, the acquisition of the spectra of galaxies is not an easy task, since it requires long
exposure times, while the number of objects that are targeted during each observation is
limited, making it practically impossible for surveys such as LSST (Ivezic et al. (2009)). In
addition, the most distant galaxies are too faint to be observed spectroscopically, since their
light cannot be analyzed in detail.
On the other hand, distant galaxies can be observed using broadband photometry, which
is the measurement of the fluxes of all objects in the field of view of the instrument using dif-
ferent filters (Nayyeri et al. (2017); Stefanon et al. (2017); Guo et al. (2013); Galametz et al.
(2013)). With this method, many objects can be observed at the same time, and measure-
ments are feasible even for faint objects, thus making it the only solution for large surveys
such as the aforementioned LSST. Additionally, the flux measurements can be accomplished
with much shorter exposure times than what is required for detailed spectra. The caveat to
this is the fact that the information is less detailed; as a result the photometric redshifts of
galaxies are not as precise as their spectroscopic counterparts.
Having defined redshifts, which serve as the primary proxy for time in our work, we
continue by describing the formation of galaxies, their temporal (or redshift) evolution, and
how this relates to the environment a galaxy is found in in the following section.
1.3 OVERVIEW OF GALAXY FORMATION AND EVOLUTION
There has been a long history of research related to the formation and evolution of galaxies
and the physical processes responsible for their vast variety we observe in the local and distant
universe today. The picture is still being developed, although great progress has been made
during the past few decades in this field (Dressler (1980); Postman & Geller (1984); Goto
et al. (2003); Sheth et al. (2006); Skibba et al. (2013)). In this section we provide a brief
summary regarding the main mechanisms we now believe are playing important roles in
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shaping the structure of the universe into what is found everywhere in the cosmos.
1.3.1 Formation
We start this section with an overview of structure formation; for more details we refer the
reader to Section 1.2 of Chapter 1 of Mo et al. (2010), the basics of which we summarize
here.
According to the standard model of structure formation (Peebles (1980)), during the
first stages of the universe the slightly overdense regions of dark matter collapse due to self-
gravity forming small structures, usually referred to as dark matter halos (or simply halos).
Because dark matter is believed to be collisionless and interacts only gravitationally, this
process happens very early in cosmological time, and the regions with higher density will
collapse and evolve faster than the less dense ones. According to the hierarchical scenario
(Frenk & White (2012)), which is the most commonly accepted one, smaller sized halos
form initially and they act as hosts for baryonic matter to also collapse gravitationally and
form galaxies. This happens when the gas in the progenitor clouds cools and the pressure
gradient cannot sustain hydrostatic equilibrium, therefore leading to the collapse (Dalgarno
& McCray (1972)).
Which mechanisms are predominantly responsible for this cooling depends on the char-
acteristics of the environment and more specifically on the virial temperature (Tvir) of the
dark matter halo, which in turn depends on its mass (Mh). For massive halos with high
temperatures Tvir ≥ 107K gas is fully ionized, making Bremsstrahlung emission of free elec-
trons the main mechanism of cooling. In the regime of 104K < Tvir < 107K cooling happens
mainly through atoms that end up on the ground states by radiation emission or via the
capture of free electrons by ions to form atoms followed by radiation emission. For lower
temperatures Tvir < 104K, atoms are no longer ionized and cooling becomes very inefficient,
though the presence of large molecules can lead to emission via vibrational or rotational
de-excitation, while the presence of heavy elements can lead to cooling through the fine and
hyperfine structure lines of de-excitation. In addition to these temperature-dependent meth-
ods of cooling, at very early times in the universe, hot halos of gas can cool through inverse
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Compton scattering from the interaction of the free electrons with the cosmic microwave
background photons (Kraljic (2014)).
When gas cools sufficiently, it will tend to gravitationally collapse, potentially leading
to the eventual formation of a galaxy (Greif et al. (2008) ). While the details are still not
entirely clear, it is understood that variations in the properties of the host dark matter
halos as well as the influence of other galaxies will guide the formation of new galaxies
and determine their characteristics such as their shapes, colors, star formation activities,
etc. Based on observations of the early universe it is believed that the majority of the first
galaxies formed were small in size and irregular in shape, with a small portion of them being
spheroids, which could explain the existence of dwarf spheroidal galaxies we observe today,
which contain populations of old stars.
If the initial cloud of gas within a dark matter halo had a significant angular momentum,
the cooling and collapse of the gas could lead to the formation of a disk (Firmani & Avila-
Reese (1999); Firmani & Avila-Reese (2003)). Further collapse of gas clouds within a disk
can ignite star formation; the stars themselves can influence the surrounding gas by ejecting
into it material and heavier elements produced in their interiors, a process called feedback.
This process has been proposed to overcome difficulties that arise regarding the formation of
disk galaxies, such as the angular momentum catastrophe (Maller & Dekel (2002)) and the
overcooling problem (Benson et al. (2003)). The former refers to the fact that mechanisms
such as the dynamical friction between baryonic and dark matter can lead to a significant
angular momentum loss therefore the disk would not be sustainable, whereas the latter is
related to the first calculations that showed that in an environment where the cooling of gas
is efficient, it would lead to its accumulation in the central region of the new formed galaxy,
resulting in a bulge rather than a disk shape. Feedback processes (especially feedback from
early supernovae, or SNe) can overcome both of these difficulties, since the energy ejected can
heat the gas and slow down its collapse in order to preserve the disk, while it can also eject
low angular momentum material outside of the region of the forming galaxy, thus maintaining
the required angular momentum. While supernova feedback (Meier (1999, 2001); Schawinski
et al. (2007)) in combination with the photoionization due to the UV radiation from massive
early stars and quasars (Quinn et al. (1996); Gnedin (2000)) can prove to overcome some of
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the difficulties, it cannot completely solve the issues related with the formation of disks in
galaxies.
The existence of the other morphological types observed in the universe is believed to be
due to the evolution of early galaxies into other types following various physical mechanisms
which will be described in the subsection below. After that we will compare their relative
strengths and regions of dominance of these different mechanisms.
1.3.2 Evolution
As described above, the hierarchical bottom-up model suggests that smaller structures
formed first. Dark matter halos host galaxies which during the early dense stages of the
universe will attract each other into forming pairs, groups, or even galaxy clusters, which
are the largest virialized structures of ordinary matter in the universe, with densities much
higher than the average. In these environments, galaxies can undergo a variety of processes
which can evolve them into becoming members of different morphological types, or they can
suppress the formation of new stars, as well as strip galaxies off their gas contents. We pro-
ceed with a brief overview of the main mechanisms driving this evolution. For a more detailed
discussion we refer the reader to Boselli & Gavazzi (2006); we summarize the mechanisms
described in that work below.
One of the most important processes believed to be responsible for galaxy evolution is
mergers between galaxies, in which two (or occasionally even more) galaxies can combine
together, forming a single larger object. If the two initial galaxies involved are of similar
mass, the merger is called major, and studies have shown that such a process can lead to
the formation of elliptical galaxies, regardless of the morphology of the progenitor galax-
ies (White (1978), Hernquist et al. (1993)). If on the other hand, one of the two merging
galaxies is significantly more massive than the other, then the process is usually referred
to as a minor merger, and the final product can have properties similar to the larger-mass
object (Diaferio et al. (2001)). Mergers are more likely to take place when galaxies are found
in groups rather than clusters, as in the latter the number densities are not significantly
larger but the peculiar velocities can be very high. These groups may eventually become
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part of a cluster, something that is supported by various observations indicating that clus-
ters have substructures resembling groups of galaxies within them (Colless & Dunn (1996);
Rines et al. (2003)). The stage of galaxies interacting and merging with each other before
becoming members of a cluster is sometimes referred to as the preprocessing stage (Okamoto
& Nagashima (2003); Mulchaey et al. (2005)).
During the interaction of galaxies with each other, tidal effects can significantly disturb
them, influencing their properties. If a galaxy is not very compact but has a relatively large
radius compared to its distance to other members of the cluster, its interactions with the other
members can cause part of the gas from the outer regions of a galaxy to be removed from it,
which would then lead to a decrease in its star formation (Byrd & Valtonen (1990), Okamoto
& Nagashima (2001), Diaferio et al. (2001)). This process in combination with minor mergers
could be responsible for the formation of lenticular galaxies in clusters, though it still cannot
account for the observed lenticular galaxies in the field (Springel et al. (2001)).
In a massive galaxy cluster, the gravitational potential of the cluster itself can also have
tidal effects on its members, causing disturbances to their structures and internal processes
(Merritt (1984), Miller (1986)). It has been suggested that these tidal interactions can also
cause part of the interstellar gas to be ejected from the galactic plane of a galaxy, though
the fraction of gas actually ejected is usually not very significant. On the contrary, in such
situations a large portion of the gas is expected to gather in the central regions of a galaxy,
potentially forming bars, as well as inducing star formation and generally increasing its
nuclear activity (Byrd & Valtonen (1990), Henriksen & Byrd (1996)).
Given that galaxies in dense clusters can have very high orbital velocities, it is very
rare for them to actually merge in the central regions of the cluster, unless the galaxies’
velocities are reduced due to dynamical friction, which will eventually lead to their infall
towards the center of the cluster where the largest galaxy of the structure usually resides.
The eventual fate of such galaxies is to be swallowed by the very massive and large central
galaxies, a process that is called galactic cannibalism (Nipoti (2017)). If on the other hand
galaxies continue to have very high speeds, then their interactions with the other members
will be very short-lived. Nevertheless the very frequent interactions in combination with the
interaction with the cluster gravitational potential can lead to a change of galaxy properties
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via a process called galaxy harassment (Moore et al. (1996, 1998)). Depending on the size and
mass of the initial galaxies this process has been suggested to be responsible for the evolution
of spiral galaxies into S0s, as well as the evolution of lower size galaxies into dE, dSph and dS0
galaxies (Moore et al. (1999)). It should be noted that while the aforementioned processes
have been proposed to have an important role in the transformation of spiral galaxies into
S0’s, it is now believed that other mechanisms that we discuss below play a bigger part in
this evolution.
In addition to the primarily gravitational processes described above, galaxies can also
undergo a variety of hydrodynamical processes in dense environments such as clusters which
can affect their evolution. The high-velocity galaxy members of a cluster can lose their ISM
due to the ram pressure from the IGM of the cluster, a process known as ram pressure
stripping (Gunn & Gott (1972)). Various simulations show that while this process can
effectively strip the outer layers of gas in the disk of a galaxy, it is very unlikely to completely
remove it. Its efficiency depends on various parameters with one of the most important being
the inclination of the disk with respect to the direction of motion; disks perpendicular to
their direction of motion experience greater ram pressure than disks that are parallel to the
plane of the trajectory of the galaxy (Balsara et al. (1994); Abadi et al. (1999); Quilis et al.
(2000); Vollmer et al. (2000)). This process could also induce starbursts in a galaxy from
the compression of the disk gas (Bekki & Couch (2003); Bekki et al. (2003)), which can
eventually lead to reduced levels of gas in the galaxy. Therefore this mechanism could have
some responsibility for evolving spiral galaxies into S0s as well as dwarf irregulars into dwarf
spheroidals by removing the fuel for star formation (Schulz & Struck (2001)). Furthermore,
some studies have shown that ram pressure stripping can cause instabilities in the disk of a
galaxy that lead to the formation of spiral arms which in turn can carry angular momentum
in the outer regions of the disk and form gas rings (Vollmer et al. (2001); Bekki & Couch
(2003)).
Another way that the IGM can extract the ISM from a galaxy in a cluster is through a
gas transport process, from the surface of contact of the ISM with the IGM. This process is
referred to as viscous stripping (Livio et al. (1980); Nepveu (1981); Nulsen (1982)), and has
results similar to ram pressure stripping, where the outer layers of the gas disk can be stripped
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at different rates depending on whether the flow is laminar or turbulent Nulsen (1982).
While ram pressure depends strongly on the IGM density and the orientation of the disk
with respect to their direction of motion, viscous stripping efficiency is mainly proportional
to the IGM temperature and can be efficient even for galaxies with disks that are parallel
to plane of their motion. Both ram pressure and viscous stripping require high velocities
to significantly remove gas from galaxies, therefore they are believed to be dominant in the
central regions of clusters, where orbital velocities of galaxies are sufficiently large. When
the temperature of the IGM happens to be very high compared to the velocity dispersion of
a galaxy, then its gas contents can heat up and evaporate through a process characterized
as thermal evaporation (Gunn & Gott (1972); Cowie & McKee (1977); Cowie & Songaila
(1977)). The effects of this process are stronger for higher IGM temperatures, but they are
significantly reduced in the presence of strong magnetic fields (Cowie & Songaila (1977);
Sarazin (2009)). Unlike ram pressure and viscous stripping, this process can be effective
even at typical galactic velocities within a cluster, removing the cold gas which can be fuel
for star formation (Boselli & Gavazzi (2006)). This effect can therefore be at least partly
responsible for the existence of quenched galaxies in clusters that are observed both locally
and at larger distances.
Often galaxies have outer loosely bound halos of gas that act as sources for gas to slowly
fall into a galaxy and keep star formation going. However, if during the life of a galaxy within
a cluster this supply is removed, this would lead to the eventual end of star formation within
a galaxy, a process also known as galaxy starvation or strangulation (Larson et al. (1980);
Treu et al. (2003)). This process has been proposed to be responsible for the formation of S0
galaxies from spirals (Balogh et al. (2000); Bekki et al. (2002)), as well as dwarf ellipticals
from low-mass spiral/irregular galaxies (Boselli et al. (2008)). The reason for the second
case is that dwarf ellipticals have been observed to have low star formation activities while
they have stellar distributions (i.e., density of stars as a function of radius) that are quite
different from those of massive ellipticals but similar to those observed dwarf spirals and
irregular galaxies; therefore it makes sense to consider the latter as the progenitor galaxies
of the former (Mayer (2010)).
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1.3.3 Comparison of Evolution Mechanisms
The processes described above are not easily disentangled when studying the evolution of
galaxies in the large variety of environments where they are observed in the local and distant
universe. In many cases all of them may apply in the formation and evolution of galaxies in
clusters, and their importance depends on many factors such as the distance from the cluster
center; the size and density of the cluster; the size and density of the member galaxies; the
IGM and ISM densities; temperatures and chemical compositions; etc. In this section we
attempt to briefly separate these processes and their importance in order to gain a clearer
picture of how galaxies may have evolved with time.
Processes such as galaxy-galaxy interactions, galaxy-cluster potential interaction, and
galaxy harassment which dominate in a dense cluster environment can all heat up the disks
of galaxies and cause them to increase in thickness, but they are not very efficient in removing
the gas from the disks, except for cases of small, loosely bound objects. They can also cause
perturbations that lead to the transfer of gas towards the central regions of galaxies, thus
increasing their nuclear activities (Boselli & Gavazzi (2006)). This would in turn enhance
the bulge to disk ratio, which renders these processes capable of explaining some of the
morphological differences between S0 galaxies and spirals, though not the quiescence of star
formation in the S0s. While galaxy-galaxy and galaxy-cluster potential interactions are more
dominant in the central regions of dense clusters (r < 0.2Mpc), galaxy harassment is believed
to be more effective outside of cluster cores (r > 0.5Mpc).
On the other hand, processes that involve interactions of galaxies with the hot IGM
cannot boost the thickness of disks or increase the bulge-to-disk ratio. They can however
strip part or sometimes even all of the gas in disks, which in turn leads to a decrease in star
formation. Processes such as thermal evaporation and laminar viscous stripping depend on
the same parameters, though the former is about three times more efficient than the latter
(Boselli & Gavazzi (2006)). Ram pressure stripping and turbulent viscous stripping also
each have similar dependences on a number of parameters related to the gas mass loss rate,
and generally dominate with respect to thermal evaporation and laminar viscous stripping,
though in some cases thermal evaporation can be more efficient than the other three (Boselli
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& Gavazzi (2006)).
As we have mentioned above, ram pressure and viscous stripping are favored in cases
of galaxies with larger sizes and higher velocities, which is the case for the central regions
of dense clusters. Thermal evaporation, on the other hand, does not require high velocities
and can be efficient for smaller-sized galaxies; its effectiveness depends primarily on the IGM
temperature (but not density, radius, or velocity). Hence this process is strong wherever the
IGM temperature be high. Evaporation can be effective at all radii in a cluster, though it
usually dominates outside of the cluster cores, since in the central regions of dense clusters
ram pressure and viscous stripping have enhanced effectiveness. Additionally, this process
is not expected to be very effective in lower-mass environments such as groups or diffuse
clusters where the lower temperatures decrease its efficiency.
In conclusion, hydrodynamical processes are more efficient in regions where the IGM is
denser and hotter; i.e., the central regions of a cluster (r < 0.2Mpc). Similarly, the interaction
of galaxies with each other and with the cluster potential is strongest in the dense central
region of the cluster (r < 0.2Mpc). On the other hand, interactions that involve galaxy
starvation, galaxy mergers, and galactic harassment are all dominant in the outer regions of
clusters (r > 0.5Mpc) or in group-like environments where the interaction times are longer,
as the typical velocities of galaxies are lower at higher radii or in lower-mass systems.
1.4 THE MORPHOLOGY-DENSITY RELATION
It has been known for some time that different types of galaxies are more dominant in
different environments. Dressler (1980) used 51 rich galaxy clusters to show that elliptical
and S0 galaxies are more prevalent in regions of higher density than spiral galaxies. Postman
& Geller (1984) verified this result showing an increase in the fraction of E and S0 galaxies
with increasing surface density (as projected in the sky). Bamford et al. (2009) used about
100k galaxies from Galaxy Zoo and found that both the fraction of ellipticals as well as the
fraction of red galaxies would increase in higher surface densities. This picture continued to
be true even at larger redshifts as was shown by galaxies from the SDSS (York et al. (2000)),
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where the picture was very similar up to a redshift of ∼ 0.5. This observation is commonly
known as the morphology-density relation. This suggests that other properties such as star
formation and structure, along with their responsible mechanisms, are also correlated with
environment.
An interesting recent finding is that while galaxy structure and galaxy morphology are
closely related, their dependence on environment and stellar mass differs significantly. van
der Wel (2008) used data from the SDSS of 4594 galaxies and showed that morphology,
defined by Se´rsic index + ”Bumpiness” as was defined in Blakeslee et al. (2006), depends on
the local environment at fixed mass. On the other hand, structure as defined only by Se´rsic
index was found to depend on mass and not on environment. Suppression of star formation
could be responsible for this behavior as it should primarily affect the morphology rather than
the structure of a galaxy. Poggianti et al. (2008) found similar results using data from the
ESO Distant Cluster Survey (EDisCS) at higher redshifts z = 0.4− 1. They showed that the
morphology-density relation is equivalent to the star formation-density relation, although for
each separate morphological class, the star formation properties they took into account did
not appear to show any dependence on environment whereas the morphological properties
did vary with environment. This is probably due to the declining fraction of mainly late-
type spirals (Sc) in denser environments, whereas early-type spirals (Sa, Sb) showed similar
distributions to S0 galaxies. Calvi et al. (2012) investigate at low redshift (0.03 ≤ z ≤ 0.11)
how the different morphologies are affected by mass and environment. Their findings showed
that for mass-limited samples, the fraction of late-type galaxies decreased smoothly when
going from single galaxies to dense clusters, while the opposite happened to early-type ones.
The morphology of intermediate mass galaxies did not show any dependence on the stellar
mass, but rather on the global environment, whereas the most massive galaxies exhibited both
a stellar mass and an environmental dependence of their morphologies. Alpaslan et al. (2015)
used a volume-limited sample of galaxies extending up to z = 0.213, and their results showed
that stellar mass played a more important role in galaxy properties than the environment.
Apart from morphology, a relation between density and the colors of galaxies has also
been observed. Cooper et al. (2007) used galaxies from the DEEP2 survey (Davis et al.
(2003)) to show that for a wide range of redshift the fraction of red galaxies was larger in
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higher-density regions. Coil et al. (2008) again used data from the DEEP2 survey, but took a
different approach by using projected correlation functions, and finding similar results. The
existence of a color-density relation is not very surprising since elliptical galaxies tend to
be redder in color than disk galaxies. Additionally, bright ellipticals are more massive, do
not show any significant star formation, and are generally older. This makes them the best
tracers of massive dark matter halos, since they group together in the dense environments
of clusters which reside in the most massive dark matter halos. On the other hand, spiral
galaxies tend to be more prevalent in the field, i.e., they tend to not be part of clusters. The
question then arises whether the morphology-density or the color-density relation is more
fundamental and which originated earlier. In order to shed light on these important yet
unanswered questions, we need to observe what happens to the aforementioned relations at
earlier cosmological times, which we continue to discuss in the following.
1.4.1 Exploring Density Trends at Higher Redshifts
One question of interest in extragalactic astronomy is whether the relations of galaxy prop-
erties with environment observed locally still continue to exist at higher redshifts. There is
evidence that suggests that at higher redshifts a larger fraction of spiral galaxies appears in
denser regions of clusters, which has led to the belief that perhaps elliptical galaxies form
from evolving spiral and irregular galaxies (Moran et al. (2007), Poggianti et al. (2008)).
Galaxies change their properties with time, but their evolution time scales are too vastly
large for humans to be able to observe this directly. However, due to the fact that light has
a finite speed, it takes some time for it to travel from a distant object to us; as a result, the
farther away an object is, the longer the light travel time, and therefore the light of objects
we observe today has been emitted in the distant past. We can use this to our advantage in
order to study galaxy evolution in a statistical sense, i.e., we can observe galaxy populations
at different distances (and thus at different look back times) to indirectly observe their
evolution. In order to achieve this, a very large number of galaxies needs to be observed,
in order to minimize statistical biases and uncertainties. Large surveys such as 2dFGRS
(Lahav et al. (2002)), CANDELS (Grogin et al. (2011) and Koekemoer et al. (2011)), and
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SDSS (York et al. (2000)), have observed thousands, hundreds of thousands, or even millions
of objects in the night sky, while new upcoming surveys, such as LSST (Ivezic et al. (2009))
plan to observe galaxies of the order of billions in number, extending farther and farther
away, up to the first stages of the evolving universe.
Apart from a wide variety of studies of galaxy properties in the local universe, there have
been numerous papers on the topic of galaxy evolution at higher redshifts, investigating
how galaxies have evolved with time; a number of them have explored the evolution in the
relationship between galaxy properties and environment. For instance, Tasca et al. (2009)
investigated the dependence on environment of galaxy properties up to redshift of z ∼ 1 with
the zCOSMOS redshift survey. Using volume-limited samples with selected luminosities,
they found that the galaxy morphology-density relation was already in place at z ∼ 1,
albeit flatter than at lower redshifts. This finding was in agreement with previous works
(Capak et al. (2007)), as well as with studies of the color-density relation at similar redshift
(Cooper et al. (2007); Coil et al. (2008)). These studies were able to show that around
z ∼ 1 red galaxies clustered more strongly with the overall population of galaxies than
bluer ones, as would be expected if they are associated with denser regions. Furthermore,
Kawinwanichakij et al. (2017) used the FourStar Galaxy Evolution (ZFOURGE) survey to
investigate how environment and stellar mass affect the star formation activity of galaxies
in the redshift range 0.5 < z < 2.0. They showed that both stellar mass and environment
play an important role in the quenching of galaxies at such high redshifts.
There are two main conclusions that can be drawn from this large variety of studies. First
they make it clear that galaxies evolve differently in different environments, and second they
show that the relationship between galaxy properties and the environments where they are
found evolves over time. The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the dependence
of average environment on morphology up to high redshifts (z ∼ 3) using data from the
CANDELS Collaboration. More specifically, we want to investigate how the picture seen in
the local universe changes with redshift so we can better understand the mechanisms that
drive galaxy formation and evolution at different cosmological epochs.
To do this we need to consider the consequences of the hierarchical bottom-up model
of formation as well as the mechanisms for galaxy evolution presented in Section 1.3. As
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dark matter halos come together to form larger ones, and the galaxies they host are also
brought closer together in the process to form groups and clusters, it makes sense to consider
that different physical processes will play important roles in galaxy evolution at different
epochs and in different environments. For instance at high redshifts we expect the gas in
galaxies and clusters of a given mass to be denser and hotter; therefore processes such as
ram pressure stripping and thermal evaporation could more rapidly deplete galaxies of their
gas reservoirs which will in turn quench their star formation. Since thermal evaporation can
effectively remove the gas from small-size galaxies provided that the cluster IGM temperature
is sufficient, it is expected to play an important role in the depletion of cold gas and the
subsequent quenching of star formation at early times, when galaxies are considered to be
less massive and much smaller in size compared to their local counterparts.
Although these processes can generally change the gas contents and star formations of
galaxies, that can eventually lead to redder colors, they are generally not very efficient at
completely changing their morphologies. However, it should be noted that it takes ∼ 1Gyr
for a galaxy’s color to transform after star formation ceases; as a result quenching galaxies
may not have had sufficient time to turn red at higher redshifts, therefore galaxies at earlier
times are expected to be generally bluer when observed in their restframe.
On the other hand, while processes such as tidal interactions and galaxy harassment can
also lead to losses of gas, they can potentially increase the thickness of the disks of galaxies,
therefore contributing in the transformation of spiral galaxies into lenticulars. Addition-
ally, mergers of galaxies would tend to lead to higher fractions of ellipticals at later times
through major mergers. Finally, galaxy starvation could be responsible for the transforma-
tion of dwarf spirals and or irregulars, found in abundance in the early universe, into dwarf
spheroidals.
As we will present in detail in the chapters to follow, our work in general is able to sep-
arate galaxies into three main morphological types: spheroids, which generally correspond
to elliptical galaxies; disks, which would include spirals and lenticulars together; and irregu-
lars which would include galaxies of irregular shape and/or with tidal tails. Comparing the
distribution of these three types of morphologies at different redshifts can help us to explore
the main processes responsible for galaxy formation and evolution at redshifts up to z ∼ 3.
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We continue with an overview of this work in the section below.
1.5 DISSERTATION OVERVIEW
This work is focused on improvements to photometric redshift probability distributions and
on the clustering strength of different morphological types of galaxies as a function of red-
shift. Photometric redshifts are extremely important for the future of astronomy and im-
provements to them are of extreme value. In the following chapter we present a statistical
method we can apply to photo-z PDFs to improve their overall performance, incorporating
both single-valued ”point” estimates of redshift, as well as statistics describing distributions,
leading to more representative estimates of errors. This method makes use of the Q-Q plot
(Wilk & Gnanadesikan (1968)), and provides information regarding biases, unrepresentative
uncertainties, asymmetry problems, and faulty characterization of tails of the photo-z PDFs.
We then continue in the next chapter by applying this method to data from the CAN-
DELS collaboration (Grogin et al. (2011); Koekemoer et al. (2011)). The collaboration has
produced six separate estimates of photo-z PDFs; we apply a calibration method based on
the work described in chapter 2 to each of the six sets of results independently. We then
test their performance using independent spectroscopic redshifts, and we observe a clear im-
provement in all cases. Furthermore, we present 3 different methods of combining individual
PDF estimates for a given object, which in turn lead to even better results when tested with
these independent redshifts.
In the next chapter we calculate correlation functions, making use of the CANDELS
photometric redshift and morphology catalogs. The redshift catalogs are constructed by
using spec-z’s whenever available, 3D-HST grism-z’s (Momcheva et al. (2016)) if there is no
spec-z information, and the improved photo-z’s developed in Chapter 3 if neither spec-z’s
nor grism-z’s are available. The morphology catalogs are provided to the collaboration by
(Kartaltepe et al. (2015)). We select galaxies belonging to 3 major morphological types:
spheroids, which generally represent elliptical galaxies, disks that represent lenticular and
spiral galaxies, and finally irregular/peculiar galaxies. We then evaluate cross-correlation
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functions of each morphology type sample with the full galaxy sample within different redshift
bins, in order to investigate how the morphology-density relation evolves with redshift.
The final chapter includes a detailed discussion about our results and findings, and the
implications for theories of galaxy formation and evolution. We also present ideas of future
work related to this study that can help to unlock the mysteries of the Universe.
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2 IMPROVING PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTIONS WITH THE QUANTILE-QUANTILE PLOT
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The natures of dark matter and dark energy are still unknown to us today. New and up-
coming surveys designed to study these phenomena will characterize very large numbers of
objects; for instance, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; Ivezic et al. (2009)) plans
to observe billions of galaxies over almost half the sky. We can use the redshift of an object
as a proxy for its distance or lookback time; we determine redshifts by evaluating the light
we receive from a galaxy.
One way to estimate the redshift of a galaxy is by analyzing a detailed spectrum, which
in general yields very accurate results. Unfortunately, the acquisition of galaxy spectra of
galaxies is not an easy task, since for faint objects such as those studied by LSST very long
exposure times are required to obtain an adequate signal-to-noise ratio, while the number of
objects that are targeted during a given observation is limited by technical challenges. As a
result it will be practically impossible to obtain spectroscopic redshifts (also referred to as
spec-z’s) for the great majority of objects studied by LSST and other deep imaging surveys.
Alternatively, distant galaxies can be characterized using broad-band photometry, which
provides measurements of the fluxes through a particular filter for all objects in the field of
view of an instrument. With this method, many objects can be observed at the same time,
and good signal-to-noise is achievable even for very faint objects, making it the only feasible
option for studying the objects from large surveys such as the aforementioned LSST. Useful
flux measurements can be obtained with much shorter exposure times than what is required
for more detailed spectra, even with the need to observe multiple times with different filters.
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The downside to this is the much smaller amount of information provided by broad-band
imaging. As a result, inferences about the redshifts of galaxies from their photometry –
commonly known as photometric redshifts or photo-z’s – are considerably less precise than
their spectroscopic counterparts.
It is common for photometric redshift algorithms to estimate probability density functions
(PDFs) for the photo-z of an object, since PDFs provide considerably more information
than a single “point” estimate of redshift or than a point estimate plus assumed-Gaussian
errors. PDFs and point estimates are closely related; it is common to estimate point values
directly from photo-z PDFs. For instance, one could use the redshift at which the PDF
has its greatest value (zpeak) or the first moment of the PDF (i.e., the PDF-weighted mean
of redshift, zweight; in some cases this may be calculated only using the highest peak of
the probability distribution) as a single estimate of the photometric redshift. When either of
these point values are compared to independent spectroscopic redshift samples, one generally
finds substantial scatter, as well as a significant fraction of “outlier” redshifts which are far
from the estimated photo-z. It is not uncommon for photo-z estimates to be biased on
average when compared to spectroscopic z’s.
Just as point estimates can have imperfections, the PDFs provided by existing photo-
metric redshift codes have proven in the past to be unreliable, not meeting the statistical
definition of a probability density function (Ferna´ndez-Soto et al. (2002), Hildebrandt et al.
(2008), Dahlen et al. (2013), etc.). One way this may be seen is by investigating uncertainty
estimates derived from PDF measurements. If credible intervals (the Bayesian equivalent of
confidence intervals) are properly constructed, then 68% of spectroscopic redshifts should lie
within the 68% credible intervals of the corresponding photo-z PDFs, 95% of spectroscopic
redshifts should lie within the 95% credible intervals, etc. The reality can be far from this
scenario; in recent tests, the number of spectroscopic redshifts within a given credible region
may be much higher or much lower than what would be expected if PDFs have been properly
constructed, depending on the particular photo-z code and the size of the credible interval
considered (Dahlen et al. (2013)).
In this paper, we present simple methods which can help to correct for low-order deficien-
cies in the probability density functions output by photometric redshift codes, resulting in
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better estimates of both point values and credible intervals. This is done using the Quantile-
Quantile plot (also known as the Q-Q plot; Wilk & Gnanadesikan (1968)) constructed with a
subsample of objects with spectroscopic redshift measurements as well as the corresponding
photo-z PDFs of the same objects.
We take advantage of the fact that, if the photo-z PDFs fulfill the standard statistical
definition of a probability distribution, then the values of the cumulative distribution func-
tions (CDFs) constructed from the PDFs and evaluated at the actual spec-z’s of the objects
should follow a uniform distribution from zero to one. When this is not the case, it is an
indicator that the photo-z PDFs are imperfect. In this paper, we consider the impacts on
the Q-Q plot of a bias in the PDFs (shifting them from the true PDF); an underestimate or
overestimate of errors leading to PDFs that are too narrow or too broad; an inaccurate level
of asymmetry in the PDFs (i.e., inaccurate skewness); or finally, cases where the tails of the
PDFs are too large or too small (i.e., inaccurate kurtosis).
In a recent paper published while this paper was being written, Freeman et al. (2017)
used Q-Q plots to investigate the impact of differences between the distribution of properties
of objects with spectroscopic redshifts used to train photo-z algorithms and the properties
of the objects to which the algorithms are applied, as well as to evaluate their methods for
mitigating this effect. In this paper, we consider the utility of the Q-Q plot as a general tool
for assessing photo-z PDF accuracy, as well as methods for optimizing PDFs using statistics
based on these plots.
In Section 2.2 we explain in detail the methods we use to assess the quality of photo-z
PDFs, and present Q-Q results for a variety of simple cases to illustrate the information
available. In Section 2.3 we describe how information from Q-Q statistics can be used to
calibrate photo-z PDFs to more closely fulfill the statistical definition, and illustrate our
methods with mock data. Finally, in Section 5.2 we summarize and discuss the findings of
this study.
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2.2 METHODS
In order to quantify the quality of photo-z PDFs, we make use of a commonly-used variant
of a probability plot, commonly known as the quantile-quantile plot or Q-Q plot (Wilk &
Gnanadesikan (1968)). The Q-Q plot is frequently used as a visual technique to assess
whether a set of data follows a given distribution, and is constructed by plotting quantiles –
that is, the value within a distribution that some particular fraction of all values are below
– calculated from data (shown as the y axis) against a set of quantiles expected from theory
(used as the x axis). Percentiles or quartiles are examples of quantiles, but in the Q-Q plot
the fractions at which quantiles are defined may be distributed continuously.
In an ideal case where the data are drawn from the theoretical distribution and the num-
ber of datapoints is large, the data quantiles should equal exactly the theoretical quantiles.
In this scenario, since both the x values and y values are exactly the same, the plot should
correspond to the unit line (i.e., the line from (x = 0,y = 0) to (x = 1,y = 1)); this can be
used as a reference line that the Q-Q curve for a particular set of distributions can be com-
pared to. The deviation from the unit line provides useful information about how the data
differs from the expected distribution, which can then be used to recalibrate and improve
the quality of PDFs, as we show below.
More specifically, the data quantiles we use to construct the Q-Q plot are the values of
the photo-z cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) evaluated at the actual spectroscopic
redshifts of objects of known z, where the CDFs are derived from the corresponding pho-
tometric redshift PDFs (photo-z PDFs), compared to the expected quantiles for a uniform
distribution (as this is the distribution expected for data values randomly drawn from the
PDF corresponding to a given PDF). The Q-Q plot constructed from the photo-z CDFs
evaluated at the spectroscopic redshifts of sample objects provides a test of whether the
photometric redshift probability distributions meet the statistical definition of a PDF.
If the photo-z PDFs have erroneous moments (such as their mean, standard deviation,
skewness, kurtosis, etc.) this causes signatures in the Q-Q plot. Photometric redshift prob-
ability distributions can be off in a variety of ways. For instance, an error in the mean
corresponds to the PDFs having a bias such that they are effectively shifted to the left or
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to the right compared to the true PDF of redshifts. An error in the standard deviation of
the PDFs implies that they are too narrow or too broad; this will have effects primarily on
the size of credible intervals predicted from a PDF. A difference in the skewness results in
the PDFs having a different symmetry (or asymmetry) when compared to the true distri-
butions. Finally, a difference in kurtosis results in the PDFs having too small or too long
tails, and therefore predicting more or fewer outliers than they should. All these four cases
show unique features in the Q-Q plot, and we investigate them below, following a detailed
description of how we construct Q-Q plots.
2.2.1 Construction of Quantile-Quantile Plots
In order to construct a Q-Q plot, we start by generating mock data for a sample of size
of Ns = 1000 objects, and for each object we generate a spec-z value from its true photo-z
PDF. For simplicity, in this paper we generally assume the true PDF is the same for all
objects in a sample and is represented by a perfect Gaussian distribution of mean µphot and
standard deviation σphot. We can make this assumption without loss of generality, as the
Q-Q statistics are based upon the distribution of CDF values constructed from a particular
object’s PDF and evaluated at its spectroscopic redshift; the details of that PDF cease to
matter as soon as the CDF is evaluated (we illustrate this with a detailed test below). An
example of a simple toy model photo-z PDF and an associated spectroscopic redshift (zspec)
is shown in Figure 2.1.
Using an assumed photo-z PDF (which may or may not correspond to the true PDF from
which redshifts were generated) we construct the cumulative distribution function (CDF(z)),
from the equation:
CDF (z) =
∫ z
0
PDF (z′) dz′ (2.1)
Additionally, we calculate the data quantile for a given object, Qdata, using the spec-z
value and the CDF:
Qdata = CDF (zspec) =
∫ zspec
0
PDF (z′) dz′ (2.2)
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Figure 2.1 True photometric redshift Probability Density Function, PDF(z) of a hypothetical
object. The red curve corresponds to a normal distribution with µphot = 2 and σphot = 0.1,
which we assume to be the photometric redshift PDF for a particular object. The vertical
grey dashed line represents the spectroscopic redshift of the same object, which is here
assumed to be zspec = 2.1.
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as is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
We continue by calculating the quantiles of the CDF values for all the objects in the mock
data sample, sorting the values in increasing order. Theoretically we expect the values of the
quantiles to follow a uniform distribution from 0 to 1, since we expect 1% of the objects to
have values of the CDF less than or equal to 0.01, 2% of them to have CDF values less than
or equal to 0.02, etc. We then construct the Q-Q plot by plotting the calculated quantiles
from our mock data versus the theoretical quantiles (which just correspond to the fraction of
CDF values that are lower than the given value). For instance, if the CDF values are below
0.2 10% of the time, the (Qtheory,Qdata) pair (0.1,0.2) would be a point along the Q-Q curve,
as 0.2 would be the CDF value that corresponds to the 0.1 quantile (or tenth percentile) in
the distribution of CDFs.
In the ideal case, the data quantiles should exactly equal the theoretical values, and
therefore the plot should correspond to the unit line. In practice, that will never be the case
even if PDFs are perfectly known, since the data are randomly sampled, causing deviations
of quantiles from the theoretical expectation.
In order to quantify the deviation of the Q-Q plot from the ideal diagonal line, we use
the normalized `2−norm, which is the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences
of the plotted Q-Q curve from the diagonal line at each Qtheory value (i.e., the Euclidean
distance), normalized by dividing by the square root of the number of objects:
normalized `2−norm =
√√√ Ns∑
i=1
|yi,data − yi,theory |2
Ns
, (2.3)
where yi,data is the y value in a plot for the true curve and yi,theory is the theoretical expectation
(corresponding to the unit line, in our case). The differences between the curve and the
reference line at each point are calculated solely in the vertical direction.
This is not the only possible choice of metric, of course. One alternative is the normalized
`1−norm, which is the sum of the absolute values of the differences between the two curves
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Figure 2.2 Cumulative Distribution Function, CDF (z), for the hypothetical object from
Figure 2.1. The red curve indicates the cumulative distribution function corresponding to
the PDF in Figure 2.1. The spectroscopic redshift of zspec = 2.1 is indicated by the vertical
grey dashed line, while the horizontal grey line shows the quantile value for the given object,
CDF (zspec) = 0.841.
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at each point, normalized by dividing by the square root of the number of objects:
normalized `1−norm =
Ns∑
i=1
|yi,data − yi,theory |
N1/2s
. (2.4)
Another metric that can be used is the largest difference between the calculated curve
and the reference line, which is analogous to the D-value used in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test (or K-S test for short). The difference here is that the K-S D statistic is generally
computed between the empirical CDF and the theoretical CDF, whereas we are comparing
quantile-quantile curves to the unit line.
The `1−norm and `2−norm are in general more sensitive than the K-S-like D-value, since
they take into account information from the entirety of the curve, not only the largest
difference. Furthermore, the `2−norm is more sensitive than the `1−norm , since larger
differences are squared and affect it more, for much the same reasons that the mean of a
distribution of points is affected more by outliers than the median.
An additional useful quantity we measure is the fraction of the objects of the sample
for which the quantiles are very small (quantile ≤ 0.0001), or very large (quantile ≥ 0.9999).
These values correspond to spec-z’s that fall outside of the main regions of their respective
photo-z PDFs, such that they might be considered outliers. We label this fraction of objects
as fop (the fraction-outside-pdf), and we exclude them from the construction of the Q-Q
plot, tracking their numbers separately.
We start with the simplest case possible, where we consider all 1000 objects of our
sample to have the same photo-z PDF, such that the spec-z’s are all generated from the
same Gaussian distribution (Figure 2.3). We then calculate the quantiles for each redshift
and after sorting them in increasing order, we plot them against a uniform distribution of
values from 0 to 1 (Figure 2.4). The randomness in the generated spec-z’s results in the
plotted curve deviating slightly from the ideal diagonal line, and the normalized `2−norm,
though very small, is not identically zero. As expected, there are no outliers in this case, so
fop = 0.
We should note that while in this paper we generally employ toy models which assume
that all objects have the same assumed photo-z PDF and that all spectroscopic redshifts
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Figure 2.3 Example of the generation of a set of spectroscopic redshifts from photometric
redshift PDFs. In this case, the spectroscopic redshifts (grey normalized histogram) are
generated from the same distribution as the photo-z PDF (red solid curve), which is a
Gaussian with µspec = µphot = 2 and σspec = σphot = 0.1. For simplicity, the photo-z PDF is
chosen to be the same for all objects of the sample (in this case, Ns = 1000). The histogram
shows that although there is some randomness in the generation of the spec-z’s, such that
the histogram has small deviations from the red line, the two distributions generally accord
with each other.
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Figure 2.4 The Q-Q plot for the same sample of Ns = 1000 objects illustrated in Figure 2.3.
The diagonal gray dashed line represents the ideal case, where the distribution of quantiles
derived from the assumed photo-z PDF evaluated at the spec-z’s is perfectly uniform between
zero and one. The red curve is constructed using CDF values from the same distribution
actually used to generate the spec-z’s, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. As expected, the `2−norm
is very close to zero and the outlier fraction fop is exactly zero for this case.
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are truly generated from a single Gaussian distribution, that does not have to be the case.
Each object can have its own photo-z PDF – Gaussian or otherwise – with a spec-z may be
generated from a correspondingly varying distribution, but the Q-Q results will be the same.
To illustrate this, we construct separate photo-z PDFs for each object of a sample with
Ns = 1000, taking each to be a Gaussian distributions with mean µi and standard deviation
σi randomly chosen from a uniform distribution of values in the ranges 2 ≤ µphot ≤ 4 and
0.05 ≤ σphot ≤ 0.5. We then generate a single spec-z per object from each distribution (with
parameters µi and σi) and calculate its CDF values using a Gaussian of the correct param-
eters for that object’s PDF. We proceed again with calculating the quantiles and construct
the Q-Q plot. The results are shown in Figure 2.5; the Q-Q result is indistinguishable from
that where all objects have identical PDFs, differing only due to random sampling. This
demonstrates that we can explore the behavior of Q-Q statistics using the same photo-z
PDF for every object in a sample or using varying PDFs and still obtain equivalent results.
In the remainder of this paper we will employ the first of these strategies for simplicity.
Although this case is more realistic than having a single PDF for all objects, the more
complicated scenario has no effect on Q-Q statistics. Therefore, in the remainder of this
paper we will continue to use a more simplistic model where the assumed photo-z PDF
for all objects is identical, and where the spec-z’s are generated from a single Gaussian
distribution (which may or may not match the assumed PDF).
In the following subsections, we examine the cases where the two distributions (the esti-
mated distribution represented by the photo-z PDF versus the true probability distribution
from which the spec-z’s are drawn) differ in their mean (µspec , µphot); their standard devi-
ation (σspec , σphot); their skewness (γ1,spec , γ1,phot); or their kurtosis (β2,spec , β2,phot). In
the first two cases, we assume Gaussian distributions for both the assumed photo-z PDF and
the spec-z distribution. In the latter two cases we still generate the spec-z’s from Gaussian
distributions, but the photo-z PDFs are constructed using a mixture model consisting of
more than one Gaussian. We will investigate how errors in each of these moments of the
PDF affects the shape of the Q-Q plot.
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Figure 2.5 Q-Q plot for a sample of 1000 objects, constructed using a different photo-z PDF
for each object. Again, the diagonal grey dashed line represents the expectation for the ideal
case, while the red solid line is constructed using the mock data. As before, in this case the
normalized `2−norm is close to zero and the outlier fraction fop is exactly zero, even though
photo-z PDFs were variable rather than identical between objects. Because the Q-Q curves
rely on CDF values, rather than the details of a PDF, we can explore them using simple
PDF scenarios and still capture their behavior properly.
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2.2.2 Impact of Inaccuracies in the PDF Mean
The first case we consider is the possibility that the first moment – i.e., the mean redshift –
of the photo-z PDF is incorrect; this is sometimes referred to as a bias in a set of photo-z
estimates. In this scenario we use a mock assumed photo-z PDF which is a normal distribu-
tion with the same standard deviation as the spec-z distribution, σspec = σphot, but having a
different mean, µspec , µphot. Effectively, in this case the photo-z PDFs is shifted relative to
the true (spec-z) distribution; we here investigate the signature that such a feature leaves in
the Q-Q plot.
We start by generating a set of one thousand spectroscopic redshifts from a Gaussian
distribution with µspec = 2 and σspec = 0.1, while we consider five different cases of putative
photo-z PDFs, with σphot = σspec = 0.1 and µphot = 1.9, 1.95, 2, 2.05, or 2.1 (Figure 2.6). This
includes the case where the photo-z PDF is the same as the distribution used to generate the
spec-z’s (µphot = µspec = 2 and σphot = σspec = 0.1), shown as the red solid curve. We proceed
with the construction of the Q-Q curves (shown in Figure 2.7) and the evaluation of the
normalized `2−norm and the fop for each scenario, using the same analysis methods as in
Subsection 2.2.1.
As was seen in the previous subsection, when the assumed probability distribution for
redshifts matches the actual distribution, the Q-Q curve is very close to the reference line,
with small deviations from it only due to random sampling. In contrast, when the assumed
photo-z PDFs are biased compared to the true distributions (so µphot , µspec), the curves
start to deviate more and more from the diagonal as the difference in the means of the
two distributions becomes larger. More specifically, when µphot = 1.9 or 1.95 the curves are
above the reference line, with larger deviations from diagonal when the mean shift is greater.
On the other hand, for µphot = 2.05 or 2.1 the curves are below the reference line, with,
again, larger deviations for greater inaccuracies in the mean redshift of the PDF. This is also
reflected in the value of the normalized `2−norm for each case, as shown in Table 2.1. As
seen in the table the fop values in all cases are very low, less than 1%. This is because not
many spec-z’s fall extremely far into the tails of the photo-z PDFs for the relatively modest
biases in the mean used here. If we assume a much larger difference in the mean of the
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Figure 2.6 Five different assumed photo-z PDFs used to assess the impact on the Q-Q plot of
biases in the mean redshift of the PDF. The solid curves correspond to Gaussian distributions
with means µphot = 1.9, 1.95, 2, 2.05, 2.1 and standard deviation σphot = 0.1. Also shown in
black is the normalized histogram of mock spectroscopic (true) redshifts, which are generated
from a Gaussian distribution with µspec = 2 and σspec = 0.1; this distribution, in combination
with the cumulative distribution functions defined by each PDF in this plot, is used to
generate the QQ curves in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7 Q-Q plot for the photo-z PDFs shown in Figure 2.6. The case where the assumed
PDF has the same mean as the spec-z distribution (so µphot = µspec = 2) is shown by the
red solid curve, which differs from the ideal case (indicated by the dashed line) only due
to random sampling. For the other four curves, the larger the difference in µ, the larger
the deviation of the plotted curve from the reference line; the sign of a photo-z PDF’s bias
compared to the true distribution can be determined from whether the curve lies above or
below the diagonal.
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Table 2.1 Table with values of `2−norms and fop’s for photo-z PDFs which are Gaussians
with varying means (µphot), compared to a true, spectroscopic redshift distribution which is
Gaussian with mean µspec = 2. Both the `2−norm and the fop are lowest when the assumed
photo-z PDF matches the distribution from which the spectroscopic redshifts are drawn, and
grow larger the greater the difference between the two distributions.
µphot normalized `2 − norm fop
1.9 0.288 0.003
1.95 0.153 0.001
2 0.009 0
2.05 0.150 0
2.1 0.284 0.003
two distributions (such as µphot − µspec = 2.5 − 2 = 0.5), the fop values increase by an order
of magnitude or more.
2.2.3 Impact of Inaccuracies in the PDF Standard Deviation
We next investigate the signatures of photo-z PDFs which have a different standard deviation
from the true Gaussian distribution of the spec-z’s. This could result from estimated proba-
bility distributions which are overconfident, such that they have a smaller standard deviation
than the true spec-z distribution (i.e., σphot < σspec), or when they are underconfident, with
σphot > σspec.
We again generate sets of one thousand spectroscopic redshifts from a normal distri-
bution with µspec = 2 and σspec = 0.1, which we compare to five different photo-z PDFs,
all of which have the same mean (µphot = µspec = 2) but with varying standard deviations
σphot = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, or 0.2. The PDFs used are depicted in Figure 2.8. For each
photo-z PDF considered, we construct a Q-Q curve; these are shown in Figure 2.9. The case
where the assumed photo-z PDF matches the spec-z distribution, so µphot = µspec = 2 and
σphot = σspec = 0.1, is again shown as a red solid curve.
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Figure 2.8 The five putative photo-z PDFs used to investigate the impact of inaccura-
cies in the PDF standard deviation. The curves are all Gaussians with µphot = 2 and
σphot = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, or 0.2. Also shown is the normalized histogram of spec-z’s gen-
erated from a Gaussian distribution of mean µspec = 2 and standard deviation σspec = 0.1
which is used to determine the Q-Q curves for each PDF.
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Figure 2.9 Q-Q plot for the photo-z PDFs shown in Figure 2.8, which share the same mean as
the spec-z distribution (µphot = µspec = 2), but have varying standard deviations σphot. The
case where the PDF has the same standard deviation as the spec-z distribution is shown by
the red solid curve. For the other four cases, the larger the difference in σ is, the larger the
deviation of the plotted curve from the reference line. Whether the σ is too high or too low
can be inferred from the pattern of the Q-Q curve.
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Table 2.2 Table with values of `2−norm and fop, for the different cases of σphot. Both the
`2−norm and fop are lowest when σphot = σspec = 0.1.
σphot normalized `2 − norm fop
0.02 0.147 0.435
0.05 0.093 0.071
0.1 0.009 0
0.15 0.074 0
0.2 0.117 0
We see clearly from the Q-Q plot that when the standard deviations of the PDFs differ
from that of the spec-z distribution by a larger factor, the curves deviate more from the
reference line. We note that when σphot < σspec the curves start below the reference line,
then cross it near the center of the plot and remain above the diagonal until Qtheory = 1,
while the opposite happens when the standard deviation of the photo-z PDF is larger than
the one from the spec-z distribution. Since the distance of the Q-Q curves from the reference
line is larger when the σ is misestimated by a larger amount, the values of the normalized
`2−norm also grow accordingly, as shown in Table 2.1. The trend of the fraction of spec-
z’s that lie outside the photo-z PDF is somewhat different, however. Where the PDF is
underconfident (so σ is too large), fop must be zero, since for photo-z PDFs with tails as
wide or wider than the distribution of spec-z’s, the values of the CDFs evaluated at the
spectroscopic redshift will always be greater than 0.0001 and lower than 0.9999, because the
spec-z’s cannot not fall beyond the photo-z PDF in that case. On the other hand, when the
photo-z PDFs have a standard deviation which is too small, more and more spec-z’s will be
at redshifts beyond the range where the photo-z PDF is significant, yielding CDF values at
those redshifts that are either lower than 0.0001 or larger than 0.9999. This is a strong effect;
out of the cases considered, fop becomes as large as 46.2% for σspec = 0.1 and σphot = 0.02,
making this statistic useful for testing for overconfident (i.e., overly tight) PDFs.
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2.2.4 Impact of Inaccuracies in the PDF Skewness
In this subsection we want to investigate the case where a photo-z PDF differs from the
spec-z distribution in its skewness (γ1), while having an identical mean, standard deviation,
and kurtosis (β2).
We continue to generate the spec-z’s from a normal distribution of µspec = 2, σspec = 0.1.
For a normal distribution the skewness is always γ1 = 0, while the kurtosis is always β2 = 3.
In order to construct photo-z PDFs that have µphot = 2, σphot = 0.1, and β2,phot = 3, but
γ1,phot , 0, we use a set of Gaussian mixture models (other options tested, such as varying
forms of skew Gaussians, were unable to match the kurtosis and standard deviation of the
normal distribution while varying the skewness). The selected models are constructed to have
PDFs with the desired values of the relevant moments by using a probability distribution
which is the weighted sum of two or more Gaussian distributions:
PDF(z) =
∑
i
ci pi (z), (2.5)
where ci are a set of weighting coefficients that satisfy the condition
∑
i ci = 1 and pi (z) are
a set of normal distributions of varying mean µi and standard deviation σi, N (µi, σ2i ).
The problem is then one of finding sets of values for the parameters ci, µi, and σi which
correspond to PDFs which have varying skewness but match the other moments of the normal
distribution of spectroscopic redshifts. Via hand-tuning we have developed sets of parameters
which yield four different values of non-zero skewness, γ1 = −1.002, −0.493, 0.508, and 1.004,
while keeping the other moments constant to better than 0.2% (the parameters of the mixture
models and their first four moments are specified in Table 2.3). The residual variations in
kurtosis between these distributions are insignificant for the purposes of this study and can
safely be ignored.
The adopted photo-z PDFs with varying skewnesses are shown in Figure 2.10. We then
evaluate the Q-Q curve for each of these PDFs, again including the case where the PDF
is the same as the one from which the spec-z distribution is drawn (i.e., µphot = µspec = 2,
σphot = σspec = 0.1, γ1,phot = γ1,spec = 0, and β2,phot = β2,spec = 3, shown as the red solid curve)
in Figure 2.11.
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Table 2.3 Parameters of Gaussian mixture models used to explore the impact of PDFs with
varying skewness (γ1). See Equation 2.5 for the definition of these models. For a photo-z PDF
with γ1 = −1.002 and γ1 = 1.004, only two Gaussian distributions are needed to obtain the
desired moment values (specified in the top row), whereas for γ1 = −0.493 and γ1 = 0.508, a
combination of three Gaussians are needed, with varying weights ci, means µi, and standard
deviation parameters σi.
moments µ = 2 µ = 2 µ = 2 µ = 2 µ = 2
of σ = 0.1 σ = 0.1 σ = 0.1 σ = 0.1 σ = 0.1
final γ1 = −1.002 γ1 = −0.493 γ1 = 0 γ1 = 0.508 γ1 = 1.004
PDF β2 = 3.005 β2 = 3 β2 = 3 β2 = 3.001 β2 = 3.002
c1 0.242 0.243 1 0.147 0.242
µ1 1.843 1.980 2 2.019 2.158
σ1 0.056 0.059 0.1 0.051 0.056
c2 0.758 0.318 - 0.418 0.758
µ2 2.050 1.911 - 2.070 1.950
σ2 0.042 0.092 - 0.096 0.042
c3 - 0.439 - 0.435 -
µ3 - 2.075 - 1.926 -
σ3 - 0.056 - 0.055 -
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Figure 2.10 Five different cases of photo-z PDFs used to test the impact of varying skewness,
with γ1,phot = −1.002, −0.493, 0, 0.508, 1.004 but fixed kurtosis β2,phot = β2,spec = 3. Also
shown is the normalized histogram of spectroscopic redshifts generated from a Gaussian
distribution with moments µspec = 2, σspec = 0.1, γ1,spec = 0, β2,spec = 3.
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Figure 2.11 Q-Q plot for the five photo-z PDFs depicted in Figure 2.10, which have skewness
γ1,phot = −1.002, −0.493, 0, 0.508, 1.004 and kurtosis β2,phot = β2,spec = 3. The case where the
PDF has the same skewness as the spec-z distribution (γ1,phot = γ1,spec = 0) is shown by the
red solid curve, whereas the reference curve corresponding to a perfect quantile-quantile
match is shown as a dashed black line. As differences in γ1 grow larger, so do deviations of
the Q-Q curves from the reference line.
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Table 2.4 Table of values of `2−norm and fop, for the photo-z PDFs of varying skewness
depicted in Figure 2.10. Both the `2−norm and the fop are lowest when the skewness γ1 is
the same for both the true spectroscopic distribution and the assumed photo-z distribution.
γ1 β2 normalized `2 − norm fop
−1.002 3.005 0.104 0.024
−0.493 3 0.031 0.003
0 3 0.009 0
0.508 3.001 0.033 0.002
1.004 3.002 0.103 0.023
Again, the Q-Q plot shows us that when the two distributions (spec-z distribution and
photo-z PDF) are the same (corresponding to the red solid curve), the curve is very close
to the dashed reference line, whereas when there is a difference in skewness (γ1,phot , γ1,spec),
the curves deviate increasingly as the difference becomes larger. This can be seen by eye
in the Q-Q plot or quantitatively from the values of the normalized `2−norm in Table 2.4.
Additionally, the fop values increase to about 2% for the PDFs where the difference in
skewness is largest. This is expected since one of the tails of the PDF becomes smaller when
the skewness differs significantly from zero, as can be seen in Figure 2.10. This results in some
of the spec-z’s falling beyond where the PDF is significant, such that the CDF evaluated at
the spectroscopic redshift will be lower than 0.0001 or larger than 0.9999.
It is worth noting that whereas differences in the mean between the assumed photo-z PDF
and the true spectroscopic redshift distribution causes no crossings of the diagonal reference
line between the endpoints of the Q-Q plot, differences in the standard deviation cause one
crossing, and differences in skewness cause two. In this way, the nature of deviations between
photo-z PDFs and reality may be read off the Q-Q plot directly. In each case, the sign of
those deviations is also reflected directly in whether the Q-Q curve is above or below the
diagonal reference line at the lowest Qtheory values.
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2.2.5 Impact of Inaccuracies in the PDF Kurtosis
Finally, we investigate the case where the photo-z PDFs differ from the spec-z distribution
in kurtosis (β2), but have the same mean, standard deviation, and skewness (γ1). Again,
we generate the spec-z’s from a normal distribution with µspec = 2 and σspec = 0.1, whereas
the photo-z PDFs are constructed using Gaussian mixture models of the type described
previously. The values of the parameters in this case are presented in Table 2.3; again there
are some small deviations in the values of the moments of the final PDFs, but these are small
enough to have no significant impact on this qualitative investigation.
Plots of the photo-z PDFs with varying kurtosis used for this study are shown in Figure
2.12. We then evaluate the Q-Q curve for each PDF as plotted in Figure 2.13; the case
where the PDF is the same as the spec-z distribution (so µphot = 2, σphot = 0.1, γ1,phot = 0,
and β2,phot = 3) is again shown as a red solid curve.
As with the other moments, the Q-Q plots in Figure 2.13 show that the larger the
difference in kurtosis between the assumed photo-z PDF and the spec-z distribution, the
greater the deviation of the curve from the reference line. In contrast, the deviation is
minimal when β2,phot = β2,spec = 3, simply reflecting sampling noise. Continuing the pattern
from the previous moments, the Q-Q curves cross the unit line three times (apart from
their endpoints) when the assumed photo-z PDF differs from the spec-z PDF in its kurtosis
(compared to zero crossings for a bias in the mean, one for an error in the standard deviation,
and two for inaccuracy in the skewness).
We present the values of the normalized `2−norm and the fop for each assumed photo-
z PDF in Table 2.6. As expected, the lowest value of the normalized `2−norm is for
β2,phot = β2,spec = 3; the largest is for β2,phot = 1.498. This PDF has substantially smaller
tails than the spec-z distribution; as a result, fop is also larger, ∼ 3%. In contrast, when the
PDF kurtosis is larger than for the spec-z’s, fop is zero, as the photo-z PDF has longer tails
in this case.
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Table 2.5 Parameters used for Gaussian mixture models having different values of kurtosis,
β2, while matching the mean, standard deviation, and skewness of a normal distribution.
See Equation 2.5 for the definition of these models. Only two Gaussian distributions are
needed to construct the final PDFs in this case.
moments µ = 2.001 µ = 2.001 µ = 2 µ = 2 µ = 2
of σ = 0.1 σ = 0.1 σ = 0.1 σ = 0.1 σ = 0.1
final γ1 = 0.001 γ1 = 0 γ1 = 0 γ1 = 0 γ1 = 0
PDF β2 = 1.498 β2 = 2 β2 = 3 β2 = 4 β2 = 4.503
c1 0.497 0.477 1 0.305 0.363
µ1 1.907 1.913 2 2 2
σ1 0.036 0.052 0.1 0.036 0.025
c2 0.503 0.523 - 0.695 0.637
µ2 2.093 2.081 - 2 2
σ2 0.037 0.056 - 0.118 0.124
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Figure 2.12 Five different cases of photo-z PDFs, with varying kurtosis values
β2,phot = 1.498, 2, 3, 4, and 4.503 but skewness γ1,phot = 0, along with the normalized his-
togram of spec-z’s generated from a Gaussian distribution with µspec = 2, σspec = 0.1,
γ1,spec = 0, and β2,spec = 3. Like the normal distribution of spec-z’s, these PDFs are all
symmetric about their mean, but they have significantly different degrees of central concen-
tration, reflecting the variations in kurtosis.
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Figure 2.13 Q-Q curves for the five photo-z PDFs, with kurtosis β2,phot = 1.498, 2, 3, 4, 4.503
and skewness γ1,phot = 0, which were depicted in Figure 2.12. The case where the PDF has
the same kurtosis as the spec-z distribution β2,phot = 3 is shown by the red solid curve. For
the other 4 cases, the bigger the difference in β2, the larger the deviation of the plotted curve
from the reference line.
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Table 2.6 Table of values of `2 − norm and fop for photometric redshift PDFs with varying
kurtosis, β2,phot. Both the `
2−norm and the fop are lowest when the assumed photo-z matches
the true spec-z distribution, β2,phot = β2,spec = 3.
γ1,phot β2,phot normalized `2 − norm fop
0.001 1.498 0.097 0.029
0 2 0.050 0.005
0 3 0.009 0
0 4 0.025 0
0 4.503 0.047 0
2.3 CALIBRATING PHOTMETRIC REDSHIFT PDFS WITH Q-Q
STATISTICS
We can use information from the Q-Q plots and related statistics to optimize photo-z PDFs
for objects in a sample so that they better meet the standard statistical definition of a
probability density function. In real data sets, the highest-quality spectroscopic redshifts
are found to be very reliable (cf., e.g., Newman et al. (2013)) and hence can be considered
to represent the true redshifts of the objects they are measured for, enabling tests of PDF
accuracy.
Photo-z PDFs can be inaccurate in a wide variety of ways, including biases/shifts, over-
confidence/underconfidence, inaccurate levels of symmetry/asymmetry, or having tails that
are too long or too short. These issues correspond to PDFs with incorrect values of their
first four moments, i.e., the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis, respectively.
Since it is nontrivial to construct PDFs with arbitrary values of skewness and/or kurtosis
while keeping the other moments constant, in this section we focus only the first two of these
issues, but similar tests would be possible for other aspects of a PDF. Keeping in mind that
for a properly-calibrated PDF the distribution of CDF values evaluated at the spectroscopic
redshifts of objects should be uniform, we can use Q-Q statistics measured for objects with
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spec-z’s to recalibrate photo-z PDFs so that they more closely meet the statistical definition.
In this section, as a toy model we consider the case of identifying and removing differences
in the mean and in the standard deviation between Gaussian photo-z PDFs and spec-z
distributions. However, since Q-Q statistics are based only on CDF values, the same methods
can be used to evaluate improvements to non-Gaussian PDFs which vary from object to
object. One can minimize the same statistics used here to identify the best shift or change in
standard deviation (or equivalently, power to which a PDF is raised) that should be applied
to PDFs to enable them to better meet the standard definition of a probability density
function.
In the case of a bias, we assume that the mean of the photo-z PDFs differs from the mean
of a properly-calibrated PDF (and hence the spec-z distribution) by an amount b, which we
will call the bias; µphot = µspec + b. The bias can be positive or negative, corresponding to
µphot > µspec or µphot < µspec, respectively; these biases correspond to PDFs which are shifted
to the right or to the left with respect to a properly-calibrated distribution. We will use the
Q-Q statistics defined in the previous section as a tool for estimating the bias.
Given an estimate for b, which we label as β, we can correct for it and make the means
of the two distributions closer to each other; the shifted probability distribution will have a
mean µ′phot = µphot − β = µspec + b − β. When the true bias b and the estimated bias β are
the same, then this procedure will cause the two means to become exactly equal and the bias
will be removed completely (so µ′phot = µspec). When that happens, the Q-Q curve will lie as
close as possible to the diagonal reference line in the Q-Q plot, so the normalized `2−norm
must be minimized. Hence, we can optimally estimate the value of β by identifying the shift
that minimizes the normalized `2−norm in the Q-Q plot. Of course, due to sampling noise
in the distribution of spec-z’s the value of β will randomly scatter about the true bias of the
photo-z PDFs, b; we investigate the amplitude of this scatter below. After determining the
value of β which minimizes the distance of the Q-Q curve from the diagonal, we can improve
photo-z PDFs by applying a transformation that removes its effect (i.e., shifting all PDFs in
redshift by −β).
We note that instead of using the `2−norm as the metric of mismatch between the dis-
tributions, we could use the `1−norm or the maximum deviation between the Q-Q curve and
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the diagonal (a quantity analogous to the K-S test D-value, so we label it as D below). As
can be seen in Figure 2.14, all of these metrics would indicate similar offsets for retrieving
the true mean µ. In general, all three metrics have similar performance (i.e., minimizing each
metric yields similar scatter between β and b); we explore this in detail in Subsection 2.3.1.
We can instead consider the case where the photo-z PDFs have an erroneous standard
deviation, corresponding to either overconfident or underconfident PDFs. This difference can
be represented by a positive factor a, such that σphot = a × σspec. If a > 1, then σphot > σspec
and the photo-z PDFs are broader than they should be, providing larger uncertainties and
therefore underconfident errors. Contrastingly, when a < 1 then σphot < σspec, leading to
very narrow photo-z PDFs and small uncertainties, corresponding to overconfident errors.
Given the dependence of the toy model Gaussian photo-z PDFs on the standard deviation
parameter, PDF(z) ∝ exp
[
−1/σ2phot
]
, we can see that raising PDF(z) to a power γ, such that
the new PDF is given by PDF′(z) = [PDF(z)]γ, and then renormalizing so that the integral
of PDF′(z) is one, is equivalent to changing the standard deviation parameter of the normal
distribution to σ′phot = σphot/
√
γ. We note that taking the PDF to a power and renormalizing
is a general procedure that can be applied to any photometric redshift PDF to make it more
or less overconfident. When γ is greater than one, peaks in a PDF become tighter and
valleys between them (if present) become deeper; if it is less than one, the opposite is true.
Thus, although we focus on tests of changing the standard deviation parameter of a Gaussian
distribution here, similar procedures can be applied to improve arbitrary PDFs.
Setting γ = α2, we find σ′phot = (a/α) × σspec. When a = α, the standard deviations of
the two distributions are exactly equal (σ′phot = σspec); in this case the Q-Q curve should lie
along the reference line and our Q-Q distance metrics should all be small. Therefore, we can
improve the photo-z PDFs by identifying the value of α that minimizes our distance metrics
and then applying a transformation that removes its effect (i.e., taking the PDF to a power
1/α2 and then renormalizing).
In Figure 2.15 we show all three Q-Q distance metrics as a function of α for a case
where the photo-z PDF has σphot = 0.5, matching the spec-z distribution, for a sample of
one thousand mock redshifts. In this case minimizing the `2−norm performs better than
using the other two metrics; this is not universally true (due to sampling noise), but is the
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Figure 2.14 Three different metrics of distance between the Q-Q curve and the diagonal –
the `1−norm, `2−norm, and maximum deviation (analogous to the K-S D-value), plotted as
a function of possible values of the bias β between the mean of the assumed photo-z PDF
and the true distribution. The intrinsic redshift distribution adopted is a Gaussian with
mean µspec = 2 and standard deviation σspec = 0.5. All three curves were generated using a
dataset of one thousand redshifts and with a photo-z PDF which was unbiased relative to
the true distribution; in this case, all curves are minimized at a bias of β ≈ 0, successfully
recovering the correct answer to better than 0.01 in z.
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most common case. We explore the performance of each statistic in Subsection 2.3.2.
In the following subsections, we investigate in detail how well we are able to retrieve the
values of b and a for different values of the parameters defining the true redshift probability
distribution and for different sizes of the sample of spectroscopic redshifts. More specifically,
we will explore how the retrieval of the true bias, b (or the true standard deviation ratio,
a) depends on the value of the true mean redshift (which we would not expect to make a
difference), the underlying standard deviation of the distribution, and the size of the sample
of objects used in the analysis.
2.3.1 Identifying a PDF bias
We first consider the case where we wish to identify the overall bias (i.e., difference in
mean redshift) between a photo-z PDF and an ideal distribution. We begin by creating a
sample of objects of size Ns, for which we generate spectroscopic redshifts from a Gaussian
distribution of µspec and σspec. We then adopt a nominal photo-z PDF described by a
Gaussian distribution with mean µphot and σphot, which is the same for all objects of the
sample, but differs from the PDF from which spectroscopic redshifts are generated by having
a different mean; µphot = µspec + b. We then consider a series of photo-z PDFs each described
by a Gaussian distribution with mean µtest = µspec + β and standard deviation σtest, keeping
σtest = σspec but varying β over a grid of 101 values from −6σspec/
√
Ns to +6σspec/
√
Ns.
Using the same set of spec-z’s, we construct the Q-Q curve for the PDF with each value
of β on the grid and determine all three distance metrics (normalized `2−norm, normal-
ized `1−norm, and D-value) as a function of β. The optimal value of β will be the one
that minimizes the chosen Q-Q distance metric. We repeat the same process with different
randomly-generated spectroscopic redshift samples a number of times Nr and calculate the
quantity RMS(βopt−b), where βopt is the value of β for which the chosen metric is minimized
in a given random realization. This quantity measures the uncertainty in retrieving the bias
in the photo-z PDF. We note that if b were non-zero, the only consequence would be a shift
in the β value where the minimum occurs by that amount. As a result, we adopt b = 0 (i.e.,
a nominal photo-z PDF which has zero bias compared to the true distribution) as our test
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Figure 2.15 Three different metrics of distance between the Q-Q curve and the diagonal –
the `1−norm, `2−norm, and maximum deviation (analogous to the K-S D-value), plotted
as a function of possible values of the ratio between the standard deviation of the assumed
photo-z PDF and the true distribution, α. Again we adopt a Gaussian with mean µspec = 2
and standard deviation σspec = 0.5 for the true redshift distribution. All three curves were
generated using a dataset of one thousand redshifts and with a photo-z PDF which was
unbiased relative to the true distribution; in this case, the minimum of the `2−norm occurs
closest to the true value (corresponding to α = 1).
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case for simplicity; RMS(βopt− b) should not be affected by this choice (we demonstrate that
the error in bias recovery does not depend upon the mean redshift below).
In general, we would expect the uncertainty in the ordinary mean of the redshift of a
Gaussian-distributed spec-z sample to be given by RMSmean = σspec/
√
Ns, the typical stan-
dard error formula. This would correspond to the error in recovering b resulting from com-
paring the mean redshift predicted from the photo-z PDF to the mean redshift of the sample
to determine the bias. In our case, we are minimizing a very different quantity – the average
distance of the Q-Q curve from the diagonal, rather than the sum of the squares of the
deviations of the redshifts in the sample from a value – but it is still reasonable to expect
a similar scaling of errors in this case. Given this, we make the assumption (which we test
below) that RMS(βopt−b) = cµ×RMSmean = cµ×σspec/
√
Ns, where cµ is a coefficient by which
the value of RMS obtained by minimizing a Q-Q distance metric differs from the standard
error (cµ = RMSdata/RMSmean).
For the scenario we consider in our toy model the ordinary mean minimizes the RMS
error in the redshift bias by construction, as it is a least-squares estimator. However, it
is important to recognize that it is optimal only under relatively strong assumptions (of
Gaussianity and uniform errors) which do hold in the case of our mock data but are rarely
if ever true for the ensemble of photo-z PDFs in a real sample. Even though we are using
Gaussian distributions for our mock data in this study for simplicity, we are using those
distributions to explore methods which are applicable to the arbitrarily variable PDFs which
occur in real data.
We first test the dependence of the error in β − b on the size of the spectroscopic sample
used to determine the Q-Q curve. For the largest spectroscopic sample size we consider,
with Ns = 3200 objects per realization, we create Nr = 400 realizations of spectroscopic
samples of size Ns and then calculate RMS(β − b) from the distribution of values of this
quantity resulting from the realizations. However, we also have tested the recovery of β with
smaller samples for which RMS(βopt − b) will be larger (as the standard error of the mean
is proportional to 1√
N
). The standard error in the standard deviation (or, in this case, the
RMS) for normally-distributed data is given by σRMS = RMS/
√
2N , where N is the number
of data points from which the RMS is calculated. In our application, N corresponds to the
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number of realizations, Nr .
As a result, we can prevent the uncertainty in RMS(βopt − b) from depending on the
size of the spectroscopic sample by altering the number of realizations such that Ns × Nr
remains constant. Therefore for sample sizes Ns = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200 we
use Nr = 25600, 12800, 6400, 3200, 1600, 800, and 400 realizations, respectively. This would
be expected to yield uncertainties in RMS(βopt − b) which are the same at all Ns.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 2.16. In this plot, the blue points with
error bars represent the measured RMS error in recovering b by minimizing the normalized
`2−norm between the Q-Q curve and the reference line from the Nr different realizations of a
spectroscopic dataset. The red dashed line corresponds to a curve of the form RMS(β−b) =<
cµ > ×σspec/
√
Ns, with < cµ > given by the mean value of the coefficient across the different
sample sizes. In parentheses we provide the uncertainty in this mean value, which is given by
the standard deviation of the set of values of cµ from each sample size (calculated with one
degree of freedom) divided by
√
Nv, where Nv is the number of different values of cµ which
were averaged (seven in this case).
We next investigate the case of changing the value of µspec – which is equivalent in effect to
changing b by −(µspec−2) – while keeping the other two quantities unchanged (at σspec = 0.5,
and Ns = 3200). So long as µspec/σspec is large (so that the unphysicality of redshifts below
zero does not matter), we expect RMS(β − b) not to depend on the mean, since in the
analogous case of the standard error the uncertainty only depends on the standard deviation
of the distribution and the sample size, but not the sample mean. This expectation is borne
out in Figure 2.17. Again we have plotted the values of RMS(β − b) as blue points with
error bars, this time as a function of the mean redshift of the spectroscopic sample. The
red dashed line represents the curve < cµ > ×σspec/
√
Ns, where < cµ > is the mean value
of the coefficient cµ determined from each plotted point, as in the previous case. We again
determine the uncertainty in < cµ > via the standard error formula; in this case, Nv = 10 have
been averaged. As seen in the figure, this simple model is consistent with all of the simulation
samples at < 2σ, suggesting that our assumption that the uncertainty in recovering b should
be proportional to the ordinary standard deviation of the mean.
Finally, we investigate the case of changing the standard deviation of the distribution of
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Figure 2.16 RMS values of the difference between the recovered PDF redshift bias and the
true bias (β − b) resulting from Q-Q analysis, as a function of the size of the spectroscopic
sample used to construct the Q-Q curve, Ns (blue points with error bars). The plotted points
are the results from Monte Carlo simulations done using a Gaussian distribution of redshifts
with mean µspec = 2 and standard deviation σspec = 0.5, testing against Gaussian photo-z
PDFs with the same standard deviation (σphot = 0.5) but varying means (µphot = µspec + β),
and then determining the value of β which minimizes the normalized `2-norm between the
Q-Q curve and the unit line. As one would expect, the uncertainties are reduced as the
size of the spectroscopic sample used to estimate the photo-z PDF bias increases. The red
dashed line represents the curve < cµ > ×σspec/
√
Ns, where < cµ > is the mean value of the
coefficient cµ determined from each plotted point; this corresponds to a model where the
error in recovering b via Q-Q statistics is a constant cµ times the standard deviation of the
mean for the spectroscopic sample. The simulations we have done are sufficient to determine
< cµ > to ∼ 1%.
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Figure 2.17 RMS values of the offset in the redshift bias, β − b, as a function of the mean
redshift of the spectroscopic sample µspec (equivalent to varying b), resulting from minimizing
the normalized `2-norm of the Q-Q curve. Results are based on Monte Carlo simulations
of Gaussian redshift distributions with standard deviation σspec = 0.5. A total of Nr = 400
random realizations of spectroscopic samples of size Ns = 3200 were generated to calculate
the mean and standard error in the standard deviation for each plotted point. The red
dashed line again represents the curve < cµ > ×σspec/
√
Ns; this quantity is independent of
µspec (or equivalently b). All points agree with the expectation that the RMS values are
independent of µspec at < 2σ.
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redshifts, σspec, keeping µphot = µspec = 2 and sample size Ns = 3200, and generating Nr = 400
realizations for each value of σspec considered. In this case we expect a linear increase of the
RMS values with σspec since the standard error is directly proportional to that quantity.
Again, our results are consistent with expectations, as seen in Figure 2.18. Once again
blue points with error bars represent the values of RMS(β − b) resulting from our Monte
Carlo simulations, while the red dashed line represents the quantity < cµ > ×σspec/
√
Ns. As
before, < cµ > is the mean value of the coefficient cµ at each of the ten plotted points, and
we indicate its standard error in parentheses.
Based upon the tests we have done varying the sizes of spectroscopic samples, the mean
redshift of the sample, and the standard deviation of the redshifts, it appears a model where
the errors in recovering the redshift bias b are proportional to the standard error in the
ordinary mean redshift is highly effective in capturing our results. Furthermore, the constant
of the proportionality is only slightly larger than one; < cµ > is less than 1.05 in all cases.
This indicates that minimizing the normalized `2-norm between the Q-Q curve and the unit
line recovers a redshift bias almost as well as a statistic which by construction minimizes
the RMS about b for the scenario we have implemented in our toy model (i.e., values drawn
from identical Gaussian distributions). However, unlike the ordinary mean, the use of Q-Q
statistics depends on no assumptions of Gaussianity or of identicality between the PDFs for
different objects; each value of Q is calculated using a given object’s cumulative distribution
function, whatever its form may be. We therefore anticipate that recovering a bias with Q-Q
statistics should be a much more generally useful method than simply determining a shift
via the ordinary mean.
2.3.2 Identifying errors in the PDF width
In this subsection we perform a similar analysis to the previous one, with the difference
being that we explore the utility of Q-Q statistics for determining any inaccuracy in the
standard deviation of the distribution (σphot), instead of in the mean (µspec). We focus
on the determination of the ratio of the estimated standard deviation (from an assumed
photo-z PDF) to the true standard deviation, the parameter a described in Section 2.3. We
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Figure 2.18 RMS values of the offset between the recovered and true redshift bias, β − b,
as a function of the standard deviation of the redshift distribution, σspec. The blue points
with error bars are calculated from Nr = 400 realizations of spectroscopic samples with mean
redshift µspec = 2 and sample size Ns = 3200, while the red dashed line corresponds to the
function < cµ > ×σspec/
√
Ns. As expected from this function, the RMS errors measured
from Monte Carlo simulations increase in a fashion directly proportional to σspec.
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estimate this quantity by generating PDFs of varying α = σphot/σfiducial, where σfiducial is a
fiducial value of the standard deviation used to normalize (here, we set it equal to σspec for
convenience), and then determining the optimum value of α as the value which minimizes a
Q-Q distance metric (e.g., the normalized `2-norm).
We will again assume that all photo-z PDFs are identical Gaussian distributions for con-
venience. In this case, the optimum least-squares estimator of the σ parameter is the ordinary
sample standard deviation, which has standard error RMS(σrecovered − σspec) = σspec/
√
2Ns,
where Ns is the number of spectroscopic redshifts in the sample. As before, we make the as-
sumption that the error in the estimate of the standard deviation obtained by Q-Q statistics
will be proportional to the optimum standard error; i.e., RMS(σrecovered − σspec) = cσ×σspec√2Ns ,
where cσ is a factor of order unity (for convenience, we will refer to the recovered standard
deviation as σphot below).
We note that changing the standard deviation parameter of a Gaussian distribution by
a factor α is equivalent to raising it to a power 1/α2 and then renormalizing the distribution
to have integral one (as described above). Hence, our analysis of the recovery of an optimum
change in the standard deviation parameter by a factor α is equivalent to optimizing the
power than a PDF should be taken to so that the quantiles of the observed spectroscopic
sample better follow a uniform distribution. As a result, the toy model considered in this
section can be used to represent the case of taking arbitrary PDFs to a power, rather than
multiplying the σ parameter of a Gaussian by a constant factor.
Following the same procedure as before, we generate sets of Monte Carlo realizations
of spectroscopic samples drawn from Gaussian distributions of varying characteristics, de-
termine the optimum value of σphot (or equivalently, α) for each realization, and calculate
RMS(σphot − σspec) from the results. Once more, we balance the number of redshifts in the
spectroscopic sample, Ns, with the number of realizations, Nr , such that the quantity Ns×Nr
remains constant. This again should ensure that the errors in the RMS remain approximately
constant, since σRMS = RMS/
√
2Nr = cσ × σspec/
√
2Ns/
√
2Nr ∝ 1/
√
Ns × Nr. Therefore, as be-
fore, for sample sizes Ns = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200 we use Nr = 25600, 12800,
6400, 3200, 1600, 800, 400 realizations, respectively, to investigate the accuracy of parameter
recovery.
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As in the previous subsection, we use blue points with error bars to show the values of
RMS(σphot − σspec) resulting from each set of realizations, whereas the red dashed line shows
the best-fit curve of the form RMS(σphot − σspec) =< cσ > ×σspec/
√
2Ns, where < cσ > is
the mean value of the coefficient cσ calculated from the set of blue points. We specify the
standard error in cσ in parentheses; the number of independent points is Nv = 7 for the case
where we vary sample size and Nv = 10 for cases where we vary µspec or σspec.
We first explore the dependence of the measured RMS error on the sample size Ns. For
this, we use a photometric redshift PDF which is a Gaussian distribution with parameters
µspec = 2 and σspec = 0.5, and investigate how well we recover the standard deviation using
values of σphot from a grid of 101 values in the interval σspec ± 8.5σspec/
√
2Ns. Figure 2.19
shows that the results agree very well with our expectations from a model where the error in
recovering σphot is proportional to the standard error in the standard deviation, corresponding
to the red dashed line.
Next, we explore the impact of changing the value of the mean redshift, µspec while
keeping σspec = 0.5 and the sample size Ns = 3200. As in the case of a redshift bias, we
expect the errors in reconstructing the standard deviation not to depend on the mean, by
analogy to the standard error of the standard deviation, which only depends on the true
value of the standard deviation and the sample size. This expectation is in good agreement
with the results shown in Figure 2.20; all results are consistent with a constant value at
< 2σ.
Finally, we investigate the case of changing σspec, while keeping the mean spectroscopic
redshift as µspec = 2 and the sample size as Ns = 3200. In this case, we find that the RMS
error in reconstructing σ is directly proportional to the true standard deviation, as seen in
Figure 2.21. This matches what one would expect if errors resulting from Q-Q analysis are
proportional to the standard error in the standard deviation, as we have assumed.
In Table 2.7 we compile the estimated values for < cµ > and < cσ > together, along with
their respective uncertainties, derived from the results shown in Figures 2.16 – 2.21. We also
provide similar summary results resulting from analyses identical to those shown in these
figures, except we have minimized the `1-norm or the D-value between the Q-Q curve and
the unit line, rather than the `2-norm. We also include in this table the inverse-variance-
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Figure 2.19 RMS error in the difference between the photo-z PDF standard deviation re-
constructed from Q-Q analysis, σphot, and the true value, σspec, as a function of the size of
the spectroscopic sample used for the analysis, Ns (blue points with error bars). We assume
all objects are drawn from identical Gaussian PDFs with mean µspec = 2 and that the true
distribution has σspec = 0.5. As expected, the RMS values decrease with increasing sample
size. The red dashed line corresponds to a function of the form < cσ > ×σspec/
√
2Ns, i.e.,
one differing from the standard error in the standard deviation of the spectroscopic redshifts
by a constant factor < cσ >.
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Figure 2.20 RMS of the difference between the photo-z PDF standard deviation reconstructed
from Q-Q analysis, σphot, and the true value, σspec, as a function of the mean redshift of the
spectroscopic sample used for the analysis, muspec (blue points with error bars). Each point is
calculated from Nr = 400 realizations of spectroscopic samples of size Ns = 3200 drawn from
a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σspec = 0.5. The red dashed line corresponds
to a function of the form < cσ > ×σspec/
√
2Ns, which is independent of µspec. As expected,
we find no significant dependence of the RMS values on the mean redshift of the spectroscopic
sample.
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Figure 2.21 RMS of the difference between the photo-z PDF standard deviation reconstructed
from Q-Q analysis, σphot, and the true value, σspec, as a function of the standard deviation
of the distribution of redshifts of the spectroscopic sample, σspec (blue points with error
bars). The results shown were obtained using Nr = 400 realizations of spectroscopic samples
of size Ns = 3200 with mean redshift µspec = 2. The RMS values increase linearly with σspec,
consistent with the red dashed curve which corresponds to the predicted values if the errors
resulting from Q-Q analysis are proportional to the standard error in the standard deviation.
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weighted mean of all estimates of < cµ > or < cσ > using a given estimator, as well as the
corresponding uncertainties derived via propagation of errors. These summary statistics
allow us to compare the effectiveness of all three metrics at recovering a bias or error in the
standard deviation to each other, as well as to assess how close they come to the results of
the optimal estimators for data drawn from identical Gaussian distributions, which would
correspond to values < cµ > = < cσ > = 1.
All three distance metrics yield similar results only slightly worse than the ordinary mean
(the optimal estimator for our toy model case) for identifying a bias. The `2−norm gave the
lowest weighted mean value for < cµ >, while the `1−norm for < cσ >, but the differences in
most cases are not statistically significant. However, for identifying errors in the standard
deviation, the D-value proved greatly inferior to the other two metrics. So long as the
`1 or `2-norm is used as a distance metric, the Q-Q statistics considered here proved only
modestly inferior to the optimal estimators for our toy model case, with errors ∼ 1.05× larger
for recovering a mean shift and ∼ 1.2× larger at recovering an error in the standard deviation
parameter.
2.4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented new methods for improving photometric redshift probability
density functions such that they better match the statistical definition of a PDF, based
upon statistics of the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) curve. We have explored these methods using
mock data consisting of sets of photo-z PDFs which are identical probability distributions
and corresponding sets of spectroscopic redshifts which are drawn from a single Gaussian
(not necessarily matching the assumed photo-z PDF). These scenarios are not intended
to accurately represent real-world data, but rather provides simplified testbeds to explore
methodologies. The main results of our study are:
• We have found that a variety of ways in which assumed photo-z PDFs and spectroscopic
redshift distributions that provide ground truth differ each present distinct signatures in
the Q-Q plots. There are clear deviations of the Q-Q curve from the ideal (unit) line
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Table 2.7 Values of the scaling coefficients < cµ > and < cσ > and their errors, which cor-
respond to the ratio of the RMS error in recovering an offset in the mean redshift or the
standard deviation to the standard error for that quantity. We present values resulting from
minimizing three different metrics of the distance between the Q-Q curve and the unit line –
the normalized `2-norm, the normalized `1-norm, and the D-value (so labeled because it is
analogous to the K-S D statistic) – for the scenarios presented in Figures 2.16 – 2.21 (which
show only the results from minimizing the normalized `2-norm). For the scenarios consid-
ered here, the ordinary mean and sample standard deviation are the optimal estimators, and
would yield results corresponding to < cµ > = < cσ > = 1.
quantity quantity scaling coefficients
retrieved varied `2−norm `1−norm D − value
µ Ns 1.041 ± 0.011 1.055 ± 0.012 1.050 ± 0.010
µ µ 1.037 ± 0.015 1.045 ± 0.016 1.050 ± 0.015
µ σ 1.046 ± 0.007 1.062 ± 0.008 1.054 ± 0.007
weighted mean 1.044 ± 0.005 1.058 ± 0.006 1.052 ± 0.005
σ Ns 1.248 ± 0.011 1.271 ± 0.017 1.833 ± 0.022
σ µ 1.251 ± 0.012 1.218 ± 0.011 1.813 ± 0.017
σ σ 1.245 ± 0.014 1.230 ± 0.009 1.832 ± 0.020
weighted mean 1.248 ± 0.007 1.232 ± 0.007 1.824 ± 0.011
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when the two distributions (spec-z and photo-z) differ in their mean, standard deviation,
skewness, and kurtosis. In each case we find that the more the two distributions differ,
the larger the deviations of the curves from the diagonal reference line. We note again
that because the Q-Q plot is constructed using only the set of cumulative distribution
function values evaluated at the observed spectroscopic redshifts, although simplified
probability distributions were used for these analyses, the results should extend to arbi-
trary probability distributions so long as all PDFs are inaccurate in the same way (e.g.,
a constant redshift bias). For the same reason, although a single distribution was used
as a photo-z PDF for all the objects in a sample in most tests in this paper, we expect
the same results if each object has its own independent photo-z PDF, as demonstrated
in Figure 2.5.
• We find that statistics derived from the Q-Q plot can provide useful information regarding
the accuracy of photo-z PDFs. The closer the Q-Q curve is to the unit line, the closer
the distribution of CDF values evaluated at the spectroscopic redshifts are to a uniform
distribution, as would be expected if the photo-z PDFs are properly calibrated and fulfill
the statistical definition of a probability density function. We have used three metrics to
measure differences from the unit line: the normalized `1−norm, the normalized `2−norm,
and the maximum separation between the two (analogous to the K-S test D-value). By
minimizing a chosen metric as a function of parameters describing PDF inaccuracies, we
can determine ways in which the photo-z probability density functions can be altered
to improve them. All three metrics yielded similar results for recovering a redshift bias,
with errors in the best-fit shift only ∼ 5% worse than those obtained with an optimal
estimator, but the D-value had comparatively poor performance at recovering errors in
PDF width. An additional useful statistic we have identified is the fraction of objects
with spec-z’s that lie outside the photo-z PDFs ( fop), which provides a PDF-based analog
to the catastrophic outlier rates used to evaluate point photometric redshift statistics.
Unlike the ordinary mean and the sample standard deviation, minimizing the Q-Q statis-
tics we have utilized here provide a much more generally applicable way of constraining
common-mode PDF inaccuracies. The construction of these statistics has no dependence
on the assumptions of identical Gaussian distributions that underly the derivation of the
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ordinary mean and sample standard deviation. They should also be more robust to outliers
(e.g., incorrect redshifts in a spectroscopic sample, which commonly occur); large changes to
the redshifts for a small fraction of the sample will shift quantiles by only a small amount,
but will have a larger effect on the mean and especially the sample standard deviation. In
cases where photo-z PDFs are available for all objects and spectroscopic redshifts have been
measured for a broad subsample, minimizing Q-Q distance metrics should therefore provide
a very useful way of characterizing PDF inaccuracies, enabling them to be corrected for.
Of course, the Q-Q plot is far from the only method available for studying the accuracy of
photo-z PDFs. An example of an alternative approach is presented in Wittman et al. (2016),
which focuses on the distribution of values of the integral of that portion of the photo-z PDF
that is larger than the value of the PDF evaluated at the spectroscopic redshift (the “highest
probability density confidence interval” or HPD CI), rather than the distribution of CDF
values, which integrate the PDF from z = 0 to z = zspec. The distribution of the HPD CI
can provide direct information regarding the standard deviation (i.e., whether PDFs are too
narrow or too broad) and the kurtosis (i.e., whether the photo-z PDFs have tails that are
too long or too short). On the other hand, due to its symmetric definition, the HPD CI is
not sensitive to the presence of a bias or asymmetry in PDFs, nor does it give information
on their sign (unlike Q-Q curves). An additional advantage of simple quantile statistics are
that they are considerably easier to calculate computationally than the HPD CI.
In this work, we have used simplified scenarios to explore the usefulness of the Q-Q plot
for identifying inaccuracies in photometric redshift PDFs. In an upcoming paper (Kodra
et al. 2019, in prep.), we demonstrate that these methods can be effective in real-world
scenarios as well, using data from the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic
Legacy Survey (CANDELS, Grogin et al. (2011); Koekemoer et al. (2011)); we demonstrate
there that applying corrections derived by minimizing Q-Q distance metrics for one sample
of galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts also improves photo-z PDFs for independent sets of
spec-z’s. The resulting corrections have been used to derive the final photometric redshift
probability density functions for CANDELS. The Q-Q metrics presented here are also being
used by the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope Dark Energy Science Collaboration (LSST
DESC, LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration (2012)) to assess a variety of photometric
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redshift codes (Schmidt et al. 2018, in prep.). Many probes of LSST cosmology depend
critically on the availability of accurate photometric redshift PDFs for their calculations; the
methods presented here provide an avenue for ensuring that this is achieved.
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3 OPTIMIZED PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS FOR THE COSMIC
ASSEMBLY NEAR-INFRARED DEEP EXTRAGALACTIC LEGACY
SURVEY (CANDELS)
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In order to study how galaxies evolve over cosmic time, measurements of distances and
lookback times are needed; we can determine both from a galaxy’s redshift. Redshifts can
be measured most accurately by acquiring detailed spectra, but obtaining useful signal-to-
noise ratios requires infeasible exposure times when studying galaxies at very large distances
as they are so faint. As an alternative to spectroscopy, broad-band photometry in multiple
filters provides information on all objects within the imaging field of view.
Photometric redshifts (also known as photo-z’s) can then be estimated using the mea-
sured fluxes of the objects in each filter. Photometry is our primary means for studying the
faintest and most distant objects, but the information provided is limited; as a result, pho-
tometric redshifts have considerably lower precision than those obtained spectroscopically.
There exist a variety of codes which compute probability density functions (PDFs) for
photometric redshifts by comparing the observed fluxes for an object in different filters to
templates drawn from various libraries of restframe spectral energy distributions (SEDs)
of galaxies. Template-based methods generally derive a posterior probability distribution
using a prior on redshift determined from an object’s magnitude in some band, which is
multiplied by a likelihood proportional to e−χ2/2, where in this case χ2 is determined using
the observed flux of an object compared to the flux predicted for a given template and
redshift. Other “training-based” codes attempt to determine the relationship between galaxy
colors and redshift by applying machine learning methods to samples of objects with known
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spectroscopic redshifts.
Template-fitting codes tend to extrapolate relatively well to regimes where training spec-
troscopic redshifts are not available. In contrast, empirical, training-based codes, can match
or outperform the best template-fitting codes with minimal effort in cases where spectro-
scopic redshifts are available for a fair sample of the objects for which photo-z’s will be
derived, but extrapolate very poorly outside the range of spectroscopic coverage.
In this study we present catalogs of optimized photometric redshift PDFs produced by
the Cosmic Assembly Near-Infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS) collab-
oration (Grogin et al. (2011); Koekemoer et al. (2011)). Six participating groups used the
CANDELS photometric catalogs and a training set of spectroscopic redshifts in order to
train their codes and evaluate PDFs for all objects in the CANDELS photometric catalogs.
We test the quality of the redshift PDFs from each group using the Quantile-Quantile plot
(or Q-Q plot, for short), which is a graphical method helpful for testing whether a set of
data is drawn from a certain distribution or not. In this case, we use Q-Q statistics to assess
whether a set of spectroscopic redshifts is consistent with being drawn from the correspond-
ing objects’ photo-z PDFs. We also test the performance of each group’s PDFs using point
estimates (in particular the weighted mean redshift zweight).
In a previous test of photometric redshift methods for CANDELS, Dahlen et al. (2013)
found that the codes considered fell well short of the ideal in producing error estimates that
match reality (e.g., 68% of spectroscopic redshifts should fall in the 68% credible region of
the corresponding object’s photo-z PDF). In order to approach this ideal more closely, we
optimize the photometric redshift PDFs from each group using Q-Q statistics to derive PDF
shifts and exponents to correct for overconfident or underconfident probability distributions,
applying the methods described in Kodra & Newman 2019 (in prep.).
Dahlen et al. (2013) also found that when point statistics or PDFs from different codes
were combined, they could perform better than any individual input. In this paper, we test
this for a broader set of combination methods. In addition to the Hierarchical Bayesian
method applied by Dahlen et al. (2013), we introduce a new method of combining photo-z
PDFs, the minimum Fre´chet distance curve. This method chooses the input PDF which is
closest to the other members of the ensemble in aggregate to represent the set; it is the
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function analog to the median of a set of numbers. This method guarantees that if the input
PDFs are well-calibrated to meet the statistical definition of a probability density function,
the minimum Fre´chet distance curve will be as well.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we describe the datasets employed in
this paper. Section 3.3 describes the methods used to improve probability density functions
from individual photo-z codes and assesses the results with a variety of summary statistics.
Section 3.4 describes and presents tests of several methods of combining PDF results
from multiple photo-z codes. Section 3.5 describes the photometric redshift catalogs being
publicly released in conjunction with this paper. Finally, in Section 3.6 we summarize the
major findings of this study and provide guidance on the use of these catalogs.
3.2 DATA
Throughout this study we use data from the Cosmic Assembly Near-Infrared Deep Extra-
galactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS) collaboration, which obtained Hubble Space Telescope
observations covering five fields spanning a total area of ∼ 800 arcmin2 on the sky. The
CANDELS survey is separated into a Deep and a Wide portion, with areas of ∼ 125 arcmin2
and ∼ 675 arcmin2, respectively. The deep portion has a depth of ∼ 10 orbits per pointing
and includes data in two of the CANDELS fields, GOODS-North and GOODS-South. The
wide portion consists of ∼ 2 orbits per pointing, and includes buffer regions around the deep
fields as well as three additional fields, COSMOS, the Extended Groth Strip (EGS), and
the UKIDSS Ultra-Deep Survey field (UDS). Detailed descriptions of the sky coverage and
observation strategy of CANDELS can be found in Grogin et al. (2011) and Koekemoer et al.
(2011). Catalogs based upon matched-model TFIT photometry which incorporates imaging
from Hubble along with other datasets in each individual CANDELS field are presented in
Nayyeri et al. (2017), Stefanon et al. (2017), Guo et al. (2013), Galametz et al. (2013), and
Barro et al. 2019 (in prep.).
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3.2.1 Photometric Redshifts
Six groups within the CANDELS collaboration have used the TFIT photometric catalogs
to estimate probability distribution functions (PDFs) for the photometric redshift (photo-z)
for each galaxy observed by CANDELS. The codes used are all based upon fitting a set
of spectral energy distribution templates to a galaxy as a function of its possible redshift
and determining χ2 between the template prediction and the photometry as a function of
template parameters and redshift. Most codes utilize a prior for the redshift based upon the
apparent magnitude of an object, combined with a likelihood proportional to exp(−χ2/2),
to calculate a posterior PDF for the redshift. Each group within CANDELS has used a
different code for calculation, a different template database, and/or different options when
using a code (e.g., different priors) to obtain photo-z PDFs.
EAZY (Brammer et al. (2008))1
This code fits a linear combination of stellar population templates to the observed U-to-
8µm SEDs, minimizing the χ2 statistic. Fitting is done in flux space, and the template
set has been composed to span the range of observed galaxy colors. EAZY allows the
use of a template error function that down-weights data points at rest-frame wavelengths
≥ 2µm and a ”luminosity-function × volume” prior which assigns a reduced probability to
low redshifts and to objects with bright apparent magnitudes at high redshift. In addition,
an iterative application of photometric zero point offsets improves the match to the available
spectroscopic redshifts. This code was run by two separate groups, led by Steven Finkelstein
and Stijn Wuyts, respectively. The two groups differed in their choices of parameters and
priors.
zphot
This code was first introduced in Giallongo et al. (1998), more extensively described in
Fontana et al. (2000), and then used in a number of papers thereafter. It minimizes χ2
statistics when fitting template SEDs, accepts both fluxes and magnitudes as input, with
a rigorous treatment of undetections in the latter case. It allows the user to adopt a wide
1http://www.astro.yale.edu/eazy/
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variety of templates, including synthetic models taken from BC03, Maraston (2005), and
Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange (1997). Experiments with these different models have shown
that model that yield more accurate photo-z is the Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange (1997) one,
at least with the set of parameters exploited so far. These models are therefore usd in
this paper. Additionally, it has the capability to choose from a variety of SFH, as well as
observed templates of stars, galaxies, and AGNs, while it can also include dust extinction
such as Calzetti et al. (2000), and intergalactic medium absorption such as Fan et al. (2006).
The code is a full SED analyzer, and returns the best fitting values of redshift (i.e. the
photometric one) as well as other parameters of the galaxy template (like age, stellar mass,
dust extinction, and so on). For the latter use the redshift can be fixed to a value given by
the user, or left free to vary. It can also estimate errors from the probability distribution
of the various parameters. The code allows for a minimum photometric error to be set in
each photometry band, and optionally applies a cut to avoid unrealistically negative fluxes:
this is done in flux space when the flux is below 0 in excess of a given number of times the
flux error. Finally, to avoid contamination from non-stellar emission it excludes IRAC bands
that probe rest frame > 5µm (ch3 at z ≤ 0.15 and ch4 at z ≤ 0.6). This code was run by
the group led by Adriano Fontana.
HyperZ (Bolzonella et al. (2000))2
This is another code that minimizes χ2 statistics, with fitting carried out in flux space,
excluding negative fluxes. Shifts to magnitudes can be added manually. In order to avoid
unrealistic solutions a prior for the F160W band absolute magnitude in the range −30 <
M < −9 (Vega mag) was applied. Reddening was included in the form of the Calzetti et al.
(2000) reddening law varying AV from 0 to 3 in steps of 0.2. SED templates are based on
the Maraston (2005) models with exponentially declining SFHs with e-folding times τ = 0.1,
0.3, 1 and 2 Gyr, and for each of these in four metallicity flavors: 1/5 solar metallicity, 1/2
solar metallicity, solar metallicity, and twice solar metallicity. The allowed age range of the
templates was restricted between 0.1 Gyr and the age of the Universe at the given redshift.
Finally, the option for a minimum photometric error was set to 0.05 magnitudes. This recipe
2http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/hyperz/
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was introduced in Pforr et al. (2013). This code was run by the group led by Janine Pforr.
LePhare (Arnouts & Ilbert (2011))3
This is yet another code that minimizes χ2 statistics when fitting template SEDs, which can
be done both in magnitude and in flux space. It has the capability to use luminosity priors,
add extra photometry errors, use a training sample to optimize the template SEDs and to
derive zero-point offsets, while contribution for emission can be included (Ilbert et al. (2006,
2009)). The output provides photometric redshifts from χ2 minimization or marginalization.
The median values from the photo-z PDFs are also provided. Here, a prior on the optical
absolute magnitude in the range −24 < M < −8 is used, while IRAC ch3 and ch4 are excluded.
This code was run by the group led by Mara Salvato.
WikZ (Wiklind et al. (2008))
This is again a code that minimizes χ2 statistics when fitting SED templates to observed
photometry, which is done in flux space. The code can be run with two different parametrized
star formation histories (SFHs), exponentially declining SFR or so called delayed-τ SFR. In
the current application, the code was run using a delayed-τ SFH. Negative fluxes are not
completely excluded, but they add up to the χ2 when the template flux is brighter than
the 1σ upper limit, while they are excluded when the flux is lower than the 1σ upper limit.
Additionally, it excludes IRAC ch3 and ch4 for z < 0.5 and z < 0.7 respectively. Finally, it
has the capability to add extra smoothing errors to the photometric ones. This code was
run by the group led by Tommy Wiklind.
3.2.2 Spectroscopic And 3D-HST Grism Redshifts
Spectroscopic redshift measurements can be used both to train photometric redshift codes –
e.g., to identify zero point offsets in photometry that, if removed, will improve fits – as well
as for testing results. The training set of spectroscopic redshifts (spec-z’s) used by the six
groups producing CANDELS photo-z PDFs consists of 5807 high quality spec-z’s spanning
3http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/~arnouts/LEPHARE/lephare.html
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all five CANDELS fields. We have used the same set of redshifts in order to estimate the
parameters used to recalibrate the PDFs from each code, as described in Section 3.3.
Our primary testing set consists of 4089 high quality spectroscopic redshifts, again drawn
from a variety of sources, that are completely independent of those included in the training set
and with any overlapping objects removed. We use this set in order to assess the performance
of point statistics (e.g., the redshift of maximum probability) and to test the quality of photo-
z PDFs from each code, both before and after the optimization procedure described below.
In addition to the testing set of spectroscopic redshifts, we also use 3D−HST grism
redshifts (grism-z’s) to test point estimates and photo-z PDF quality (Momcheva et al.
(2016)). This set consists of 3367 highest-quality redshifts spanning all of the CANDELS
fields. We include only those objects with redshifts larger than zgrism > 0.6. Figure 3.1
and Figure 3.2 show the distribution of objects in each spectroscopic sample in a plot of
H-band magnitude versus redshift, as well as their respective histograms, for each of the five
CANDELS fields separately. Additionally, Table 1 gives details regarding the construction
of these three sets, including references to the original catalogs and the specific cuts applied
to select only the highest-quality, most secure redshifts.
3.3 OPTIMIZATION METHODS
The photo-z PDFs produced by the different groups do not behave in detail as true probabil-
ity distributions that meet the statistical definition of a PDF would be expected to. Given
that the set of high-confidence spectroscopic redshifts we employ in this paper should be
incorrect only rarely (< 5% of the time), we can treat them to first order as representing
the true redshifts of the objects observed. In that case, we would expect 68% and 95% of
them to fall in the 68% and 95% credible intervals of the photo-z PDFs, respectively, if the
statistical definition of a PDF is being obeyed.
In an earlier test with CANDELS data, Dahlen et al. (2013) found that while some
codes had better results than others, none of them performed well when the coverage of
credible intervals was assessed in this way. This indicates that the photo-z PDFs must have
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Figure 3.2 Redshift-magnitude plots for the spectroscopic redshifts (divided into separate
training and testing sets) as well as the 3D-HST grism redshifts used in this paper, for
all five CANDELS fields. The redshift and magnitude ranges of the testing and 3D-HST
datasets differ strongly from the training set; as a result, they provide highly independent
assessments of the quality of photo-z PDFs which are optimized based upon the training set.
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substantial, qualitative problems. Simple examples of issues would be having a bias due to
template mismatch, such that the PDFs are shifted to higher or lower redshifts than they
should be, or inaccuracies in photometric error models which cause PDFs to be too wide or
too narrow.
Following Kodra & Newman 2018 (in prep.), we use statistics based upon the Quantile-
Quantile (Q-Q) plot to recalibrate the photo-z PDFs produced by each group; this should
improve agreement with the statistical definition while simultaneously yielding more accurate
point estimates and error estimates. Specifically, we use the training set of spectroscopic
redshifts in order to calculate the distribution of observed quantiles, i.e. the values of the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) values corresponding to each redshift. If PDFs meet
the statistical definition, the distribution of these quantiles should be uniform between 0 and
1. The Q-Q plot for a particular PDF and set of spec-z’s will show, as a function of theoretical
quantiles (distributed between 0 and 1) the value that corresponds to that quantile of the
set of CDFs evaluated at the spectroscopic redshift. E.g., if the 50th percentile value in the
set of CDFs evaluated at the spec-z’s is 0.647, (0.5, 0.647) will be a point on the Q-Q plot,
as it is shown by the blue dot in Figure 3.3. For the ideal case where the CDF values are
uniformly distributed, the Q-Q plot will correspond to the unit line between (0,0) and (1,1).
In Kodra & Newman 2018 (in prep.), we define several statistics based upon the Q-Q plot
that can be used to assess how close we are to the ideal case; in this paper, we employ two of
them. The first of these is the normalized `2-norm, which corresponds to the average distance
in the y direction between the Q-Q curve for a given dataset and the unit line. This distance
will be zero in the ideal case. Additionally, we determine the fraction of objects that have
CDF values below 0.0001 or above 0.9999. We exclude such objects from the construction
of the Q-Q plot, since their spec-z’s fall outside of the region of their corresponding photo-z
PDFs which has significant probability; this makes our analysis considerably more robust to
the possibility of erroneous spectroscopic redshifts. We label the fraction of objects with PDF
values outside this range fop (for “fraction outside of PDF”). As an example we construct
the Q-Q plot shown in Figure 3.3 using the training set of spectroscopic redshifts and the
photo-z PDFs of Finkelstein. The `2-norm shown in the figure is normalized by dividing with
the square root of the number of objects used for the construction of the Q-Q plot, after
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removing the objects that qualify as fop. The pink vertical line shows the difference between
the observed and expected quantile for the point corresponding to the 50th percentile, or 0.5
quantile.
We note that when we calculate Q-Q statistics for optimization, we exclude objects
with redshifts zspec ≤ 0.3. This is because the photo-z PDFs from the different groups show
divergent behavior at low redshifts, with little correlation to performance at higher z. In
order to see this, we separate the objects from each field into magnitude bins of size 0.5mag,
and then add the individual redshift PDFs of all objects in each bin. We finally normalize
by dividing with the number of objects in each bin. The resulting quantity corresponds to
the expectation value for the redshift distribution of objects in a given bin.
As an example, the set of summed PDF curves for EGS objects in the magnitude bin
centered at H = 25 predicted by each group, both before and after the optimization pro-
cedures which we describe below have been applied, are shown in Figure 3.4. Even after
optimization, the predicted number of objects at low redshifts varies greatly from group to
group; results in this regime may have limited reliability. In Figure 3.5 we show a set of im-
ages constructed from curves such as those shown in Figure 3.4. In these images, the x−axis
position corresponds to the middle of the magnitude bin used to construct summed PDF
curves, and the y coordinate corresponds to the redshift, z. The intensity of the color scale
indicates the value of the summed PDF at a given magnitude and redshift (corresponding
to the y values in Figure 3.5). Although all of the codes used to produce the photo-z PDFs
yield good results when evaluated with standard point statistics for objects with spectro-
scopic redshifts(as described below), and all are using the same photometry as inputs, the
predicted redshift distributions as a function of magnitude predicted by each group differ in
many details, even after optimization which makes individual photo-z PDFs better obey the
statistical definition, as we demonstrate below.
Using the Q-Q statistics defined above, we can identify any aggregate bias in the photo-z
PDFs of a given group by applying negative or positive shifts in the redshift direction (dz) to
the PDFs. Our sign convention is such that negative dz values correspond to shifts to the left
on a plot of PDF(z), such that the PDFs will peak at lower values of redshifts, while positive
dz values correspond to shifts to the right, so that PDFs peak at higher redshift values
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Figure 3.3 Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plot constructed using the training set of spec-z’s and
the photo-z PDFs of Finkelstein. The Q-Q plot shows the CDF value evaluated at the
spectroscopic redshift of an object, Qdata corresponding to a given quantile of the set of CDF
values, Qtheory. For instance, if the 50th percentile in the set of CDF(zspec) values is 0.647,
then (0.5, 0.647) is a point along the Q-Q curve, as is shown by the blue dot. If photo-z
PDFs obey the statistical definition of a probability density function, Q-Q curves will lie
along the reference line from (0,0) to (1,1). Their deviation is quantified by the sum of the
vertical distance at each point (`2-norm), such as the one shown by the pink vertical line for
the case of the (0.5, 0.647) point. The `2-norm presented here is normalized by dividing with
the square root of the number of points. Additionally, the fop gives the fraction of objects
with spec-z’s that fall outside of the main region of the corresponding PDFs.
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Figure 3.4 Sum of the photo-z PDFs for all objects in a magnitude bin of width 0.5 centered at
mag(H) = 25 in the EGS field. The curves correspond to the expectation value for the redshift
distribution in this bin. Objects with missing PDFs for any of the groups are excluded from the
sums to ensure that all curves are equivalent. The disagreement between groups is greatest at
low redshifts (below z = 0.3, indicated by the grey dashed line). Because of this divergence, we
exclude objects with z ≤ 0.3 from the calculation of Q-Q statistics. Although all codes deliver good
performance when PDF peak redshifts are compared to spectroscopic zs, the aggregate predictions
for broad galaxy samples differ significantly from code to code.
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Figure 3.5 Summed PDFs as a function of magnitude and redshift, before and after optimization
procedures are applied, for the EGS field. The color scale of the image indicates the summed and
renormalized probability that an object in a particular magnitude bin is at the selected redshift,
equivalent to the y axis in Figure 3.4. Objects with missing PDFs for any of the groups are excluded
from the sums. The shape and locations of the bright regions (which should correspond to redshifts
where there is an excess of objects due to sample/cosmic variance), as well as other detailed features,
differ significantly from group to group, even though all groups used identical photometry for the
same set of objects to calculate the PDFs used here.
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than they originally did. We apply shifts corresponding to an array of 151 equally-spaced
values over the interval [−0.5, 1.], and construct the Q-Q curve in each case after removing
objects with spec-z’s outside their PDFs. We then identify the shift value that minimizes the
normalized `2-norm; that is, the value which yields a Q-Q curve as close as possible to the
ideal unit line. To do this, we interpolate the `2 − norm values using a quadratic univariate
spline (using the scipy.interpolate.UnivariateSpline routine with parameters k = 2
and s = 1.) The goal of this interpolation is for greater accuracy and smoother results.
We present the dependence of the `2-norm on dz for each group and CANDELS field,
separately in Figure 3.6. Results from some groups exhibit larger biases than others, with
the bias varying from field to field; this may be due to the differences in the imaging bands
included in each field. With only two exceptions (Pforr results for the GOODS−North and
GOODS-South fields) the shifts are all positive. That indicates that for almost all fields
and groups, the photo-z PDFs peak at lower values than they should, which in turn results
in point estimates (such as the redshift of the PDF peak) which are biased low. Table 3.1
gives the optimal shift values that we find should be applied to the photo-z PDFs from each
group and each field to yield better performance in the Q-Q plot. We will assess the level of
improvement achieved in both Q-Q statistics and point estimates in sections to follow, using
the independent testing set of spectroscopic redshifts as well as 3D-HST.
We continue the recalibration procedure by improving the accuracy of PDF widths. We
do this by raising a PDF to a power of α = 1/γ and then renormalizing to have integral
one. For a Gaussian PDF, this is equivalent to multiplying the σ parameter by γ1/2, and so
provides a way to correct for either overestimates or underestimates of errors; however, the
procedure we use can be applied to any PDF whether it is Gaussian or not.
We determine optimal values of γ after we apply the optimized shifts dz that were
determined by the preceding analysis. We consider values in the range 0 < γ < 1 as well as
in the range γ ≥ 1, corresponding to α > 1 and 0 < α ≤ 1, respectively. The former range
corresponds to making photo-z PDFs sharper, since high peaks of the PDF become higher
while low PDF values in the tails or valleys between peaks become smaller. Conversely,
γ ≥ 1 leads to broader photo-z PDFs, since the contrast between the highest peaks and low
values of the PDF is reduced.
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Figure 3.6 Plots of the normalized `2-norm as a function of the shift dz applied to the photo-z
PDFs for each of the five CANDELS fields, calculated using the training set of spectroscopic
redshifts. The normalized `2-norm will have a smaller value the more closely PDFs obey
the statistical definition of a probability distribution; as a result, we wish to minimize this
quantity. The vertical grey dashed line indicates a zero shift, indicating that the calibration
of the PDFs from a given group were accurate. A different shift seems to be needed for each
group and each field, without any clear pattern.
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Table 3.1 The optimal values of shifts dz for the PDFs from each group for each field,
determined by identifying the minimima in the curves shown in Figure 3.6. Most of the
shifts are positive, indicating that PDF(z) curves need to be shifted to the right. Results
from some groups exhibit larger biases than others, with Salvato and Wuyts needing the
smallest shifts and Wiklind the largest, especially in the EGS field.
Field Finkelstein Fontana Pforr Salvato Wiklind Wuyts
COSMOS 0.005 0.030 0.012 0.001 0.020 0.000
EGS 0.015 0.016 0.036 0.002 0.071 0.008
GOODS − N 0.020 0.003 0.001 0.007 0.036 0.015
GOODS − S 0.021 0.011 -0.015 0.013 0.036 0.011
UDS 0.022 0.014 0.031 0.013 0.046 0.008
For each group’s PDFs in a particular field we search a coarse array of values for the
parameter γ covering the interval [0.05, 7], and after constructing the Q-Q plot in each case,
we evaluate the normalized `2-norm for each value of γ. We then use a finer grid of values
of γ focused around the coarse-grid value that minimizes the `2-norm to obtain improved
precision in the optimal value. We present plots of the dependence of the `2-norm on γ for
each group and CANDELS field separately in Figure 3.7.
Optimal values of the parameter γ that are close to unity imply that little change is
needed in the width of the PDFs; this is the case for some groups in some fields, but is
not universal. Conversely, when the optimal values differ significantly from unity, then large
differences in the widths of the PDFs are implied (corresponding to significantly overconfident
or underconfident error models). Table 3.2 lists the optimal γ values that we find should be
applied to the raw photo-z PDFs from each group for each field to bring Q-Q curves closer to
the ideal, and hence making the estimated photo-z PDFs hew more closely to the statistical
definition.
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3.3.1 Evaluation using Q-Q Statistics
After identifying the optimal values of the dz and γ parameters using the training set of spec-
troscopic redshifts and their corresponding photo-z PDFs, we can apply the corresponding
transformations to all the PDFs from a particular group and field. We can then construct
the Q-Q plots and evaluate the overall normalized `2-norm and fop values for each group
evaluated with the training data (which should have results that are biased low), as well
as with the independent testing set of spectroscopic redshifts and with the 3D-HST grism
redshifts. As for some fields relatively few testing redshifts are available, we combine the
objects from all five CANDELS fields to make the Q-Q plots. We present the Q-Q plots for
each group in Figure 3.8. In each panel, dashed curves correspond to the Q-Q plots for each
spectroscopic dataset before applying shift and power transformations, and solid curves show
the Q-Q plots after transformations. It is clear that all curves follow the diagonal reference
line more closely after optimization. We plot the normalized `2-norm and fop values before
and after optimization of the PDFs in Figure 3.9. Although in a few cases the fop value be-
comes slightly larger after optimization, gains in the normalized `2-norm are substantial and
ubiquitous. As should be expected, the optimized `2-norm values are lowest for the training
set, as by construction our optimization chooses the transformation parameter values which
make that quantity as small as feasible. However, it is very encouraging that substantial
improvements are also found for the testing and 3D-HST datasets, which have very different
coverage in magnitude-redshift space from the training set.
3.3.2 Evaluation Using Point Statistics
Although our primary focus is on producing accurate photometric redshift probability dis-
tributions, we also can evaluate the performance of point (or summary) statistics for the
photometric redshifts of CANDELS objects before and after optimization. We focus on two
different point statistics which are constructed from the photo-z PDFs: the most probable
redshift (which we label zpeak, as it corresponds to the redshift where the highest peak of
the photo-z PDF occurs), and the probability-weighted expectation value of the redshift
(zweight). Following Dahlen et al. (2013), we compute this quantity using only the region
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Figure 3.7 Plots of the normalized `2-norm as a function of the parameter γ which we use to
improve the widths of the photo-z PDFs. PDFs are raised to the power 1/γ in this analysis,
corresponding to altering the standard deviation parameter of a Gaussian distribution by
a factor of
√
γ. These plots were constructed using only the training set of spectroscopic
redshifts in each of the five CANDELS fields, for each group’s PDFs independently, after
applying the shifts in redshift listed in Table 3.1. The vertical grey dashed line indicates
where γ = 1, corresponding to the case where no changes are applied to PDFs. Different
values of the parameter γ are needed for each group’s PDFs in each field, without any clear
pattern.
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Table 3.2 The optimal values of the PDF rescaling parameter γ (used to improve the widths
of the PDFs) for each group and each field. While some groups’ results yield γ values that
are close to unity, others have significantly lower or significantly larger values, implying
substantial changes to the widths of their photo-z PDFs.
Field Finkelstein Fontana Pforr Salvato Wiklind Wuyts
COSMOS 0.611 0.582 3.959 0.922 0.916 0.859
EGS 0.686 0.470 1.784 0.628 0.220 0.996
GOODS − N 1.003 0.777 3.118 1.145 0.315 1.090
GOODS − S 0.848 2.115 2.750 1.106 1.683 1.060
UDS 0.905 4.418 3.114 1.203 2.174 0.973
surrounding the highest peak of the PDF (specifically, the redshift range within that peak
where the PDF value remains above 0.05 × PDF(zpeak)). To determine this range, we first
linearly interpolate the PDF onto a grid of 64001 redshifts in place of the original 1001, then
use cubic spline interpolation on this finer grid to find the redshifts around zpeak where the
PDF is equal to 0.05×PDF(zpeak). If the PDF values are never lower than 0.05×PDF(zpeak),
then the bounds used to calculate zweight are the same as the bounds of the grid on which
the PDFs are defined. In general the Dahlen et al. (2013) definition of zweight yields better
results than the overall expectation value of the redshift evaluated over the full PDF, as in
cases where PDFs have multiple peaks the overall expectation value will often lie between
peaks in regions of negligible probability.
We use two quantities to evaluate the accuracy of these point statistics before and after
optimization. The first is the normalized median absolute deviation (σNMAD) of the dif-
ferences between photo-z point estimates and spectroscopic redshifts for the corresponding
objects, defined by:
σNMAD = 1.48 × median
( |∆z|
1 + zspec
)
, (3.1)
where ∆z = zphot− zspec is the difference between a point estimate of the photometric redshift
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Figure 3.8 Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plots for photo-z PDFs both before (“original”, dashed
curves) and after (“optimized”, solid curves) optimized transformations have been applied.
The Q-Q plot shows the CDF value evaluated at the spectroscopic redshift of an object, Qdata
corresponding to a given quantile of the set of CDF values, Qtheory. For instance, if the 30th
percentile in the set of CDF(zspec) values is 0.21, (0.3, 0.21) would be a point along the Q-Q
curve. If photo-z PDFs obey the statistical definition of a probability density function, Q-Q
curves will lie along the unit line from (0,0) to (1,1). We evaluate the results from each group
separately using the independent training and testing sets of spectroscopic redshifts as well
as the 3D-HST grism redshifts; results from all five CANDELS fields are combined together
here. It is clear that our optimization methods improve the results for each group and for
every set of redshifts. The normalized `2-norm used to evaluate PDF accuracy corresponds
to the RMS deviation between a Q-Q curve and the diagonal in the y direction in these plots.
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Figure 3.9 Plots of the normalized `2-norm versus the out-of-PDF fraction fop for the PDFs
from each group both before (squares at arrow bases) and after (circles at arrow heads)
optimization. The three panels show these statistics evaluated using the training set of
spectroscopic redshift (left); the testing set (middle); and 3D-HST grism redshifts (right).
The `2-norms are reduced in all cases; in most cases, the fop values are lower as well, and
where they increase it is only by a small amount. No single group produced superior results
in all cases.
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for an object and its spectroscopic redshift. The normalizing factor of 1.48 in the definition
of σNMAD causes the expectation value of the NMAD to equal the standard deviation for
data that is drawn from a normal distribution.
In addition to the NMAD, we track the fraction of catastrophic outliers in a particular
group’s results, fco, as another useful statistic for characterizing photo-z quality from each
group. We define catastrophic outliers as those objects which fulfill the condition:
|∆z |
1 + zspec
> 0.15. (3.2)
Here the limit 0.15 is somewhat arbitrarily chosen; we will show below that typical photo-
metric redshift errors for CANDELS objects with spectroscopic redshifts are ∼ 0.03(1 + z),
so the threshold of 0.15 approximately corresponds to 5σ outliers.
We find that the NMAD is smaller when computed using zweight rather than zpeak; that
is, zweight provides a superior estimate of the redshift of an object. Therefore, we only show
results for statistics computed using zweight in the remainder of this paper, although we still
include zpeak in our final photo-z catalogs.
Figure 3.10 shows the scatter plots of zweight vs zspec for all six participants, using only
objects belonging to the training set of spec-z’s. The zweight values are calculated using
the optimized version of the photo-z PDFs. In the same plots we present the σNMAD, the
percentages (and number of objects in parentheses) of catastrophic outliers, as well as the
percentage (and number of objects in parentheses) for the objects that have missing photo-z
PDFs and therefore missing zweight values. Below each scatter plot, we also present a zspec
dependence of ∆z/1 + zspec, where ∆z = zweight − zspec. In the same plot we also present the
redshift dependence of σNMAD = 1.48 × ∆z/1 + zspec (dashed gray line), and the Hodges-
Lehmann mean of ∆z/1 + zspec (solid gray line), where bins of 0.5 have been used along zspec
for their construction. They generally do not seem to vary significantly with redshift, apart
from the spikes observed at zspec ∼ 5.5, where the number of objects becomes very low to
yield satisfying results.
Figure 3.11 plots the σNMAD values and catastrophic outlier fractions for the photometric
redshifts from each group, calculated using the PDFs both before and after optimization has
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Figure 3.10 Scatter plot of zweight vs zspec (upper panels), using the optimized version of
photo-z PDFs for the calculation of zweight from the six participating groups. The σNMAD,
the percentage of objects that are characterized as outliers (in parentheses the actual number
of objects), as well as the percentage of objects that have missing photo-z PDFs (therefore
missing zweight, in parentheses the actual number of objects) is presented in the scatter plots as
well for all six cases. Additionally, ∆z/1 + zspec vs zspec (lower panels) is presented below each
scatter plot. The gray dashed and solid lines correspond to σNMAD and Hodges-Lehmann
mean of ∆z/1 + zspec, as a function of zspec. Bins of 0.5 in zspec have been used for the
calculation of the two curves.
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been applied; results for each spectroscopic sample are shown in a separate panel. Recalibrat-
ing the PDFs generally significantly improves the scatter between photo-z’s and spectroscopic
redshifts, while improving or only negligibly degrading the outlier fraction.
For the objects belonging to the training or testing sets, the outlier fraction is similar from
all the different groups (roughly 8%), while it ranges from 2 to 5% for objects with 3D-HST
grism redshifts. There are two possible explanations for this. One is that a significant (∼ 5%)
fraction of the objects in the training and testing samples have incorrect redshifts assigned
to them (or, alternatively, incorrect coordinates such that they are matched with the wrong
CANDELS galaxy). The other possibility is that the smaller outlier fraction for 3D-HST is
artificial, reflecting the fact that photometric redshifts calculated with the EAZY code (used
here by Finkelstein and Wuyts) are incorporated in the grism redshift determination, so by
construction the grism-z may match the photo-z.
3.4 METHODS OF COMBINING PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
FROM MULTIPLE CODES
Previous works have found that combining results from multiple photometric redshift codes
can give superior performance in tests against spec-z’s than individual codes yield. Dahlen
et al. (2013) found that the median of the photo-z’s from all the groups contributing measure-
ments yielded a lower scatter than any single code. Since we are not only interested in point
values (such as zweight or zpeak) but also desire accurate photo-z PDFs (or, equivalently, ac-
curate error estimates), we require methods which can combine multiple probability density
functions. In this paper we utilize two different methods for combining PDFs: the Hierar-
chical Bayesian approach (HB) first presented in Dahlen et al. (2013), which gives an en-
tirely new PDF constructed based upon the input PDFs, and the minimum Fre´chet Distance
method (mFD), which selects one of the input PDFs as being the most representative for
a given object (much as the median of a set is one element of a set which approximates its
central value).
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Figure 3.11 Plot of the normalized median absolute deviation between photometric and
spectroscopic redshifts, σNMAD, as a function of the catastrophic outlier fraction, fco. Results
shown were calculated using the weighted mean photo-z peak redshifts (zweight) from each
group. The three panels show these statistics evaluated using the training set of spectroscopic
redshifts (left); the testing set (middle); and 3D-HST grism redshifts (right). Results from
Wuyts outperform the other groups in all cases, especially when evaluated using the 3D-HST
data set. We caution that the 3D-HST redshift determination incorporates results from the
EAZY code used by Finkelstein and Wuyts as part of the grism redshift determination
process, so the level of agreement for them may be artificial.
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3.4.1 Hierarchical Bayesian Combination of Photometric Redshift PDFs
The Hierarchical Bayesian approach introduced by Dahlen et al. (2013) combines PDF results
from multiple codes based upon the assumptions that estimated PDFs for a given object are
not entirely statistically independent (since they are based upon the same photometry) and
that some may be inaccurate. This basic framework has a number of antecedents in the
literature (Press (1997); Newman et al. (1999); Lang & Hogg (2012))
If we assume that the PDF from a given group is either informative about the true redshift
of an object (“good”) or uninformative (“bad”), we can write the posterior probability for the
redshift of an object from the i’th code as:
Pi (z) = Pi (z |bad)P(bad) + Pi (z |good)[1 − P(bad)], (3.3)
where Pi (z) is the posterior PDF for the redshift of the object from the i’th code when
incorporating the possibility of inaccurate PDFs; Pi (z |bad) is the PDF resulting from an
uninformative measurement (which we take here to be a uniform probability distribution from
z = 0 to z = 10); P(bad) is the probability a randomly selected object has an uninformative
measurement; and Pi (z |good) is the redshift PDF for a given object predicted by the i’th
photo-z code. We assume that P(bad) is the same for all objects, and hence it will be equal
to the fraction of all PDF measurements which are uninformative, which we label as fbad. In
that case, given a value of fbad the posterior PDF will be:
Pi (z, fbad) = Pi (z |bad) fbad + Pi (z |good)(1 − fbad). (3.4)
The Bayesian posterior for the redshift of a given object combining the information from
each PDF will then be given by:
P(z, fbad) =
∏
i
Pi (z, fbad)1/α, (3.5)
where we introduce a parameter α which provides a correction for the covariance between
the different PDFs. If the PDFs are all statistically independent, the probabilities from each
one would multiply, so α = 1. In contrast, if they were completely covariant, we would
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need α to match the number of PDFs being combined, np, so that after multiplication and
exponentiation P(z, fbad) would match the result from a single PDF.
Based upon tests with the CANDELS data, we find that in our case the optimal value
of α value depends in a simple way on the number of PDFs being combined, following the
equation:
α = 1 + (np − 1) × 1.1/4, (3.6)
which yields α = 1 for np = 1 and α = 2.1 for np = 5 (matching the results from Dahlen et al.
(2013) when np = 5). Hence, it appears that the covariance between results from different
participating groups is non-negligible (since α > 1 is optimal in general), but also far from
complete (since α < np).
We can then marginalize over the fraction of measurements which are bad to obtain a
PDF for redshift alone:
P(z) =
∫ 1
0
P(z, fbad) dfbad, (3.7)
assuming a prior distribution for fbad which is flat over the interval [0, 1].
The result of this procedure is a PDF that matches the PDFs from each code when they
agree, but when they disagree will include extra probability at the redshifts predicted by
each individual PDF. Hence, HB photo-z constraints are appropriately degraded when the
PDFs disagree, in a manner which is agnostic about which PDFs are most accurate.
3.4.2 Minimum Fre´chet Distance Approach
The Fre´chet Distance is a commonly-used measure of the difference (or similarity) between
curves (Eiter & Mannila (1994); Alt & Godau (1995)). For two given curves P1(z) and
P2(z) which are defined at the same set of discrete points, the Fre´chet Distance is found
by combining the difference between the values of the curves at each ordinate point, as
illustrated in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 Plots of two example photometric redshift PDFs, P1(z) and P2(z), as well as the
vertical difference between them at each point where they are defined, ∆P(zi) = P1(zi)−P2(zi).
The sum of the differences from each point gives the Fre´chet Distance between the two curves.
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In this paper, we consider Fre´chet distances calculated either by summing the absolute
value of the difference (an `1 distance) or by taking the square root of the sum of the squares
of the differences (an `2 distance):
FDabs =
∑
i
|P1(zi) − P2(zi) | and (3.8a)
FDsqr =

∑
i
[P1(zi) − P2(zi)]2

1/2
, (3.8b)
where zi indicates the i’th redshift point at which the distances are evaluated and we use
FDabs and FDsqr to label the `1 and `2 versions of the Fre´chet distance, respectively.
In our case, six groups have provided photo-z PDFs for each object in the CANDELS
photometric catalogs. We can then calculate the sum of the Fre´chet distances between each
PDF and each of the other five results, yielding the total distance of that curve from the rest
(in the case where the `2 distance is used we sum in quadrature). We repeat this procedure
for each PDF for a given object, and identify the one for which the total distance to the
other PDFs is lowest; that is, the one with the minimum Fre´chet Distance (mFD) from the
other PDFs. This curve will be the most similar to all the rest, and therefore provides a
reasonable way to summarize the ensemble of PDFs. This construction is analogous to the
use of the median value of an array as a summary statistic; the median minimizes the sum
of the absolute values of the deviations from all points in an array.
In the `1 distance (FDabs) case, the total sum will be less affected by the largest excursions
between two curves than the `2 distance (FDsqr), as in the latter case differences are squared
before summation, providing strong weight to large deviations. As a result the minimum
Fre´chet distance curve selected using an `1 distance metric, which we label as “mFDa” as it is
based upon the sum of absolute values, is less sensitive to “outlier” curves than when we use
an `2 metric, which we label as “mFDs” as it is based upon the sum of squared differences.
The situation is analogous to the reasons why the median statistic is more robust to outliers
in a data array than the mean is.
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3.4.3 Comparing Combination Methods
Figure 3.13 illustrates the results of the Hierarchical Bayesian and Minimum Fre´chet Distance
approaches for a galaxy in the GOODS−North field. In this figure we present the PDFs
from six different groups, as well as the results of each combination method. Whereas the
Hierarchical Bayesian method provides a completely new photo-z PDF that is distinct from
all the input curves, the minimum Fre´chet Distance method selects one of the original PDFs
as being the best representative for a given object. For this object, the mFDa and mFDs
algorithms select different PDFs, but it is more common that they agree with each other
than not.
For each of the three methods of combining photometric redshift PDFs applied here,
we also explore how the quality of results changes when only a subset of the groups’ PDFs
are used as inputs. We note that some groups’ PDFs performed significantly better than
others when evaluated using the `2-norm, fop, σNMAD, or fco, for both the testing set of
spectroscopic redshifts and the 3D-HST grism redshifts. Given the possibility that some
groups’ PDFs are more useful for computing combined distributions than others, we have
computed PDFs using the HB and mFD methods using only subsets of groups which yielded
the lowest σNMAD and fco values. We use the label 6 for when all six groups are used, the
label 5 for when the five best groups are used, the label 4 for when the four best groups are
used, and finally the label 3 for when only the three best groups are used; hence, results
labeled HB4 correspond to a Hierarchical Bayesian combination of PDFs from the four best-
performing codes.
In Figure 3.14 we plot results for the `2-norm and fop from each of these subsets both
before and after PDF optimization, averaging the results for these statistics from the testing
set of spectroscopic redshifts and the 3D-HST set of grism redshifts. After identifying the
best-performing subset for each combination method, we plot these best cases on the same
set of axes to allow identification of the best method for producing combined PDFs for the
CANDELS dataset. Figure 3.15 makes clear that the best choice overall is mFDa4, i.e., the
case where the minimum Fre´chet distance curve is chosen using only the PDFs from the
four groups with the lowest individual scatters in spectroscopic redshift comparisons. This
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Figure 3.13 Optimized PDFs from all six groups providing photo-z’s, as well as the results
from three PDF combination methods, for CANDELS galaxy 1184 in the GOODS−North
field. The Hierarchical Bayesian (HB, dark brown dashed curve) method produces a new
PDF by combining information from each input probability distribution and accounting for
the possibility that some are inaccurate. The minimum Fre´chet Distance method identifies
the PDF that has the smallest total Fre´chet Distance from the other curves. When the sum
of absolute values of differences is used as a distance metric, the minimum Fre´chet distance
curve corresponds to the Salvato PDF for this object (mFDa, red dashed curve), whereas
when the square root of the sum of the squares of separations is used to compute distances
the Fontana curve is selected (mFDs, blue dashed curve). The vertical gray dashed line
indicates the galaxy’s spectroscopic redshift, zspec = 0.971, which is consistent with all PDFs
shown.
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method yields a lower Q-Q `2-norm than either alternative, while having an out-of-PDF frac-
tion ( fop) that is only marginally larger than mFDs4 ( fop is zero for the HB combined PDFs
by construction, as the uniform probability distribution used to model uninformative mea-
surements yields a small amount of probability at all redshifts in the final HB combination).
We conclude that the minimum Fre´chet distance PDF selected from the four highest-quality
results comes closest to meeting the statistical definition of a probability density function
for the actual redshift of a galaxy, and therefore is the preferred combination technique for
CANDELS when a consensus PDF is desired.
Although mFDa4 provides the most accurate PDFs of any combination method consid-
ered, there are cases when the accuracy of point measures of the redshift, not the accuracy
of the PDF (and hence e.g. error estimates), is what is desired. We therefore evaluate the
accuracy of zweight estimates from the same set of combination methods and subsets of the
input PDFs considered above, using the σNMAD and fco statistics to evaluate them. We
present the averaged results from the testing set of spectroscopic redshifts and the 3D-HST
grism redshifts in Figure 3.16, combining objects from all CANDELS fields. Amongst the
Hierarchical Bayesian combinations considered, HB4 has the lowest σNMAD value; mFDa4
and mFDs3 yield the lowest scatters amongst the minimum Fre´chet distance combinations.
We compare the results for these three best cases against each other using each set of red-
shifts separately in Figure 3.17. In every case, the Hierarchical Bayesian combination of the
best four PDFs, HB4, yields the lowest σNMAD; it is therefore the combination method which
provides the most accurate point values of photo-z’s, with σz ∼ 0.02(1 + z) or better for all
three spectroscopic samples. In every case it outperforms the best individual group results
(compare to Fig. 3.11).
Table 5 summarizes the performance of the optimized photo-z PDFs from each group,
as well as the PDFs produced by the best combination methods of each type, applying the
statistics defined above to all three spectroscopic datasets across the five CANDELS fields.
The method yielding the best performance for a given statistic is highlighted in blue, and the
combination method with the best performance on average is indicated in red. We include
one additional quantity in this table which was not defined above, fmissing, which we define
as the fraction of objects for which a PDF file was not provided by a given group (generally
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Figure 3.14 Average values of the normalized `2-norm and out-of-PDF fraction fop for each
PDF combination method considered here, combining results from the testing and 3D-HST
redshifts across all CANDELS fields. We show values both without (squares at arrow tails)
and with (circles at arrow heads) optimization of the PDFs from each group in advance of
combination. The panels differ in the method of combination considered; here“HB” indicates
Hierarchical Bayesian combination, “mFDa” indicates the minimum Fre´chet distance curve
selected using an `1 (sum of absolute values) metric; and “mFDs” indicates the minimum
Fre´chet distance curve selected using an `2 (sum of squares) metric. The number following
the combination type indicates the number of PDFs combined; e.g., in the HB3 case we
combine the PDFs from the best 3 groups (ranked according to their performance at point
value metrics). Within each type of combination, the lowest values for the `2-norm are
obtained using the optimized PDFs for HB3, mFDa4, and mFDs4, respectively.
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of normalized `2-norm and fop for the lowest-norm PDF combina-
tions of each type: HB3, mFDa4, and mFDs4. In this case we show results for the training
and testing sets of spectroscopic redshifts and the 3D-HST grism redshifts separately in each
panel, but combine objects from all CANDELS fields together in each. mFDa4 gives the
lowest `2-norm values in every case, indicating that the minimum Fre´chet distance curve
constructed from the four highest-quality PDFs comes closest to meeting the statistical def-
inition of a probability density function for the actual redshift of a galaxy.
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Figure 3.16 Comparison of performance of point statistics (zweight) from different combination
methods using the NMAD (σNMAD) and outlier fraction ( fO) statistics. Plotted points are the
average of the results from the testing and 3D-HST redshifts, combining all five CANDELS
fields. Methods are labeled in the same way as in Figure 3.14. The HB4, mFDa4, and mFDs3
combination methods yielded the lowest NMAD values, and hence the most accurate point
estimates when evaluated with these samples.
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Figure 3.17 Comparison of the best point statistic results from each PDF combination method
to each other on the plane of σNMAD versus fO. Results for the training and testing sets
of spectroscopic redshifts and for the 3D-HST set of grism redshifts are shown in separate
panels. In every case, the Hierarchical Bayesian combination of the best four PDFs, HB4,
gives the lowest σNMAD values for each set and outlier fractions comparable to or lower
than other methods, making this the combination which provides the most accurate point
estimates, significantly outperforming any single code.
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because a given photo-z code failed to yield results for an object).
The Fontana group’s PDFs yielded the smallest average normalized `2-norm, while Wik-
lind had the smallest out-of-PDF fraction fop. However, the mFDa4 combination method
yielded only marginally larger `2-norm than Fontana while having a much smaller fop; we
therefore recommend the use of this combination if the most accurate PDFs are desired.
Whereas individual groups’ results yielded the best performance for some PDF quality
statistics, the best point statistics were obtained using combinations of multiple photo-z
PDFs. The HB4 (Hierarchical Bayesian combination of the four best PDFs) combination
yielded both the smallest average NMAD (0.022) and the lowest average outlier rate (4.6%).
However, it is worth noting that the results from the Wuyts group taken on their own were
almost as accurate.
In conclusion, Figure 3.18 shows the diagram of the procedure from the initial photo-z
PDFs obtained from the six different groups, to the final form of photo-z PDFs that can be
used by the scientific community.
3.5 CANDELS PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT CATALOGS
Incorporating all the insights from the analyses described above, we have tabulated photo-
metric redshift PDFs and point estimates for all objects in the five CANDELS fields.
First, we provide photo-z PDFs in a separate file for every CANDELS object (with the
object identifier specified in the filename, e.g. ALL_OPTIMIZED_PDFS_GOODSN_ID00001.pzd).
Each file has columns specifying the redshift; the PDF provided by each group after the op-
timization procedure from Section 3.3 has been applied; and the PDFs resulting from the
two best combination methods, HB4 and mFDa4, (hence the term ALL in the filename).
The PDFs cover the redshift interval[0, 10] with a step size of ∆z = 0.01. The details
of the columns included in these files are presented in Table 2. We additionally provide
files with the original photo-z PDFs, as they are provided by the six different groups,
before applying the optimization method described above. The format of this files is ex-
actly the same as the one with the optimized PDFs, while the file name in this case is
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Figure 3.18 Diagram of the optimization procedure for obtaining the final products of photo-
z PDFs, starting from the initially provided PDFs. First the PDFs are shifted, then raised
to a power, resulting in optimized PDFs. Then the PDFs from different groups are combined
into one final PDF that can be used for science; the combination methods are three.
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ALL_ORIGINAL_PDFS_GOODSN_ID00001.pzd.
Additionally, we provide summary catalogs for objects in each CANDELS field. These
catalogs contain photo-z point statistics constructed from the optimized PDFs and the best
combinations, as well as spectroscopic and/or grism redshifts where available. These catalogs
include estimates of the 1σ and 2σ credible intervals for the photometric redshift constructed
from the PDFs. The columns of these files are described in detail in Table 3.
3.6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have described the construction of the primary photometric redshift cata-
logs produced by the CANDELS collaboration, providing information on more than 150,000
objects in the five fields covered by the survey. We begin with probability density functions
measured by six groups within the collaboration by applying a variety of template-based
methods to the same photometric catalogs. We have determined the optimal shift and ex-
ponentiation parameters for the PDFs from each group using statistics based upon the Q-Q
plot, which we measure using the same training set of spectroscopic redshifts provided to
each group to tune their photo-z algorithms.
In tests with both the training set of redshifts and with independent sets of spectroscopic
and grism redshifts, the optimized PDFs much more closely match the statistical definition
of a probability density function than those originally provided by each group, with the nor-
malized `2-norm statistic (a measure of the accuracy of the photo-z cumulative distribution
functions) improving by more than a factor of two in some cases. Point estimates of the red-
shift (e.g., zweight) derived from the optimized photo-z PDFs also exhibit significantly smaller
scatter (as measured by the normalized median absolute deviation) and smaller or negligibly
worse catastrophic outlier rates, in the best cases yielding photo-z errors of ∼ 0.02(1 + z).
After optimizing the results from individual groups, we have explored the gains from
three different methods of combining the six PDFs available for each object: the Hierarchical
Bayesian (HB) method described in Dahlen et al. (2013) as well as two techniques introduced
here that identify the PDF with the minimum Fre´chet Distance labelled (mFDa and mFDs).
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We construct new PDFs by applying each method to subsets of the six results for each object.
Comparing them against each other with the same statistics used to assess individual groups’
results shows that combining the PDFs from the four best-performing groups produced the
best results. The Hierarchical Bayesian method yielded the lowest scatter in point statistics,
while the minimum Fre´chet distance curve computed with an `1 metric (mFDa) had the
lowest `2-norm values, indicating that it provides the most accurate PDFs, and hence the
most accurate credible intervals as well.
Based upon these results, we have constructed publicly-available catalogs of optimized
PDFs and photometric redshift summary statistics for all objects from the CANDELS pho-
tometric catalogs used to calculate the photo-z’s. Basic advice on how best to use these
catalogs is as follows:
• In general, results from different photometric redshift codes are sufficiently different from
each other (as can be seen most clearly in Figure 3.5) that we recommend performing
an analysis multiple times using photo-z point estimates or PDFs from different groups
each time to ensure that conclusions are robust to these variations.
• Different columns of the summary catalog are better for different purposes. For instance,
if one wants the best estimate for the redshift of an individual object (where unifor-
mity does not matter) the z_best value from the catalog (which is determined from the
combined dataset of spectroscopic redshifts, 3D-HST grism redshifts, and mFDa4 photo-
metric redshifts) would be most appropriate. If instead the smallest-scatter estimator of
redshift for a uniform sample is needed, HB4_z_weight (the zweight value computed from
the Hierarchical Bayesian combination of the four best PDFs for each object) would
be most appropriate. This photo-z point estimate yielded σNMAD = 0.0227/0.0189 and
|∆z/(1 + z) | > 0.15 outlier fraction = 0.067/0.019 for the testing and 3D-HST redshifts,
respectively.
• The mFDa4 (minimum Fre´chet distance curve constructed from the best four PDFs)
yielded probability density functions that best meet the statistical definition of a PDF.
As a consequence, this is the preferred set of PDFs to use when the accuracy of credible
intervals on redshifts is desired. Correspondingly, the mFDa4_z_weight column of the
summary table will have the best-characterized error estimates associated with it.
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The photometric redshift catalogs presented here represent the culmination of a consid-
erable amount of effort by the CANDELS collaboration to obtain a broad range of imaging
data, measure uniform photometry with TFIT, and calculate photometric redshifts. They
represent a public legacy of the survey which should contribute to a wide variety of science
in the future, such as the estimation of stellar masses of galaxies.
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4 MORPHOLOGY-DENSITY RELATION WITH CANDELS PHOTO-Z’S
4.1 INTRODUCTION
One of the most important questions that still remains unanswered in extragalactic astron-
omy is the formation and evolution of galaxies. It is clear that their formation and evolution
is guided by gravity and it is the gravitational instabilities that lead to the eventual collapse
of slightly overdense regions and subsequently the formation of galaxies, but the exact mech-
anisms with which this happens still elude us. Since the fraction of matter from the dark
sector dominates over baryonic matter, it is understood that its initial clumping together
into the formation of dark matter halos, will help ordinary matter to start collapsing. Of
course the largest halos will attract more matter and more baryonic matter will accumulate
in their vicinity, leading to the formation of larger number of galaxies of greater sizes and
masses. This shows that galaxies are perfect tracers of dark matter halos and their study
could shed light into the properties of this yet unknown constituent of out universe.
It has been shown that different types of galaxies reside in different environments. There
have been numerous studies showing that density-morphology relation is strong in the lo-
cal universe. Dense regions are mostly populated by elliptical galaxies with very massive
red galaxies in their centers, while spirals tend to be found in less dense regions and are
rarely found to be central galaxies. This finding has been verified repeatedly even using
the large volume of data from SDSS. Additionally, studies have shown that galaxies that
cluster more strongly and are more dominant in dense regions are red galaxies. On the con-
trary, bluer galaxies are found to cluster less strongly, and reside in less dense environments.
This is known as the density-color relation which has also been verified by many studies.
These findings clearly suggest that the environment plays a crucial role in the formation and
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evolution of galaxies.
It is of great interest to see how the density-morphology relation holds at higher redshifts
and see how it compares to the results mentioned so far, which have involved the relatively
low redshift, therefore the local universe. In order to do so, we need observations of the
high redshift universe, obtained from deep surveys. Our study does just that using data
from the CANDELS collaboration, which is one of the largest collaborations using HST.
Their observations go beyond redshift of z ∼ 3, though with decreasing number of objects
since galaxies become very faint at such great distances. Additionally, the collaboration has
estimates of photometric redshift probability distributions for the observed galaxies which
surpass the 150000 in five different areas of the sky. Making use of these photo-z PDFs, as
well as the 3D-HST grism-z PDFs and spec-z’s where they are available, in combination with
morphology catalogs provided by CANDELS, we estimate projected correlation functions for
different morphological types of galaxies, separated in different redshift bins and see how they
evolve.
This chapter is constructed as follows: In Section 4.2 we describe in detail the data that
we use in our study. We follow in Section 4.3 with the description and application of the
method used to evaluate the density morphology relation at different redshifts. We then
proceed with Section 4.4 where we present our results and conclude with a discussion about
the implications of our findings as well as the future work.
4.2 DATA
First, in this work we use the data from the CANDELS collaborations that we have described
in Chapter 3, that is the photo-z PDFs that we estimated by the team’s participants and
improved using the method described in Chapter 2, as well as the 3D-HST grism-z PDFs
and spec-z’s. In a sequence of decreasing importance the redshift information used is: spec-z
wherever available, grism-z PDFs wherever available and no spec-z information, and finally
photo-z PDFs if no spec-z or grism-z information is available. The photo-z PDFs used are
the ones from the minimum Fre´chet Distance absolute values method using only the 4 best
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performing participants (mFDa4), while the 3D-HST grism-z PDFs are only used if they are
found to be of very high quality after applying very conservative cuts.
Apart from the redshift data, we use the morphological catalogs provided by the team,
which is compiled together by Jeyhan Kartaltepe (Kartaltepe et al. (2015)). The classifica-
tions were performed by team members by visual inspection of thousands of galaxies, where
a large volume of information was provided for each galaxy by more than one inspectors.
The detailed description of these catalogs is presented in Table 4. We select 3 main mor-
phological types to use in our analysis: spheroids, disks, and irregulars/peculiars, and we
consider a galaxy to be a member of one of these types only if all classifiers have classified
that particular galaxy with the same morphological type, therefore the fractional vote for
that galaxy should be 1 for one of these three types.
4.2.1 Generated data
The number of objects in the three aforementioned morphological classes are unfortunately
not enough to produce strong signals in the calculation of correlation functions. For this
reason, we generate more data using the information we have from the existing data. From
each object, we generate 20 more objects that have the same morphology as the initial
object, and the same RA and DEC coordinates, but different redshifts. The redshifts of the
generated objects follow the corresponding PDF of the original galaxy, i.e., the grism-z PDF
if that is available, or if that is not available, the photo-z PDF. If the high quality spec-z
is provided for the original object, then their distribution is very narrow (almost a delta
function), therefore the same value of redshift is assigned to all generated data. After we
perform this for all galaxies in our initial sample, we end up with a new sample with 20 times
more objects, rendering it satisfying for our analysis. This approach is justified by what the
redshift PDFs represent. If the PDF is representative of an objects redshift, then if we were
to observe more objects of the same characteristics, then their true redshifts would follow
the distribution of the original one. Thus, this new larger sample is going to be the data
sample that we can use in our correlation function estimations.
Additionally, from each original object 200 more objects are generated that have the
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same morphological type as the original one, their redshifts follow the same distribution as
the previous set of generated data, but their coordinates are not the same as the ones of the
original objects, but are chosen to be randomly distributed in an area that covers the entire
field where the original object belongs. This new larger sample of generated data will be
the random sample which is used as a tracers sample. This is needed since by definition the
correlation function gives the excess probability to find pairs at some separation, compared
to what one would expect from a random distribution of objects. Furthermore, we introduce
some additional noise in the redshift distribution of the random samples, by adding values
from a normal distribution of mean µ = 0, and standard deviation σ = 0.4, which is equiv-
alent to convolving with the same normal distribution. This is done to avoid the randoms
follow the same redshift distribution as the data.
4.2.2 Data cuts and separations
The CANDELS fields are somewhat peculiar in shapes, with many edges and angles. Given
that we want the new generated samples (both data and random) to cover the exact same
area in the RA-DEC plane, we apply cuts of straight lines to secure this same coverage. Ad-
ditionally, in order to assign uncertainties to any of the estimated quantities, we use jackknife
resampling, therefore we separate our data into subsamples in the RA-DEC plane. Due to
the data not being uniform in all five CANDELS fields, we use only three of the areas: COS-
MOS, GOODS-South, and UDS, and each of these are divided into three subfields, therefore
making it 9 subsamples in total, as shown in Figure 4.1. Furthermore, we want to investigate
how the density-morphology relation changes with redshift, for which we separate our data
into redshift bins: (0.3, 0.5], (0.5, 1.0], (1.0, 1.5], (1.5, 2.0], (2.0, 2.5], (2.5, 3.0]. Unfortunately,
the first and last redshift bins are very scarcely populated, therefore the results for these two
redshift bins are to be taken with greater skepticism.
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Figure 4.1 The data and random samples for the 3 fields, each divided into 3 subfields of
equal area which are used for jackknife resampling.
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Figure 4.2 Redshift-magnitude plot of the data and random samples of the 3 morphology
types for all 3 fields. The number of objects is substantially low beyond the redshift of z ∼ 3,
making the use of such objects impractical. Additionally, the sample size of irregular galaxies
is fairly small to produce interesting results.
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4.3 CORRELATION FUNCTION
In order to see how different morphological types of galaxies cluster together, we use the cross
correlation function, i.e., we cross correlate each morphological type with the full sample of
galaxies. The two point correlation function is a measure of the excess probability of finding
a pair of galaxies at some separation r, compared to probability when the population is
randomly distributed. Its mathematical form is defined by:
dP = n[1 + ξ (r)]dV (4.1)
where n is the number density of galaxies, dV is the volume element, and dP is the excess
probability (Peebles (1980)). It is a function of the 3 dimensional distance between pairs of
objects r, and is usually modeled as a power law, given by:
ξ (r) = (r0/r)γ (4.2)
where r0 is the cluster length and γ is the slope with which the correlation function drops
in log space. These two parameters are not completely independent, such that the value of
γ will affect the value of r0 as well. Instead of the real space separation r of two distant
objects, we can use the separation along the line of sight pi and the one perpendicular to it,
rp, therefore making the correlation function a function of two variables ξ (pi, rp). In order
to avoid distortions due to peculiar velocities along the line of sight, we can estimate the
projected correlation function, which is found by integrating the over the line of sight, leading
to (Davis & Peebles (1983)):
wp(rp) = 2
∫ ∞
0
ξ (pi, rp)dpi (4.3)
which is usually integrated up to a maximum value pimax, since for very large values of pi,
ξ (pi, rp) becomes very noisy. For slowly varying If ξ (r) is modeled by Equation 4.2, then the
projected correlation function is given by:
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wp(rp) = rp
(
r0
rp
)γ
Γ(1/2) Γ[(γ − 1)/2]
Γ(γ/2)
(4.4)
with Γ being the known gamma function (Coil (2013)).
For our data, we want to cross correlate galaxies of a particular morphological type with
the full sample of galaxies, which we accomplish by using the python module is (Jarvis et al.
(2004)). Since we have data and random samples for each individual morphological type and
for the full sample, as was described in Subsection 4.2.1, we calculate the modified correlation
function using the generalized Landy-Szalay estimator (Landy & Szalay (1993)):
ξLS =
D1D2 − D1R2 − R1D2 + R1R2
R1R2
(4.5)
where D1D2 are the data-data pairs between one particular morphological type and the full
sample of galaxies, D1R2 are the data-random pairs between that morphological type and
the full sample, R1D2 are the random-data pairs, and R1R2 are the random-random pairs. If
one assumes that R1R2 varies slowly with pi, then it can be shown that:
wp(rp) = 2
∫ pimax
0
ξ (pi, rp)dpi ≈ 2pimax ξ (pi, rp) (4.6)
We can therefore use our data to estimate ξ (pi, rp) and subsequently the projected cor-
relation function wp(rp). Then we can fit for the parameters r0 and γ using Equation 4.4,
finding this way the clustering length of different populations of galaxies.
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4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We use the data from the CANDELS collaboration for three main morphological types:
spheroids, disks, and irregulars, and estimate the projected correlation functions as described
in the previous section. In order to achieve this, we separate the data into 9 smaller regions,
so we can estimate jackknife errors, by omitting one region at a time and performing our
estimations. Additionally, following the estimation of wp(rp), we fit for the parameters r0
and γ. Since the correlation function deviates from a power low at large separations, we
also fit for a third parameter, a constant value c, which is added to the original correlation
function, in order to slightly increase the very small values at large projected separations
rp. Figure 4.3 shows the projected correlation functions of the spheroids and disks for the
6 redshift bins. The plots for the irregular type of galaxies is shown separately since this
type has a small sample size and therefore not a very clear correlation signal, as is seen in
Figure 4.4. The results of the fits of the parameters are presented in Table 4.1
Additionally, we show the redshift dependence of the parameters r0 and γ in Figure 4.5,
for the spheroid and disk galaxies, and we don’t see any statistically significant difference
between the values of the two populations, given their error bars. Nevertheless, the picture we
observe is that different types of galaxies cluster together in different ways. More specifically
spheroid galaxies cluster more strongly than disk galaxies, and this is obvious in the bins of
lower redshift as well as the larger redshift ones. The clustering signal is stronger for spheroids
when the projected separation is smaller, which indicates that these types of galaxies reside
in the central regions of dense environments of clusters, whereas disk galaxies reside mainly
in the edges of these structures. At higher redshift bins, the clustering signal of disk galaxies
starts to become stronger and it is comparable, or even stronger than the signal for spheroids.
In order to see such galaxy types at these early times, they have to form closer to regions
of the universe where there is enough material to fuel such a rapid galaxy evolution. That
of course can happen in the dense environments of galaxy clusters, therefore the clustering
signal of these galaxies becomes stronger at lower separations for higher redshift, where the
matter density is greater. This can also be seen when calculating the relative bias between
the spheroid and the disk galaxies, which is given by the ratio of the projected correlation
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Figure 4.3 Projected correlation functions for the two morphological types, in the 6 different
redshift bins. The larger values for the spheroids show that this type of galaxies clusters more
strongly than disks for the lower projected separations (rp). The picture start to change for
larger separations and higher redshifts.
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Figure 4.4 Projected correlation functions for the irregular galaxy type, in the 6 different
redshift bins. The fits for these galaxies are not very good, probably due to the low sample
size.
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Table 4.1 Values of the fitting parameters of wp(rp) for the different redshift bins and dif-
ferent morphologies. There appears to be no statistically significant difference between the
populations, in any of the redshift bins, with the exception of γ in 1 < z ≤ 1.5, between
spheroids and disks.
redshift bin morphology r0 γ c
spheroids 3.905 ± 1.501 1.725 ± 0.161 13 ± 10.634
0.3 − 0.5 disks 2.738 ± 1.08 1.787 ± 0.279 11.542 ± 12.645
irregulars 2.239 ± 2.798 1.194 ± 0.29 3.333 ± 26.667
spheroids 7.896 ± 1.617 1.637 ± 0.077 0
0.5 − 1.0 disks 6.229 ± 1.365 1.571 ± 0.105 0
irregulars 5.095 ± 1.507 1.584 ± 0.195 0
spheroids 2.973 ± 0.408 2.222 ± 0.126 23.901 ± 14.955
1.0 − 1.5 disks 3.415 ± 0.457 1.946 ± 0.082 17.515 ± 14.136
irregulars 0.737 ± 2.194 5.403 ± 6.519 30 ± 0
spheroids 4.3 ± 1.154 2.021 ± 0.169 5.137 ± 10.012
1.5 − 2.0 disks 4.198 ± 1.743 1.839 ± 0.314 4.277 ± 12.186
irregulars 3.797 ± 1.418 1.781 ± 0.29 4.385 ± 7.488
spheroids 5.591 ± 1.063 1.894 ± 0.119 4.964 ± 19.024
2.0 − 2.5 disks 5.2 ± 1.413 1.793 ± 0.184 10.824 ± 21.562
irregulars 6.646 ± 2.856 1.725 ± 0.265 6.706 ± 21.439
spheroids 2.011 ± 0.881 2.761 ± 0.443 11.103 ± 16.501
2.5 − 3.0 disks 2.676 ± 1.557 2.419 ± 0.538 28.005 ± 8.143
irregulars 6.07 ± 3.459 1.757 ± 0.498 19.034 ± 34.268
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functions:
bs,d =
bs
bd
=
wp,s (rp)
wp,d (rp)
(4.7)
with wp,s (rp) the projected correlation function of spheroids, and wp,d (rp) the one for disks.
This indicates that when this ratio is greater than unity, then the spheroids have a stronger
clustering signal than the disks. In Figure 4.6 we see that at the lowest redshift bins, the
relative bias is greater than one up to large separations, while it decreases and becomes less
than unity for smaller separations at higher redshift bins. For the redshift bin 0.5 < z ≤ 1 in
particular, which is also the bin with the largest sample size, the relative bias favors spheroid
galaxies up to relatively large separations. We want to test the hypothesis that the relative
bias is consistent with unity by calculating the reduced χ2 with 8 data points and no degrees
of freedom, using the uncertainties estimated with jackknife resampling. We then evaluate
the p-value for each redshift bin in order to try to reject the null hypothesis. We perform
the same test not against unity but against the relative bias values from the 0.5 < z ≤ 1
reference bin of redshifts, and present the results in Table 4.2. The p − values < 0.05 for
the redshift bins 0.5 − 1.0 and 1.0 − 1.5, reject the null hypothesis that the relative bias is
consistent with the value of 1. Two of the other redshift bins, 0.3 − 0.5 and 1.5 − 2.0, do
not completely reject the null hypothesis, but the low p − values of these bins suggest that
there is tension with it. For the last two bins, 2.0 − 2.5 and 2.5 − 3.0, the p − values are
even larger, certainly not rejecting the null hypothesis, though the fact that they’re much
lower than unity, there is still some tension with the null hypothesis. These results reinforce
the idea that the two different populations of galaxies cluster differently. More specifically,
spheroid galaxies tend to pair together more strongly at smaller separations, and therefore
occupy the central regions of galaxy clusters, whereas disk galaxies are found to pair at larger
separations therefore occupying the outskirts of clusters. Finally, the χ2 and p − values for
the comparison with the reference redshift bin 0.5−1.0, show that there is difference between
the redshift bins, but not a very large one. The very low p − value for the last redshift bin
is possibly due to that bin being very noisy and the results for it are probably not to be
trusted.
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Figure 4.5 The main clustering parameters r0 and γ as a function of redshift. No statistically
significant difference is observed between the two populations, with the exception of γ in
1 < z ≤ 1.5.
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Figure 4.6 Relative bias bs,d = bs/bd as a function of separation rp, for the 6 redshift bins.
The horizontal dashed line represents a relative bias of unity, which represents the two types
of galaxies having the same values of projected correlation functions. There is a trend for
the relative bias to be above the dashed line for almost all redshift bins, except the last one.
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Table 4.2 χ2 and p-values for relative bias compared to value of 1, and values of 0.5 < z ≤ 1.
redshift Comparison with values of 1 Comparison with values of 0.5 < z ≤ 1
bin χ2 p − value χ2 p − value
0.3 − 0.5 13.69 0.09 2.229 0.973
0.5 − 1.0 37.559 0 − −
1.0 − 1.5 18.62 0.017 5.016 0.756
1.5 − 2.0 13.323 0.101 1.807 0.986
2.0 − 2.5 10.109 0.257 5.095 0.747
2.5 − 3.0 10.341 0.242 14.909 0.061
Our study produces results that our in agreement with previous studies finding that
spheroid galaxies cluster more strongly than disk galaxies. This has been observed numer-
ous times in the local universe and has been one of the main topics of interest in the field of
Astronomy, known as the morphology-density relation. Our findings continue to show a sim-
ilar picture at higher redshifts also, meaning that the mechanisms that drive this observation
must have been in place since redshift of z ∼ 2. While this study needs to be expanded in
order to have a more definitive answer regarding this phenomenon, this study provides a first
interesting result that sheds some light in the topic of galaxy formation and evolution from
early times until today. At what exact time the mechanisms responsible for the observed
picture in the local and distant universe started to affect galaxy evolution, remains yet to be
seen. Nevertheless, our results suggest that these processes were already effective at earlier
times than previously thought by the scientific community.
Another interesting conclusion that can be derived from our findings is related to previous
analyses performed regarding other characteristics of galaxies at high redshift, such as their
colors. Previous studies have shown that the color-density relation ceases to exit at redshifts
higher than z ∼ 1.3, whereas in the local universe, observations show that the color-density
relation and the morphology-density relation go hand in hand. This seems to not be the
case for redshifts higher than z ∼ 1.3, which suggests that the mechanisms driving the
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color-density relation must have started to produce an effect on galaxies at later times.
Nevertheless, as we have already mentioned, for a more conclusive answer regarding our
findings, this exercise needs to be expanded for larger datasets, covering larger volumes,
something that will become possible with new surveys such as LSST (Ivezic et al. (2009)),
EUCLID (Laureijs et al. (2012)), WFIRST (Spergel et al. (2015)) and many others, where
the number of galaxies observed is vastly larger than that of CANDELS. With such large
samples of data, a more thorough study can be accomplished, with finer grids in redshift,
as well as to investigate the color-density relation by dividing galaxies into separate groups
according to their color.
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5 DISSERTATION CONCLUSION
The study of galaxies and their evolution is of the utmost importance for understanding our
universe and its unknown constituents such as dark matter and dark energy. In this study we
present the steps we have taken to study the morphology-density relation at high redshifts,
using photometric data from the CANDELS collaboration (Grogin et al. (2011); Koekemoer
et al. (2011)). This relation and its evolution with time provides useful information regarding
some of the biggest questions of the formation and evolution of galaxies. Our current picture
of the universe is that ordinary matter cools and collapses gravitationally as the universe
expands, forming large structures of stars such as galaxies, that in turn group together to
form clusters. This picture is not yet complete since it does not fully explain the variety
of galaxies of different properties such as mass, size, shape, color, etc., that we observe in
the universe. This diverse population is observed both locally and at high redshift, though
there is clear evolution of galaxy properties with time. The low redshift regime has been
extensively investigated using data from surveys such as Lahav et al. (2002), and York et al.
(2000), regarding the dependence of galaxy properties on environment. There have also been
studies of these dependencies at higher redshift using data from the Lilly et al. (2007) and
Davis et al. (2003) surveys, showing similar trends up to z ∼ 1. In this study, using the
photometric data of CANDELS we investigate how morphology depends on environment up
to a redshift of z ∼ 3, something that has never been studied before. This would provide
very useful information about how the picture that we see more locally differs from that at
such high redshifts. We present below a detailed summary of the previous chapters of our
work.
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5.1 SUMMARY
In Chapter 2 we described statistical methods that can be used to improve the quality
of photometric redshift probability distributions. This work makes use of the Q-Q plot,
which is a very useful tool to assess issues with any photo-z PDFs moments, including the
mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis. We show that if photo-z PDFs do not
match the statistical definition of a PDF, we can detect this using a sample of objetcs with
spectroscopic redshifts. Any issues are quite visible in the Q-Q plot, and this information can
be used to recalibrate photo-z PDFs and make significant improvements. We show that we
can detect deviations of the photo-z PDFs from the spectroscopic distribution in the mean,
standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis, by using mock generated data. Furthermore, we
investigate the possibility of identifying biases in the PDFs compared to the true redshift
distributions, using perfect Gaussian distributions for simplicity. We perform this inquiry for
cases of different sample sizes, as well as cases of spectroscopic distributions with different
means or standard deviations. We continue our work by trying to identify errors in the widths
of the PDFs, i.e., their standard deviations compared to the spec-z distribution, again for
cases of different sizes, means, and standard deviations. Our results show clearly that we can
retrieve these quantities to great accuracy, with the advantage that the method presented
here of minimizing the Q-Q plot does not require any assumptions about Gaussianity and
works with any type of distributions. Other methods that provide informations regarding
the photo-z PDFs quality have been proposed by other scientific groups, with one of them
being presented in Wittman et al. (2016). This method can provide information regarding
the standard deviation and kurtosis but fails in the bias and skewness of the PDFs, due to
the symmetric nature of the statistics used.
In Chapter 3 we implemented this new technique using data from the CANDELS Col-
laboration, which has obtained photo-z PDFs from six different groups. We demonstrate
that the photo-z’s after recalibration using the methods from Chapter 2 show significant im-
provements when compared to the ”true”, independent (from the training set) spectroscopic
redshifts of subsamples of our data. Additionally, we show even more improved results after
using methods that combine the photo-z distributions of multiple participants compared to
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PDFs from each participant separately. In order to construct the Q-Q plots and apply the
optimization methods a set of spectroscopic redshifts was used, labelled the training set. We
then test the optimized photo-z PDFs both with the Q-Q plot statistics and point statistics
by calculating the scatter, using an independent sample of spec-z’s. We also use 3D-HST
grism redshifts and perform additional tests with the same methods (Q-Q plot and NMAD),
in order to reinforce our belief of improved PDFs, or to point out any inconsistencies of the
optimization method. After the production of the new and improved photometric redshift
PDFs, we generate catalogs of summary statistics such as zpeak, zweight, as well as 68.3% and
95.4% credible intervals using the data provided by the six participating groups, and the two
best combination methods (HB4, and mFDa4). These catalogs along with the optimized
PDFs, are provided to the CANDELS Collaboration and will soon be published and pro-
vided to the scientific community to be used in plenty of studies regarding the data from the
five fields of CANDELS.
Finally, in Chapter 4 we use the improved photo-z PDFs from CANDELS developed in
Chapter 3, as well as 3D-HST grism-z PDFs and spec-z’s from other sources, in order to
study the morphology-density relation, by calculating two-point cross-correlation functions
for different morphological types of galaxies with the overall CANDELS galaxy sample. We
also make use of the collaboration’s morphology catalogs, which contain visual classifications
of galaxies as spheroids, disks, and irregulars. Therefore we investigate which morphological
types of galaxies dominate at different projected separations rp for different redshift bins,
to see if the general picture evolves with time. We find that spheroid galaxies cluster more
strongly, especially at small separations, compared to disk and irregular galaxies. This
is particularly true for the redshift bin 0.5 < z ≤ 1, which has the largest sample sizes
and the strongest correlation signal. We find a similar behavior for bins at larger redshift,
though the signal becomes too noisy to make definitive determinations for the highest redshift
bins, with results below the threshold for statistical significance. The same can be said for
the lowest redshift bin also, for which the sample sizes are also small, giving statistically
insignificant results, although for small separations the clustering for spheroids continues to
appear stronger than for disk galaxies.
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5.2 DISCUSSION
Our results are in general agreement with previous findings (such as those discussed in
Section 1.4, which similarly suggest that elliptical and S0 galaxies are found to dominate the
higher density regions such as the centers of clusters at low and moderate redshifts, whereas
spiral galaxies tend to be found in the field or on the outskirts of clusters, an observation
that is commonly known as the morphology-density relation. The tendency of spheroids to
dominate in cluster cores causes many to be found near each other in such regions, boosting
their clustering signal compared to disks at small projected separations (rp).
The fact that we observe an enhanced clustering of spheroids relative to disks on cluster-
like scales (< 1 Mpc) at higher redshifts suggests that the mechanisms responsible for the
formation of elliptical galaxies were already efficient at such early times. The excess is sta-
tistically significant up to redshift 1.5, and highly consistent with having a constant strength
at redshifts as high as 2.5. This would suggest that environmental processes that produce
spheroids were likely in place only a few billion years after the Big Bang.
If we consider this finding in light of the mechanisms described in Section 1.3, we con-
clude that major mergers would be one of the main processes that would convert disk and
irregular galaxies into spheroids in clusters. That this process could be effective at early
times is not tremendously surprising since at these early epochs, groups and early clusters
are expected to have appropriate conditions for mergers to take place in abundance. This is
because the number density of galaxies is expected to have been relatively high, while galax-
ies themselves are expected to be more gathered together in groups rather than clusters at
these early stages. Therefore the galaxies’ peculiar velocities are not too high for the merging
process to be efficient. Other mechanisms such as tidal effects from other galaxies and/or
the cluster potential or galaxy strangulation, as well as hydrodynamical effects such as ram
pressure or viscous stripping and thermal evaporation can significantly alter the shape and
size of disks, while also quenching star formation and therefore greatly affecting the colors of
galaxies. Nevertheless they cannot generally cause disk or irregular galaxies to transform into
spheroids. Therefore our results favor a scenario where major mergers of galaxies occurred
efficiently at high redshifts, up to at least z ∼ 2.
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In contrast to our findings on the relationship between morphology and environment,
previous studies of the color-density relation at high z (e.g. Cooper et al. (2007)) show that
the fraction of red galaxies in dense environments at high redshifts (z ∼ 1.3) was smaller,
favoring a scenario where in the past the most massive blue galaxies could be found in
denser regions, in contrast to what is observed today. Locally, central regions of clusters
are usually occupied by massive red early type (usually elliptical and lenticular) galaxies,
whereas blue disk and/or irregular galaxies are found primarily on the outskirts of clusters
or in the field. This observation of the low-z universe suggests that today the morphology-
density and color-density relations go hand in hand, something that does not seem to have
been the case at higher redshifts. If this finding holds, it suggests that the mechanisms
driving the morphology-density relation were in place at earlier times (z ∼ 2) than the ones
responsible for the color-density relation. A consequence of this would be major mergers
being the leading process responsible for galaxy evolution at such high redshifts.
5.3 FUTURE WORK
This work provides an initial study of the morphology-density relation at relatively high
redshifts. In order to get a clearer picture and a better understanding of galaxy evolution,
samples covering larger volumes are needed. This could be provided by obtaining morpho-
logical classifications for more galaxies from the five CANDELS fields, since only a small
fraction of them were definitively classified by the team, even after very exhaustive efforts
incorporating many of the collaboration’s members. At the time when this study was done,
only a few thousand galaxies had been classified for their shape, and only in three out of
the five CANDELS field. Recently new catalogs with a larger number of galaxies that have
been morphologically classified were distributed to the collaboration; therefore it would be
interesting to repeat this exercise and see if our findings still hold and if their statistical
significance might increase.
Additionally, there exists another set of morphological classifications of galaxies from the
CANDELS fields via an effort led by Brooke Simmons with the Galaxy Zoo project Simmons
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et al. (2017), similar to what was done by with galaxies from the SDSS survey (Lintott et al.
(2008)). This work classifies galaxies into different types such as smooth or featured galaxies.
The smooth category would generally correspond to early-type galaxies (E, S0) whereas the
featured category would correspond to late-type ones (S & Irr). Our present work could
easily be further extended using these morphological catalogs as well, an effort that was not
able to be completed to date due to lack of time. This might enable studies with enlarged
samples that again might provide greater statistical significance.
An obvious addition to our work would also be to perform the same investigation in
samples that are not only redshift-limited, but also mass-limited. We have already mentioned
that various galaxy properties and their evolution with time (and therefore redshift) depend
not only on environment but also on stellar mass. Even though previous studies have found
similar trends to this work when using mass-limited samples, it would be interesting to see
how our results would differ by applying the same types of constraints. This again requires
a larger sample of classified objects, as was mentioned before, but also requires stellar mass
estimates. The CANDELS collaboration is currently working to measure stellar masses for
galaxies based on the improved photometric redshifts we have produced and described in
this thesis. The results will be provided to the rest of the collaboration in the near future.
Another exercise we can perform is to test how the color-density relation evolves with
redshift, and see how it compares with the morphology-density relation that we have stud-
ied here. As we have already mentioned, color is closely related to the morphology of a
galaxy in the local universe, but it correlates more weakly with environment at higher red-
shifts. Therefore investigating the evolution of the color-density relation using CANDELS
data and compare the results with our findings would be a very interesting addition to this
work. In order to do so, again our new and improved photometric redshifts presented in
Chapter 3 can be used in order to estimate the rest-frame colors of galaxies and determine
which are red. This is an effort that is also being done currently by a number of groups
of the CANDELS collaboration, which are calculating fits for the galaxies’ Spectral Energy
Distributions (SEDs), i.e., the distributions of energy over the full range of wavelengths for
each galaxy, from which one can easily estimate the color of a galaxy. We emphasize that
this is being done using our photo-z catalogs and the final results will also be provided to
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the collaboration in the near future.
Finally, a much larger volume of measurements of galaxy morphologies at higher redshifts
will be available in the next decade from a new generation of large surveys such as WFIRST
(Spergel et al. (2015)) and EUCLID (Laureijs et al. (2012)); the number of galaxies they will
observe is vastly larger than that of CANDELS. With such large samples of data, a more
thorough study can be accomplished with finer grids in redshift or in galaxy properties, as well
as to investigate the aforementioned color-density relation by dividing galaxies into separate
groups according to their color. For such large surveys a reliable classification scheme for the
various types of galaxies that can be applied to such large samples is required. This can only
be done via computer measurements, given the vast number of objects involved. One such
effort is being led by B. Robertson (private communication) using a Neural Network scheme
for galaxy morphological classifications. Exciting times are on the way for observational and
theoretical Astronomy, following the new discoveries that lie ahead.
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Table 1: Details of the origins of the spectroscopic redshifts and grism redshifts used in this study. For each dataset used we provide
the name of the survey or instrument used, where applicable; a reference for the source catalog; the number of redshifts provided in each
CANDELS field; and any cuts applied in order to restrict to the most robust redshifts. A large portion of the spectroscopic redshifts
were taken from catalogs compiled and provided by Nimish Hathi (private communication).
Survey / Instrument (Reference) Number Of Redshifts in each field Cuts applied/
COSMOS EGS GOODS−N GOODS−S UDS Flags
Training (Private Communication: mobasher@ucr.edu) 370 − − − − z > 0, flag = 1
− 8401 − − − z > 0, flag = none2
− − 2994 − − z > 0, flag ≥ 3
− − − 1249 − z > 0, GRISM FLAG = 03
− − − − 354 z > 0, flag = 1
3D−HST (Momcheva et al. (2016)) 566 771 579 523 928 z max grism > 0.6
use zgrism = 1, use phot = 1
flag1 = 0, flag2 = 0
z best s , 0, z spec ≤ 0
z phot u68 − z phot l68 > 0
z grism u68 − z grism l68 < 0.01
z grism u68−z grism l68
z phot u68−z phot l68 < 0.1
z max grism > z phot l95
z max grism < z phot u95
1DEEP3, Cooper et al. (2011, 2012b)
2High quality redshifts only
3Flag to avoid grism-z’s and only keep spec-z’s
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MULTIPLE FIELDS
DEIMOS (Faber et al. (2003); 172 − 70 39 179 z > 0, flag = 1
Private Communication: mobasher@ucr.edu)
MOSDEF (Kriek et al. (2015)) 189 268 73 10 26 z > 0, flag > 0
MOSFIRE (Trump et al. (2013); Wirth et al. (2015)) − − 22 75 − z > 0, flag ≥ 3
VUDS (Le Fe`vre et al. (2015)) 101 − − 77 − z > 0, flag ≥ 3
COSMOS FIELD ONLY
PRIMUS (Coil et al. (2011)) 232 − − − − z > 0, flag > 3
WFC3 (Krogager et al. (2014)) 12 − − − − z > 0, flag > 3)
zCOSMOS (Lilly et al. (2007)) 7 − − − − z > 0, flag = 1.5, 2.5, 9.3, 9.5
3.x, 4.x, 13.x, 14.x
secondary targets
zBRIGHT (Lilly et al. (2009)) 2 − − − − z > 0, flag = 1.5, 2.5, 9.3, 9.5
3.x, 4.x, 13.x, 14.x
secondary targets
EGS FIELD ONLY
DEEP2 (Davis et al. (2003); Davis et al. (2007); − 1432 − − − z > 0, flag ≥ 3
Newman et al. (2013))
GOODS − N FIELD ONLY
DEEP3 (Cooper et al. (2011)) − − 3 − − z > 0, flag ≥ 3
DEIMOS (Wirth et al. (2004)) − − 3 − − z > 0, flag ≥ 3
PEARS/ACT (Pirzkal et al. (2013)) − − 81 − − z > 0, flag ≥ 3
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GOODS − S FIELD ONLY
COMBO−17 (Wolf et al. (2004)) − − − 6 − z > 0, flag = A
CXO−CDFS (Szokoly et al. (2004)) − − − 84 − z > 0, flag = A
K20 (Mignoli et al. (2005)) − − − 101 − z > 0, flag = A
VLT IMAG (Ravikumar et al. (2007)) − − − 7 − z > 0, flag = A
VLT 2008 (Vanzella et al. (2008)) − − − 147 − z > 0, flag = A
VLT LBGs (Vanzella et al. (2009)) − − − 1 − z > 0, flag = A
VIMOS 2009 (Popesso et al. (2009)) − − − 3 − z > 0, flag = 4
VIMOS 2010 (Balestra et al. (2010)) − − − 198 − z > 0, flag = A
ACES (Cooper et al. (2012a)) − − − 103 − z > 0, flag ≥ 3
VVDS (Le Fe`vre et al. (2013)) − − − 116 − z > 0, flag > 3
GMASS (Kurk, J. et al. (2013)) − − − 49 − z > 0, flag = A
WFC3 (Morris et al. (2015)) − − − 54 − z > 0, flag ≥ 3
UDS FIELD ONLY
UDSz (Bradshaw et al. (2013); McLure et al. (2013)) − − − − 63 z > 0, flag = 4 or A
MAGELLAN/IMACS (Santini et al. (2015)) − − − − 61 z > 0, flag > 3
SXDS (Akiyama et al. (2015)) − − − − 23 z > 0, flag = A
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Table 2 Detailed description of the files containing the PDFs from each participant as well as the two best combination methods.
The number of models used in the combination methods is reported, as well as the value of the parameter α from the Hierarchical
Bayesian method. Note that while the four best participants are included in the evaluation of the combination methods, one or
more participants might have missing PDFs for a given object, therefore the total number of PDFs used is not always 4. Both
the original and optimized versions of PDFs are provided in separate files.
Column Description
#1 z Redshift values for the grid on which PDFs are tabulated
#2 Finkelstein Probability Density Function (PDF) from Finkelstein
#3 Fontana PDF from Fontana
#4 Pforr PDF from Pforr
#5 Salvato PDF from Salvato
#6 Wiklind PDF from Wiklind
#7 Wuyts PDF from Wuyts
#8 HB4 PDF from Hierarchical Bayesian combination, constructed using the PDFs from the best-performing four groups
#9 mFDa4 PDF from the minimum Fre´chet Distance combination (computed with `1 distance metric), constructed using
the PDFs from the best-performing four groups
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Table 3: Detailed description of the columns of the CANDELS photometric redshift catalogs, which provide point statistics
constructed from the optimized photometric PDFs, as well as spectroscopic and/or grism redshifts where available, for all objects
in each CANDELS field. Each CANDELS object corresponds to one row in the catalog. Statistics based upon the optimized
PDFs from all six groups, as well as the two best combination methods, mFDa4 and HB4, are provided within the catalog.
The full set of statistics tabulated for the minimum Fre´chet distance (mFDa4) PDF are detailed. Corresponding statistics are
provided for each groups’ results are included in the catalog, with the column identifier only differing in its prefix (i.e., HB4,
Finkelstein, Fontana, Pforr, Salvato, Wiklind, or Wuyts) from the column identifier for mFDa4.
Column Description
# 1 file Name of the PDF file used to estimate photometric point values.
# 2 ID CANDELS ID of the object as used in the photometric catalogs.
# 3 RA Right Ascension of object (from photometric catalog).
# 4 DEC Declination of object (from photometric catalog).
# 5 z best Best redshift value which can be spectroscopic, grism, or photometric.
# 6 z best type Type of photometric redshift: s = spec-z, g = grism-z, p = photo-z.
# 7 z spec Spectroscopic redshift if available.
# 8 z spec ref Reference of catalog from which the spectroscopic redshift is obtained.
# 9 z grism 3D-HST grism redshift of object if available
# 10 mFDa4 z peak Peak value of mFDa4 PDF
# 11 mFDa4 z weight Weighted average value of mFDa4 PDF
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# 12 mFDa4 z683 low Lower boundary of 68.3% (1σ) credible interval of mFDa4 PDF
# 13 mFDa4 z683 high Higher boundary of 68.3% (1σ) credible interval of mFDa4 PDF
# 14 mFDa4 z954 low Lower boundary of 95.4% (2σ) credible interval of mFDa4 PDF
# 15 mFDa4 z954 high Lower boundary of 95.4% (2σ) credible interval of mFDa4 PDF
# 16 HB4 z peak Peak value of HB4 PDF
...
# 22 Finkelstein z peak Peak value of Finkelstein PDF
...
# 28 Fontana z peak Peak value of Fontana PDF
...
# 34 Pforr z peak Peak value of Pforr PDF
...
# 40 Salvato z peak Peak value of Salvato PDF
...
# 46 Wiklind z peak Peak value of Wiklind PDF
...
# 52 Wuyts z peak Peak value of Wuyts PDF
...
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Table 4: Detailed description of the columns of the CANDELS morphology catalogs, which provide visual classifications of
galaxies as fractions of number of classifiers choosing a particular morphological type divided by the total number of classifiers.
These catalogs were compiled by Jeyhan Kartaltepe. Here we show the columns that are of interest to our work only.
Column Description
Column 1 ID number
Column 2 Right Ascension
Column 3 Declination
...
Column 7 f Spheroid: Fraction of classifiers that checked Spheroid
Column 8 f Disk: Fraction of classifiers that checked Disk
Column 9 f Irr: Fraction of classifiers that checked Irregular
...
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Table 5: Table of quantities used to assess the quality of the optimized photometric redshift PDFs and their point statistics. We
separately list statistics determined using the training, testing, or 3D-HST spectroscopic redshifts, as well as the average of the
results from the testing and 3D-HST sets (statistics computed from the training set can be biased low). Results are provided for
the PDFs from all six groups, as well as for the optimal combination method of each type (Hierarchical Bayesian (HB), minimum
Fre´chet distance computed with an `1 metric (mFDa), and minimum Fre´chet distance computed with an `2 metric (mFDs). The
lowest value in a given row is shown in boldfaced blue font; the lowest average result amongst combination methods is shown in
boldface red. The quantities used to evaluate the quality of photo-z PDFs are the normalized `2-norm between the Q-Q curve
for a given set of PDFs and the unity line (`2-norm) and the fraction of spectroscopic redshifts that lie outside the photo-z PDF
for their corresponding object ( fop). To test the performance of each group and combination method for the weighted-mean
peak redshift, zweight, we use the normalized Median Absolute Deviation (σNMAD) and the ∆z/(1+ z) > 0.15 catastrophic outlier
fraction fco. Finally, we list the fraction of objects for which a PDF file was not provided by a given group as fmissing (fraction
of missing files). Note that combinations of different numbers of PDFs (either the best three or the best four) yielded best
results for PDF statistics (where HB3, mFDa4, and mFDs4 proved superior) than for point statistics (where HB4, mFDa4, and
mFDs3 were preferred). Note that fop values for the Hierarchical Bayesian combination method are zero by construction.
Quantity Set Finkelstein Fontana Pforr Salvato Wiklind Wuyts HB3 mFDa4 mFDs4
`2 − norm
Training 1.67 × 10−4 4.12 × 10−4 2.05 × 10−4 1.82 × 10−4 5.09 × 10−4 2.55 × 10−4 4.91 × 10−4 4.38 × 10−4 5.09 × 10−4
Testing 5.15 × 10−4 4.65 × 10−4 4.72 × 10−4 3.33 × 10−4 6.71 × 10−4 4.73 × 10−4 9.03 × 10−4 2.63 × 10−4 2.90 × 10−4
3D−HST 8.48 × 10−4 5.31 × 10−4 2.24 × 10−3 2.05 × 10−3 8.68 × 10−4 7.95 × 10−4 1.00 × 10−3 8.65 × 10−4 9.50 × 10−4
Average 6.81 × 10−4 4.98 × 10−4 1.35 × 10−3 1.19 × 10−3 7.69 × 10−4 6.34 × 10−4 9.53 × 10−4 5.64 × 10−4 6.20 × 10−4
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fop
Training 8.89 × 10−2 9.77 × 10−2 8.11 × 10−2 6.38 × 10−2 3.24 × 10−2 9.42 × 10−2 0 6.98 × 10−2 6.69 × 10−2
Testing 1.11 × 10−1 1.12 × 10−1 8.91 × 10−2 7.14 × 10−2 2.50 × 10−2 9.98 × 10−2 0 7.70 × 10−2 7.08 × 10−2
3D−HST 4.02 × 10−2 7.23 × 10−2 5.02 × 10−2 1.87 × 10−2 1.87 × 10−3 1.81 × 10−2 0 2.15 × 10−2 2.02 × 10−2
Average 7.55 × 10−2 9.22 × 10−2 6.96 × 10−2 4.51 × 10−2 1.34 × 10−2 5.89 × 10−2 0 4.93 × 10−2 4.55 × 10−2
Quantity Set Finkelstein Fontana Pforr Salvato Wiklind Wuyts HB4 mFDa4 mFDs3
σNMAD
Training 2.77 × 10−2 3.06 × 10−2 4.40 × 10−2 3.31 × 10−2 3.30 × 10−2 2.47 × 10−2 2.24 × 10−2 2.48 × 10−2 2.52 × 10−2
Testing 2.54 × 10−2 3.00 × 10−2 4.08 × 10−2 2.98 × 10−2 3.66 × 10−2 2.41 × 10−2 2.22 × 10−2 2.30 × 10−2 2.36 × 10−2
3D−HST 2.24 × 10−2 2.93 × 10−2 4.37 × 10−2 2.74 × 10−2 3.32 × 10−2 1.99 × 10−2 1.87 × 10−2 2.07 × 10−2 2.07 × 10−2
Average 2.75 × 10−2 3.42 × 10−2 4.96 × 10−2 2.96 × 10−2 5.33 × 10−2 2.25 × 10−2 2.23 × 10−2 2.43 × 10−2 2.47 × 10−2
fco
Training 6.94 × 10−2 6.65 × 10−2 8.25 × 10−2 6.75 × 10−2 6.71 × 10−2 6.57 × 10−2 6.40 × 10−2 6.36 × 10−2 6.42 × 10−2
Testing 8.72 × 10−2 7.62 × 10−2 9.31 × 10−2 8.18 × 10−2 9.58 × 10−2 7.28 × 10−2 7.17 × 10−2 7.11 × 10−2 7.34 × 10−2
3D−HST 3.33 × 10−2 2.18 × 10−2 3.61 × 10−2 2.90 × 10−2 3.15 × 10−2 2.056 × 10−2 1.90 × 10−2 2.09 × 10−2 2.46 × 10−2
Average 6.06 × 10−2 4.83 × 10−2 6.69 × 10−2 5.57 × 10−2 8.01 × 10−2 4.73 × 10−2 4.56 × 10−2 4.82 × 10−2 5.07 × 10−2
fmissing
Training 0 1.14 × 10−3 5.69 × 10−4 5.69 × 10−4 7.51 × 10−2 0 − − −
Testing 0 1.78 × 10−3 3.30 × 10−3 7.61 × 10−4 9.59 × 10−2 0 − − −
3D−HST 0 2.97 × 10−4 1.19 × 10−3 2.97 × 10−4 4.51 × 10−2 0 − − −
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